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STEWART HILLMAN

Some important changes are being
After an illness of several months a
The weekly concert given by the
made at the Fair Grounds in anticipa
part of the time being confined to the
Houlton Band was enjoyed Thursday
tion of the coming Fair August 30, 31
Mudigan Hospital where he received
evening by a very large crowd who
September
1,
2,
and
workmen
are
busy
treatment,
Stewart Hillman a resident
gave the program close attention.
getting
the
grounds
in
shape
for
the
of
Littleton
and well known here as a
Two numbers on the program were
influx of exhibitors which promises
former conductor on the Paugor
enthusiastically received. These num
to he the largest in the history of the
Aroostook rairoad died Monday, Au
bers being vocal selections by Miss
Association.
gust Sth, Iiis age was 56 years.
Glenna Stapleford accompanied by the
The midway grounds will be taxed,
Mr. Hillman had many friends here
band.
and
was highly esteemed by all.
to
accomodate
the
applications
already
; Miss Stapleford has a sweet and
received.
A few years ago he retired from
' good carrying voice and she received
One of the feature of the Fair will he
railroading and took up farming.
’ a good applause.
Ideal weather for both days, a good the Automobile shows which will be
He is survived by three daughters
! Another number was a singing num
track and a large crowd all combined located in tents at the left of the
Mrs. Hilda Nelson of Littleton, Mrs.
ber led by Zemro Clark, which was
to make the circuit races at Presque Charles street entrance in the new
In line with the developement of Percy Nason of Monticello and Mrs.
Herewith presented the list of tax also loudly applauded.
Isle a great success. The eight races
addition;
Automobile
Dealers
are
talc
the
State of Maine, which the State Robert Lovely of Lincoln, one son
The
band
is
doing
most
excellent
j
payers in Houlton who fcay a tax of
on the card, ini lading the matched
ing
hold
of
the
enterprise
with
alueriChamber
of Commerce and Industrial George of Madison, Maine, besides his
$100 or more and as compared with work.
race which was the big attraction for
ty and space amounting to 4ddn square League is endeavoring to do, a meet- father and several brothers and sisformer years are much higher, which j
-----------------the second day, were all fast and
ing was called for Presque Isle on ters.
is nothing more than was expected, j Mr. and Mrs. Walter Churchill re exciting enough for any crowd of race 1‘eet has already been engaged.
New
stables
for
the
exhibition
of
Thursday last by Hon. Arthur R.
Funeral services were held Wednesin common with other
things, but is i turned toFort Fairfield Wednesday,
fans.
horses
have
been
built
in
the
rear
Gould
of
that
town
and
the
event
was
Buy
irom St. Mary’s church Rev. Fr.
must be realized that the increase is ! having been visiting Mr. Churchill s
In the first days racing Jack the of the poultry sheds which will allow successful in every way.
P.
M.
Silke officiating.
more noticeable because the earning j brother G. Beecher Churchill and fam- Clipper, the favorite in the 2.15 class
The result of the meeting was that
power o f the town has not Increased ; By- They were accompanied home by broke his sulky. He is a large horse plenty of space for the horse exhibit.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Black with their
with the expense of running the town, j Miss Mildred Churchill, sister of Mr. anil the sulky is a special build, so The machinery exhibit too promises to an organization composed of men and
guests Miss Jean Edmonds of West
be
larger
than
ever.
women
from
different
parts
of
the
the same as In the case of an indlvid-1 Churchill who has been in Houlton that in a new outfit he refused to
county was started, with which it is Somerville and Miss Ruth Houston of
ual.
j several weeks, also by the Misses
work and acted bad.
I Guy Tingley who is now employed
Brookline, Massachusetts, together
hoped
that much good will result.
The tax rate will be .039 an a dollar j Elizabeth
and Margaret Churchill,
The big race of the day was the ; in Portland, Maine with J. R. Libby
with
Mrs Hannah Edblad left ThursA buffet luncheon was served to the
or $39.00 on a valuation of $1,000. Jdaughters of Mr. and Mrs. G. B.
2.20 class which was finally won by j Company arrived here Monday to guests present from all parts of the day ^or Swan Lake where they will en
This is an increase of $5 per thousand j Churchill, who will visit there for a
j the converted pacer Baton after a i spend his vacation at his old home.
county, after which cigars were light joy a stay of three weeks.
over 1920.
few daysI hard fight in which he finished I
____________
ed
and the meeting was called to order
With an increased appropriation o
f
------------------|seventh in the first heat
Hilly1 GOVERNMENT CROP REPORT by Mr. Goulil who introduced J. H.
POWERS-O'DONNELL
$25,000 voted at the last town meet- MCPARTLAND-CHAMBERLAIN 1Oilonna had little trouble in carrying
O’Donnell,
president
of
the
Merchants
July’s
constant
hot
weather
and
lack
A
very
pretty home wedding was
Inc, the selectmen and assessors have
st. Mary’s church was the scene of a |0„ the hoIlors
, hp >WPnlv , pv„ n
Asfi’n. of that town, as Chairman of solemnized Wednesday ait 3 p. m.
of
rainfall
reduced
prospective
pro
done wen to hold the rate less than 4 -quiet
L uiet wedding
weddinc Wednesday
mornimr
'
th
,
0
1
twenty-seven
vvednesda> morning,, ciass> While Della McGregor, driven
duction on crops more than a quarter the meeting. The first speaker was when Ruth Isabel, daughter of Mr. and
|August 10 at 9 o clock when Miss - ilv r ; iiv nttnn norm-it&u hor
It is interesting to note that the as- ) Loulge
and 1
B l y at
Utt Houlton
p and
1 d took
her three
per- of a billion dollars. The crop report of Jas. Q. Gulnac, president of the state Mrs. Robert O’Donnell became the
Louise Qeoreiana
ueorgiana Chamberlain
Chamberlain and
j^
formance
the department of agriculture for July j organization, who told of what thej bride of Philip R. Powers of East Mill!
s«M ors’ report shows that there are Francis Loring McPartland were unit straight heats.
showed forecasts reduced by millions we~e trying to do to get before the nocket.
586 automobile taxed in Houlton an ed in marriage.
The second days racing took four- Qf bushelg compared with a month ago. people of the country the great resourRev. A. E. Luce, pastor of the Meth*
increase of 24 over last year.
Rev. Fr. P. M. Silke performing the
teen
heats.
The
tavontes
did
not
ail
The
re(Juced
estimates
of
corilj
wheat,
ces
in
the
State
of
Maine,
and
lauded
odist
church performed the ceremony
The Assessors report shows 1921 ceremony while the wedding march come tnrougn anil some
through
and
some
surprises;
^
white
potatoes
alone
aggrein
many
ways
the
men
and
women
in
the
presence of both families and
$3,314,848 was played by Miss Florence McPart were furnished especially in the 2.17
Real Estate valuation
gated
396,000,000
bushels
and
the
proswho
make
up
the
population
of
this
some
intimate
friends. The double
1,384,710
Personal Property
land sister of the groom.
which was won in straight heats by
pective
loss
of
production
calculated
good
state.
ring
service
was
used,
Only relatives and a few intimate Commodore Dallas, a Presque Isle
on August 1, farm prices, amounts to
Speaker of the House of RepresenThe house was tastefully decorated
$4,699,558 friends were in attendance.
Total
horse. John R. Braden for the third
$3,299,283
Real Estate 1920
The bride was attractively attired in time effectively surpassed the Houl $83,500,000 for white potatoes, $64,000,- tatives Chas. P. Barnes was next for the occasion. The ceremony took
1,514,345 a traveling dress and carried a bou ton horse in three straight heats 000 for oats, $56,100,000 for corn and ' called upon and gave a very forceful place under an arch of evergreens and
Personal Property
, talk containing much general informa- goldenrod. Sweet peas were used for
quet of roses, lillies of the valley and establishing a new track and county $54,400,000 for wheat.
$4,813,628 |maidenhair ferns. She was attended j record jn the final heat which was run j Almost every crop was adversely tion about the State and the Garden dining room decorations.
Total
1769 by her sister Miss Geneva Chamber-1 off in 2.07%. A big floral wreath was: affected by the almost constant high of Maine. As a direct descendant
The couple were attended by Vera
Polls taxed, 1921
1752 lain, Edmund McPartland brother of j presented to the horse at the end of I temperatures and shortage of rain. from the first settlers of the county Thompson cousin of the groom, and
Polls taxed, 1920
Over practically the entire west and he is particularly qualified to impart Clarence O’Donnell brother of the
586 the groom acted as best man.
Automobiles, 1921
the race but because of nervousness!
northern
central states there was little information of this kind, and that bride.
562
Automobiles, 1920
Directly after the ceremony the the driver John Willard was forced to j
together with his aility and fore
The bride was gowned in white
The reason for the drop in valuation young couple left by automobile for wear it. Little Anna S. was piloted to |rain.
sightedness
in the many assets which georgette with taffeta trimmings and
is due iu part to the small amount of Woodstock where they caught a train a new mark of 2.11% in the 2.11 class, The report on White Potatoes shows
potato stock on hand in 1921 and the for Quebec in which city they will winning first money from a classy i a production of 316,000,000 bushels; ' Aroostook county posesses. held the wore a hridal vpil riiiP-hf u-ith liutoc nf
with a 65.8 crop.
j « U n « o n of the a lie n e e , glvln* them
valley a!,d ^
a
Z large amount in 1920.
! >end their honeymoon.
field. As a result of interference on \
The
area
of
potatoes
harvested
in
!
information
which
was
most
interestnt
Ophelia
roses
and
sweet
peas
Both Mr. and Mrs. McPartland are the turn in the third heat the Fort j
$179.87
Absrnethy, Chas.
163.15 graduates of Houlton High school and Fairfield horse was set back to fifth ; the United States in 1919, according to ">*• He was ,0,,0W*« ’ ’y Gov- Ba!cl,' r Her going away suit was Harding blue
Abernethy, James
113.17 !
Adams, Roy
red here where they I position else the race might have been <the Fourteenth Census, was 3,258,192 and to those who had not before had %v-th ^at to match
377.40 i
Adams, William C.
acres, as compared with 3,668, 855 acres an opportunity of hearing him as a
Thg bridesmaid wore pink taffeta
106.30 are extremely popular among the ! a shorter one. Alfred King headed in 1909, representing a decrease o f ; public speaker his method of delivery and carried carnations and sweet peas
Anderson Bros.
158.00 younger set.
. Malee and Bingen Worthy three !
Anderson, Burnett E.
as well as what he said made many
The bride’s gift to the bridesmaid
114.07
Mrs. McPartland for some time has i straight heats in the 14 class which i 410.663 acres, or 11.2 per cent.
Anderson, Maud P.
The production of potatoes in 1919 friends who otherwise knew little of was a string of pearhs and the groom’s
119.02 been employed in the office of the
Anderson, Ray S.
' was a parade. C'ommodor Dallas a ; wtv 290,754.580 bushels, as compared , bis position on several important gift to the bride was a strlng of
121.87
Anderson, Vesta P.
229.98
Annett, Stanley
with 389,194,965 bushels in 1909. The . topics. He discussed the matter of
After the cerem ony refreshments
341.13
Archibald. James
production thus shows a decrease of economy and state taxes, forests and vvoro Sf>rV(,d i,v ^j,.c j 0tln Crawford
Aroostook Federation of
forced several gentlemen to uncork the 98,440,385 bushels, or 25.3 per cent, farms of Maine, appointments which
195.00
and the Misses Faye Thompson,
Farmers-.
long green.
156.00 J
The average yield per aore in 1919 was j he had made or might make, and good Marion McCorquindale and Bernice
Aroostook Hospital
Mr. McPartland is the junior memBud Tingley the local driver had a 89.2 bushels, as against 106.1 bushels road-, not forgetting to mention his
470.61 1
Astle. Alfred E.
Briggs.
r of the Plumbing and Heating con
447.60
Auber, George W.
in 1909.
"
views on the Water-powers of the
Mrs. Powers is a graduate of Ricker
100.50 cern of James McPartland and Son, eleven class when he was forced into
Bamford, Wellington A.
The states reporting the largest pro- state, all of which wore most interest- Classical Institute< 1914 and Aroostook
658.13
Bank, Farmers National
the fence at the start of the heat and
73125
dut tion of potatoes in 1919 were New ing end many complimentary remarks g^a^e Xormal School 1918 Tim last
Bank, First National
was thrown from the sulky.
The
292.50 {
Bank, Houlton Savings
York, with 32.470.S47 bushels; Minne- were heard of the good impression three vearst she has b e e i/a very sucles
the
St.
John
business.
147.30
Problem then gave an excellent ex
Barnes, Chas. P.
sota with 26.699,956 bushels; Wiscon that he made.
cessful teacher in East Millinocket.
After
a
ten
days
wedding
trip
they
165.82
Bell, Hasen
hibition or real horse sense.
He
Walter B. Moore of Portland was
The gr00n) ,s an employee of the
sin with 26,376,921 bushels; Maim1
109.28
Belyea. Roy
traveled on the outside for a while
with 23,929,560 bushels and Pennsyl the next spanker introduced and he Xorthern Paper Company.
Benson, Mary J. Heirs or
running and then struck into his
146.25
spok * of Organization and what it
Devisees of
vania with 22.051,685 bushels.
They were the recipients of many
326.70
stride anil came along with the rest of
Berman, M. B.
------------------meant, following which a committee gifts consisting of silver, cut glass,
311.10
Bemestein, Joe
the bunch finishing in third position
Mrs. Harry M. Briggs left Monday ,,f i ] \Vas appointed to carry on the Nippon china, valuable sum of money,
227.25 j The large number of beautiful and
Berrfe, P. S.
lmt
was awarded fourth for running. night for New York City when1 she work of the organization in the county
265.20
!
Berry A Benn
Pyrex and a set of birdseye Maple
Bud was not badly hurt and no bom s will f)P flic guest of Miss Estelle and was composed of the following:
223.35 |
Berry, Frank P.
furniture.
156 85 !
were broken but the shaking up was Neuhaus after which she will continue
Berry, Leonard P. 1
Ora Gilpatriek. Houlton; Geo. y.
Aniong the out of town guests were
107.25 :
Berry, Lottie M.
enough..
to
.Milwaukee
where
she
will
visit
her
Hammond.
Van Huron ; Paul Thi!id Mrs. John Powers. Ethel Powers. Mrs.
246.36
j
The
TIMES
joins
with
many
others
Berry, T. C. S.
First Day
brother Albert who is in business dean, Fnrt Kent; flurry K. Humphrey. Francis Boynton and Mr. and Mrs.
541.98 ! i wishing them a happy life's jourBishop, Fred W.
2.20 Trot, Purse $400
118.05
there.
Washburn; Tom E. Houghton. Fort George Daisy all of East Millinocket;
Bither, Horace
I:; 1 11 in, Im I Na s on)
7
2 1
! 1
129.75
Black, L. S.
Fairfield; F. F. Spear. Limestone; A. Mrs. B. R. Burleigh of Linneus and
Victoria,
Pin
(
N
e
v
e
r
)
}
1
*
>
I
2
278.92
Blake, W. S.
M. Stackpole. Bridgewater; J. M. Miss Marion McCorquindale of MilliTrixie i cllioti. Inn ( llanititu
! 6 I
io BOSTON TIGERS 12
185.13
Bliss, yE- S.
Kosctta .McKinney, Inn
Hov ‘V. Mars Hill; Mrs. Delmont 'j n m -k e t.
170.43 :
Briggs, Belle
HOULTON A. A.
l Tayl or)
2
t 5 r<>
GOVERNOR’S
COUNCIL
107.25
Fnu rson. Island Falls: L. S. Beau.
Briggs, Elma V.
They left on the evening train for a
<'liiimv Tell, Jr... I. g
120.0 ) ■
After heating tlx1 "Boston Tigers' Pre-que Isle. The committee wil'
Brooks, John
The
Governor
andExocutive
Coun( Wi l l ar d)
5
5 3 C"
wedding trip, the destination of which
120.00
j
Brown, B. H.
to a frazzel and Inn ing a five run lead mne' Oct. 5 in Presque Isle for organi.Mont-.-ko, fie , I |..ln
»; die
is unknown.
311.10
Brown, James A.
in the eighth. Jimmie Nason's "hear zat ion.
Alvcston
Hov
tig
(
Dye
r)
S
dis
869.00 i
Their many friends extend hearty
Brown, Joseph A.
cats" slipped and the game was lost
390.00 ! The nomination of Lyman H. Nel- Silver Strain. fig i Cetehr! ! ) a di■■
The State Chamber was represented congratulations.
Brown, J. A. & Co.
Dawn A \ worthy, fig
in a terrific slugging rally which mu by ‘ res. Gulnac. Chas. H. White.
Brown, Mae E. Admx,
i >n of Portland as a member of the
(Brinkley)
dis
They will he at home after Septem141.38
B. L‘. Staples
ted
seven runs for tin- visitors and a Financial Secretary and Organizer j J)pr 1> cast Millinocket.
T i me -2.22 '.j. 2 . IS' , . 2.191;. 2.19. 2.3-'.'l .
196.83
Bubar, Don N.
win.
2.27 T ro t and Pace, Purse $400
Walter B. Moore.
I
____________
231.15
Buck, M. L.
Billy <V I lonna fig, i 1lolni.-- )
1 1 1
294.84
The Tigers came to Houlton with a
Burleigh, Bertha
Governor Baxter named B. W. Howe Fifth' Jazz d i g ( Ha ns o n) .
-----------------J Danforth is holding its second an2
2 ■
■
104.40 i of Patten to he a member of the State
Burleigh, Everett E.
icputation of being a team full of pep
The Annual Lawn Party of S’ . ! nuai p.u> this week August 16. 17, IS
.Ire Q. . c|iy' i Siilitli I
I 0
585.47
i
Burleigh, Harry R.
, Xantliia. him (Brinkley)
2,
c> t but during the gam*1 .Monday there Mary’s Catholic church will be held j ;ij1(i []as prepared a fine program of
112.12 ■I
Burleigh, Kate
I
<
'.infect
ion
Inn
<
1
la
nifin
i
<
i
3 .5 was not much of this quality in evi
403.65
on the Convent grounds this \\ edrn^- - racing and sports which is sure to
Burnham, John, Heirs
5 t i; dence until tlie beginning of the ninth
198.90
The Governor also 1!a i i ; i nl Inn i <’ai ma : i >
Burpee, Caroline
day
when the usual attractions at til j draw large crowds from this section,
;• T i me 2.15 V 2. BP*. - V
134.55
Burtt, Charlotte
inning and then with odds much bounteous meals will he sei\ed.
j
Green combined business with
I
2.15 Trot and Pace, Purse $400
110.25
1
Burtt, Wm. F.
against them, they startl'd a rally that
t 1
370.50 * a member of the Maine Board oi ! ( ‘" l iege Swift filg i B e l k l ' V ) 1)
pleasure in a week end trip to Port
Bussell, Wm. F., Heirs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Jackins
return
while if lasted kept the fans right on
! Donald Keith lm ( S P - n a r t )
1
2 2
116.10 ,
Call nan, James B.
ed Friday from thoir wedding trip and land and Old Orchard last week. He
Saccharose, Inn <W Hard)
2
1
a
n
116.88
1
their
toes.
Callnan, Thos. J.
J 1a a 1 .McK inney. gg
during
tin ('veiling received two sore- i remained in Old Orchard over Sunday
157.24
Callnan, William J.
The game as a whole was of the
5
220.42
uadi s one from the boys and tin* other returning with Mrs. Green Tuesday
GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB j (I' l i nnan)
Calvin, Chas. E.
wierd variety, errors wen* frequent
I Ka rl \ort h firg ( I 1a ni ti n )
2
loo. r.o
morning.
Campbell, George A.
one from their young lady friends.
A
very
enthusiastic
meeting
of
■Jack t lie ( ’ Upper fig
and
it was a loosely played game all
329.24
Carpenter, Elbrldge W.
( I >011-1- )
448.58 those interested in forming a Golf and
Carr, Wilbur E.
tin* way through.
Tinii
2.132.1
'.'.1 1
3 1I V : I T ,
Carroll, Charles
1*>4 10 Country Club was held at the MeduxJamieson l’or tin1 home team was
2.
19 T ro t and Pace. Purse $400
Carson, John
214 57 ne^ea^ Club on Friday evening and Delia Vfi'Grefii ir Inn ( t ((< >n )
I 1 ! not at his best, his control was bad
Cary, Walter
::
106.74
"
' ’
' ' ~ " t ------- " ' ,w* I fa ywa nl Wilke-- In c i Wv t - r s )
had started the sprouts on the tubers,
and he sent several to first on four
Cassidy, Frank B.
2 .7 !
hm i \\ il la rd )
235.44 would like to see the movement go i.Jileell 1'■ i
Cassidy, Gregory P.
f In some sections digging for the
bad oik' s and he was touched up for
Hra
vi
>
s
fire
<
<
'a
r
un
n
)
7
2
5
174.99 forward.
Cates, Harry M.
early market has started and the price
Sis IV ers lull >i >.-W It 1 )
r, 1 .: a goodly number of hits.
113.10
Cates & Son, H. M. Inc.
Signatures of those interested in Jell'rey »*K i Merkley >
1 7 dr
has been from $3 to $4 per barrel, but
236.99
Russell for the visiting team waChadwick, John G.
Ba !■<>11 Ma ripie elm i 1'r> >- s.-r 1
*; it dr
15*’,.10)
the ordinary fields have at least six
Chaioner, Lucy
V v dr hard hit in the third when the Nasom
( ’ li.irli* .left'er: " 1 1 i'll ; (1 \i! fi )
Chamberlain, Albert
weeks
for growing before the real
ite.s
gathered
in
eight
runs,
after
this
di
245.19 Meduxnekeag Club there will lie a Ks ra K. Inn (1 ><e.\ i
Chambers, Eldorado
harvest commences.
Planet i v y I,;- ( B a s e r )
di
inning
he
kept
the
hits
sc
attered
in
157.44
Churchill, G. Beecher
meeting of all who have signed the
Ti na
T K . 2.17 ,. 2. 10' , .
100.50
Verifying the above
tin1 ninth. Daniels relived him and
Churchill, Elmer
151.20 paper as well as any others who un
The past week has made a great
Second Day
Maine
lias
fallen from first to fourth
Clark, Claude
finished tin1 game.
237.39 interested whether they have signed
2.11 Mixed, Purse $400
improvement in tilt- potato situation place in apple crop prospects of the
Clark, Frank I*.
For tin* Nasonites, Peabody and Mr
161.31 or not, for the purpose of forming an l.iMle Anna N. Inn
Clark, M. M.
, in Aroostook county, the rains having country because of July drought V.
852.80
1
i * ’ an er-m,
5 :: l Cluskey did excellent work wilh tinCleveland, E. L.
organization as well as listening »o
done much to improve the growth of A. Sanders. New England crop statisti
117.no
:; :
W r a 1 i l) I>m 11' m i,, >
I 1 2 stick. The attendance was about lunit
Cochran Drug Store
the report on cost of laying out Liui
tin- tubers in this section.
21*4.
cian of tho federal bureau of markets
B-'.V
elm
i
1
1
.1
n
.
•
i
■
l
2
:
1
M.
f
i
Cogun, Henry
tin1 largest crowd seen for sonm time
413.43 and maintenance.
TIi-- I ' i ,,i,i,.11j iiji' t'rn11’ i*1vi
J 1(>
Cogan. James, Heirs
announced Friday.
in
a
trip
over
Hie
county
mar;
185.25
0:1 tin* sjd(> lines.
A large attendance i- dc-irel -o 1'Vrn I a!, idm >X- " i. )
t
■5
Co., As tie Musu;
'I'll*1 Aroostook potato crop is not;
peculiar
things
an1
noticeable,
viz:
643.50
Ti me
2 i t 1,. 2.1 i . ' l l ' , .
1. 2. 1v,'...
C o ., E . L . I'le v i'U in d
that the different views on the m a t t e r
Summary of Gann1;
Hi'- crop from north of Mats Hill to imite op to normal. Mr. Sanders said,
978.9*1
2.14 Trot, Purse $400
Co., Dunn Furniture
may he heard.
Boston Tigers o 2 1 u u u 1 ! 7 12
141.38
A
1 B iim Mi; ( A ,•ve i i
<In1 river will doubtless yield 199 p< r adding that it is 82 per cent of a
1 1 1
I'o.. Klpo
it ti s (i u u li (i 1 ;i
3,323.19
Hitmen Wert In l>- <1la nitin )
" 2 2, 1toidfon A. A.
Co-. A, H. Fogg
.(■(id
crop ami the tubers still grow normal against 99 last year .and a five
10!).20
7 ."
Co., Kriedman-Sniurt
Miss Mabel Gould of Patten wlm Ala le.- im i 1' 1 11 m )
Batteries.
Jamieson,
Deasy,
Russell.;
ling,
-onth
of Mars Hill the yield as year average of 99 per cent. The
585.00
Tiiim -2 12<*11. 2. Di i , . 2.rf >...
Co., li. S Gr* en Bros
formerly was employed at. the HctiiDaniels and Williams.
!
far
as
can
fie fold will fie from 75 to crop is uneven throughout New Eng
501.93
Match
Race
D o .. F r e d E . H a ll
205.33 ton Furniture Company as bookkeeper •fi.lni ]; Bra den !>s \V i ll. i n |)
Umpires, Cameron and Bryden.
I 85 per cent while it) tin1 south am' land will) some blight recorded.
1 1 !
Co.. Geo. A. Hall
i
253.50 was in town a few days this week the <’a lu'.'i r> Gael i' 11 s (Never--)
2 2 2
Co., H allett -Alt-Keen
I western part, if may fall below that Present potato conditions in the
Tiuu1, 2 hours 49 minutes.
253.50 guest of friends.
T i me 2.11)11, 2 . 1 2 ' , . 2 . 1 1 7 c,.
C o .,
H a m llt o n -G r a n t
figure. In one section of the count.) country arc best, in Golorado and in
175.50
2.17 Mixed, Purse $400
Co., Hatheway Drug
due
to extremeiv dry weather, the New England, Mr. Sanders added.’
103.35
Maurice
H.
Peabody
and
Lewis
H
('(>innn i I, a e I »a lias fir;- i j a niismi)
Harvey Baird and wife accompanied
1 I 1
Co., F. A. Hogan
Geo. H. Bonn shipped the first car
Co., Houlton Foundry & Machine 594.75 Porter have been drawn to sieve on l.iltle Vter cln? ( ( 'a nieron )
2 2 2 by Arthur McLauglin and wife startl'd tubers in a certain field had evidently
409.50
;; .'(
Cu.. Houlton Furniture
stopped growing and then after the of potatoos out of Houlton on Saturday
the Traverse Jury at the September Don Q. fig ( Brickie;,')
Monday
on
a
motor
trip
to
New
Bruns
1,134.90 :
Nut wm d Kinney d i g ( Douse)
Co., Houlton Ice & Lumber
•t 4 4
term of the Supreme Judicial Court Pearl Iloiirfioii film ( Parks)
wick cities and will also go into Nova wot weather (which in this case had as far as we an1 able to learn for
5 5 5
arrived too bite for the growing vines) which he paid $4.99 per barrel.
to
be
held
at
Caribou.
Time - 2.17>4, 2.15
Scotia before returning.
2.18(5.
(Continued on Page 6)

Tax Kate .039 on One Dol
lar Largest Rate for a
Nmnber of Years

Much Interest jManifested in
all Classes as Well as
Matched Race

Gov. Baxter One of Speakers
and Makes a Good
Impression

POTATO CONDITIONS IN THE COUNTY

Aroostook County Yield is
Officially Estimated at
82 Percent

»

*
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uncertain than road building, nothing college graduates was provocative of jealousies that obtained in the old willing to do business with him. day and social gatherings at other
which requires a much higher degree many responses in a more or less days. “ In this enlargement of acad Moreover, one of the bankers who times require but little more effort
Established April 13, 1860
of intelligence and skill, and still defensive manner by fraternity of emic reformation the appreciation of wanted to help the motor maker than is consumed in walking around
the worth of the university and the says that “ Mr. Ford will take the a city block.
there
is almost no other subject about college presidents.
ALL T H E HOME NEWS
college
-in promoting the fellowship little railroad he has purchased,
which everyone claims to know so
Despite a correction by Mr. Edison
His life in many ways is preferably
Published every Wednesday morning
much and in connection with which to the effect that his criticism of of the world is becoming more and throw out all the antiquated sys to that of the city dweller. His health
by the Times Publishing Co.
one so unceasingly criticises the ideas the educational ways in vogue was more evident.’’
tems now in use on it, as well as is enhanced by the sunshine and the
of the “other fellow.”
President Harry Pratt Judson of other roads of the country) and pure country air that he breaches.
aimed at the elementary branches and
CHAft. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
The reason everyone claims to know was not concerned with colleges and the University of Chicago has some give railroad executives an example His life is not menaced by the
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year is so much about highway construction is universities, the misinterpretation still radical views for changes in college of efficiency and economy which constant stream of cars driven by
advance; in Canada 62.00 in
because all are interested in good persists and has been the means of curriculums which would be a drastic wil make them fairly gasp for reckless motorists, as is the case in
advance
roads. The great majority of people bringing to light the true uses of step in educational methods. He says: breath.”
most cities. His children grow to
Single copies five cents
now own automobiles; these vehicles college and university.
We hope he does. There are any maturity in the purity of contact with
“ In my opinion there is altogether
no longer are the rich man’s plaything
The accusations were made and de too much time spent in the elementary number of railway executives who nature, instead of being surrounded
Advertising rates based upon guaran but a necessity for rich and poor alike.
fended with equal vigor, being indica schools, I believe that the work which will be glad to have some genius by questionable environment of more
is ordinarily spread over eight years
teed paid in advance circulation.
They are an essential in business, they j £jve
a questionably satisfactory could be adequately done in six. As show them how to solve the tangled congested centers, where there is
are the backbone of the transportation condition among our colleges and a matter of fact, we have tested this problem of administering the trans little opportunity to sift the goods
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
system of the Country. The element universities. That standards of teach in the laboratory schools of the Uni portation system of the land in a from the bad. He is free to go and
for ciculation at second-class
of pleasure must not be overlooked for ing vary according to the location of versity of Chicago. We have done the way satisfactory to the shippers, I come as he desires and is not hedged
postal rates
automobiles bring joy to hundreds of the college and university is well work in seven years even better than the stockholders and the employes. |around with the myriads of restric
was formerly done in eight, and short
Anyhow, that Wall street offer seems tions and laws of the city man.
All •uhserlptlen are DISCONTIN thousands of people every day in the known, but that these varying stan ly it will be done in six.
year,
but
it
is
as
a
utility
that
they
to
have given Henry Ford just the
dards
are
in
themselves
chaotic
is
"I believe there should be a radical
USD at expiration
stand in the forefront at present. At not admitted.
change in the curriculum of o u r , goad he needed to stir him to “ get
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK I t I t
schools and colleges. Our experience
the same time roads are one of the
In connection with the above con here has confirmed the belief that the busy.” We do not care much for his
T IM E
TABLE
PASSING ON A H IL L
most expensive features for a city,
notions
upon
American
history,
and
Corrected to June 27. 1021
A recent arrest by State Inspector state or nation to build and maintain troversy the New York Herald made elective system needs modification,, it is difficult to conceive that the mau !
and we require now not so much
T r a in * D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
Cbarlee E. Files of a motorist who and, therefore, because of their great out a questionnaire dealing with Mr. specific subjects as specific groups of who defied Wall street and “got away |
E a s te rs S ta n d a rd T im e
Edison’s
dissertation
questioning
the
passed another while going up a hill cost, they are of exceptional interest
subjects.”
with
it”
is
the
same
man
who
sen
t!
F ro m H O U L T O N
standards of teaching in different
caused considerable excitement among to the tax payers.
8.28 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
the
Peace
Ship
to
Europe.
But
he
i
colleges and universities and the
automoblllsts who did not understand
Limestone and Van Buren.
ONLY ONE HENRY FORD
The real point of view, however, Is
did “ put one over” on Wall street and 1
the law. They immediately assumed not what they cost to build but what condition of these standards. Ques
That was a remarkable story print there are mighty few men who could 9.22 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
that every motorist would be arrested they save. A poor roacl is a liability, tions were also Included as to the ed the other day in The Herald tell have done it or would have tried to 111.05 a. m.—For Ashland, Fort Kent, St.
relative
merits
of
elective
and
selec
for passing another on a hill or even a good road is an asset to the com
ing in the words of Henry Ford him do it.
Francis, also Washburn, Pres|
on a grade. Then the question arose munity or the larger unit of govern tive courses of study and in connec-1 self how he defied Wall street and
j
Ou« Isle, Van Buren via Squa
Pan and Mapleton.
as to what constitutes a hill, and ment. The good roads make it pos tion with former system the desirabili-! made his defiance good. Wall street,
FARM LIFE LOOKING UP
1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
whether it is the Intention of the State sible to transport, with the same ty of substituting for it a rigid return well known for its philanthropy, sent
land and Boston.
A noted writer declares that in
Highway Department to arrest a man amount of pulling power, horse, ox, or to fundamental studies was discussed. ; a representative to the motor-car
6.68 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
time the lonesomness of farm life will
who passes another automobilist when gasoline engine, a load twice, thrice, This questionnaire was submitted to j magnate with a proposition to advance
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
be done away with, and that tilling
some
of
the
leading
college
presidents
j
Caribou to Boston.
going down hill as well as when go or four times as great as could be !
under a certain loan plan the $60,000,the soil will become a popular voca 7.00 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
I in the United States and a further
ing up.
carried over a bad road. In other
000 owed by the Ford Company and tion.
Due H O U L T O N
Jquery addressed to the lea rned men i
not covered by its $20,000,000 of
An examination of the law, how words the cost of transportation is
8.16 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
I was in regard to what studies should
Ha
might
have
said
that
much
of
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
surplus. Times were bad and pros
ever, is most reassuring, and there is reduced in like ratio because for the
|be eliminated in order to get more
to Cariboo.
pects none too good. It would seem the lonesomeness has already been
no reason for a misunderstanding of same amount of energy, with the same
9.18 a* m.—From Van Buren, Caribou,
I time to devote to a course best suited
that Ford had on hand nearly 100,000 banished, and that the remainder is
it on the part of officials or the public equipment and the same quantity of
and Fort Fairfield.
j to give a general all around educa
rapidly disappearing.
unsold cars, that the government
in general. The particular section gasoline, a load several times as large
12.36 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
tion.
The automobile has done it.
gor and Greenville.
wanted many millions of income taxes
covering this point is Number 7, and as could be transported over a poor
1 A lengthy treatise on the questions f
There is no need for the farmer or 3.05 p. m.—From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
as yet unpaid, and that some $40,000,the last four Hnes are as follows: thoroughfare is carried over a good
I was made by Dr. Charles F. Thwing,
also Van Baren, Washburn.
000 more had to be raised somehow. his family or his help to feel lonesome
“ No operator shall pass a moving ve highway with no greater expense.
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan
|famous author and educator, president
Ford listened to the bankers’ propo these days.
hicle from the rear at the top of a Transportation is one of the greatest
6.48 p. ra.—From Boston, Portland and
! of Western Reserve University. TakDistance no longer exists for him.
Bangor.
sition—and turned the messenger
bill or on a curve when the view items in the cost of living and the
I ing the various questions up at length
With his car he can be in town at 6.55 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone.
out of his office when Wall street’s
ahead is in any way obscure or while reduction of its cost, therefore, great
! he discussed the reforms going on at t
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
emissary stated that the hankers any time within a few minutes. He
the vehicle is crossing an intersect ly reduces the cost of living. Again
Time tables giving complete information
I present in the curriculum, manage
can
visit
his
neighbors
for
miles
on a good road one may make several
who furnished him with a huge
ing way.”
may be abtalned at ticket offices.
ment and life of the colleges. His
around any evening after supper,
GEO. M. HOUGHTON.
The Intent of the section is very trips to and from the market in a conception of the purpose and function loan would have to supervise the
while attendance at church on Sun- General Passenger Agent. Bangor, Main**
plain, and very simple. Everyone given time where with poor roads only 1of the college in the life of the company expenditures.
And then Ford “ cut loose.” He
knows that one of the most danger infrequent trips may be made under individual attending it was very clear
collected debts, cut expenses to the
ous spots on any road is the-top of a the best conditions and during certain ly expressed. He said:
hill or knoll Just before one reaches seaons, in the Spring and Fall f o r I; “ That the purpose of college educa limit, hurried up raw materials,
its summit, where absolutely no op instance, and after heavy storms, no tion is sound and solid. That purpose slashed the prices of his output,
portunity is given to see ahead. There trips can be made at all. This latter is expressed under many diverse in “ sold” cars to dealers who were
la very likely to be a speeding motor fact may mean the loss of perishable terpretations. To give man under- amazed to hear of the shipments,
i standing, to transmute knowledge into and made good on his boast that
ist coming up the other side, possible goods because they cannot be convey
wisdom, to lift the individual above
attempting to make the grade on high ed to the market; and almost always narrowness of intellectual vision into he had no need of Wall street. To
T h a i w e h a v e p u r c h a s e d th e b u sin e ss k n o w n as th e
and proceeding at a rate quite unsafe it means the loss of the highest prices breadth, to create a sense of cubical day not only Wall street hut finan
for himself and for one who may be for the producer who lives on poor relations of life, are intimations of the ciers everywhere are loud in his
aim of the college. In securing this praise, the dealers are glad they
approaching in the opposite direc highways, since his inability to go to
aim, and perhaps forming a part of the
market
causes
a
shortage
in
the
supply
tion.
. aim itself, the power to think, to accepted the cars he “ sold” them,
o n B a n g o r S t r e e t — a n d a r e p r e p a r e d to s u p p ly y o u
at
the
trading
center.
The
man
who
reason, to judge, to weigh evidence, to and the bankers are still entirely
Even a blind turn on a road is not
infer from logical premises, represent
w ith n e w a n d s e c o n d -h a n d F u rn itu r e o f all k in d s.
more dangerous than the last few feet lives on good roads can go to market
important steps. To educate man as
in
any
weather
and,
therefore
gets'
o f the brow of a hill.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
man, not as a member of one calling,
W e b u y y o u r o ld s t u ff o r w e w ill e x c h a n g e * n e w
there when his competitor cannot and to enlarge and to enrich his simple
There can be no other interpreta
obtains the benefit of the exceptional humanity, is the primary end. In this
f o r o ld .
W a t c h o u r w in d o w s f o r b a r g a in s
we
tion of this section than that there
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
purpose most college men agree.”
rates.
shall be no speeding on the top of a
BUZZELL'S
h a v e ’e m m o s t e v e r y d a y .
In regard to the particular period
There are permanent roads and
knoll or hill such as would be re
LICENSED EMBALMER AND
there are semi-permanent roads. Of at which a boy starts for college, he
quired by a car ascending at a suf
C o m e in a n d g e t a c q u a i n t e d ----------FUNERAL DIRECTOR
course the former are best for they had some very enlightening remarks
ficient rate to pass another one going
Phone
161-W—
Day
or
Night
are passable 12 months in the year, to make. He said:
in the same direction. The section
C o g a n B lo c k
“ The college age is the age bf youth.
unless temporarily blocked by heavy
does not attempt to regulate traffic
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
snow. They know no Spring mud and It is the age of vision, of hope, of
H o u lt o n
ambition, of the morning’s light, of
on a hill or to prevent one car from
are not affected by the Fall rains; cares which do not burden, of respon
D EN TI8T
passing another, either going up or
they are always ready to carry pro sibilities which do not fret, of the .
Fogg Block
llLT
going down, any more than it regu
duce from the farm to the market, storing up of memories which are to
lates and controls traffic on the level
from the factory to the railroad or last.”
stretches of the highways.
A very noticeable reform is taking
industrial center. They are the l>est
place
in college studies in the passing
type of road, but are too expensive to
T R U T H ABOUT T H E COST
over of the interest of the student
be
built
everywhere.
Then
there
is
OF M A IN E’S HIGHWAYS
from linguistic and philosophic sub
The people of Maine have been hear the semi-permanent type. They with jects to social themes. Philosophy has
ing altogether too much fiction about stand the frost and the rain much given up half her realm to phyehology,
the cost of Maine's highways, and in better than the unimproved highv'av Latin commands no longer a general
justice to the tax payers and to the but are not available for the entire following and Greeks has only a few
officials who have been charged with 12 months of the year. They do. how defenders of her noble fortresses.
the construction of the State s roads ever, make it possible during certain
Another reform from had to worse
seasons to carry much larger loads
it is only fair that some of these wild
is the change from the old method of
at
a
less
cost
and
in
.Summer
are
just
stories, or at least insinuations, should
recitation on the class room to lectures
be denied. It is perfectly proper to as good for a moderate amount of before hundreds of auditors. This
criticize the acts of others but criti tiaffic as the more expensive types.
change is heralded among other things
cism should never be indulged in
as going from intellcrtual quickening
EDISON M I ST A K EN IN
unless the critic can improve upon the
V I E W S ON COLLEGES to intellectual st agnation.
methods of the one he criticses. It is
Another change of importance for
A mistaken interpretation in a re
a very easy matter to say that a thing mark recently made by Thomas A. the better, is the increase in the good
is costing too much but such a state
Edison relative to the “ found want feelings existing between colleges ot
ment should never be made unless the
ing” mental condition of too many the present day as opposd to the
person making it is aware of just
what enters into the cost and of all
the hundred and one other reasons
which may make the price of the
particular thing in question seem
excessive.
In highway construction, the cost of
any two mPes of road is never
the same. The contract may call
for the building of so many miles, at
so much per mile, but this does not
l Special Six
Fiva-Paaaanger. 50-horammean that every mile is going to cost
power, 119-inch wheelboae
$1635f. o. b. Detroit
the same amount of money. It simply
infers that the average cost is to be
alike One mile may need the most
expensive under-drainage for its entire
distance, another may not require any
SOM E-W AY
at all. Another mile may take hun-,
dreds of feet of guard railing and the
ALW AYS
next not a single inch. Another mile
may be all clay which has to be re
moved to a certain depth and replac- J
ed by another material, while another
mile may be all gravel, perfectly
under-drained, and needing no im
provement, but the addition of a
surface. There is nothing much more
JONES’ Crackers are DIFFERENT. JONES’

H O U L T O N

TIMES

Rem em ber-

Houlton Furniture Exchange

Lane Brothers

O other factor than public appreciation of the
SPECIAL-SlX spread mouth-to-mouth fashion
by prideful owners, could account for the unques
tioned popularity that it enjoys today. For this
unusual car is a member of the Studebaker family
of cars whose production and sales, during the
first six months of 1921, exceeded those of every
other automobile manufacturer in the country
with the exception of one manufacturer of a
well known and very low-priced car.

N

EVERYBODY LIKES

JONES’PIC NICS

ONCE

U SED — ALW AYS

USED

Crackers are Tasty. JONES* Crackers are
EVER the same in QUALITY, the best that
can be accomplished in over 100 year’s
baking experience.
Have a plate of JONES* Pic-nic
on the table at every meal.

This is a Studebaker Year

Ask your dealer for
JONES* Crackers.

i

F. L. JONES CO.
Bangor, Maine.

Hand & Harrington
6 9 M a in S tre e t

NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS
f . o . b. F a c t o n e a, effa ctiv e Janm le t, 1 9 2 1
Touring Cara and Roadatara
UGHT-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER;................................$1300
UGHT-SIX TOURING C AR ............................................ 1335
SPECIAL-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER............................ 1585
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING CAR
................................. 1635
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER............................. 1635
BIG-SIX TOURING C A R ................................................. 1985

M ak es Ironing Easy
IJssd as cold water or cooked starch
with equally good results

ELASTIC STARCH

KK

ALL

zzt

STUDEBAKER

CARS

ARE

Coapea and Sedana
UGHT-SIX COUPE ROADSTER.................................. $1695
UGHT-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN ........................................ 1995
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE..................................... 2450
SPECIAL SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN...................................... 2550
BIG-SIX 4-PASS. CO UPE............................................... 2850
BIG-SIX 7-PASS. SEDAN............................................... 2950

EQUIPPED

WITH

CORD

TIRES
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PACU T H U S

purchased. As time went on, the pre-convention address of Supreme Maine last June to “ make an honest Aroostook Registry of Deeds, and by mortgage are broken, now, therefore,
living,” but had been told many times George H. Howe and Isabelle A. Howe by reason of the breach of the condi
diseases that the hens had had be Knight James A. Flaherty.
by their deed of warranty dated tions of said mortgage, the said Falk
POULTRY PAY came apparent These diseases had ""Mr. Flatherty’s address drew atten that a “ college man” was not wanted. December
1st, 1917, and recorded in American Potato Flour Corporation
He said that until he put on the said Registry in Vol. 304, page 159.
“ The Massachusetts hen, as far as spread to the other hens and seriously tion to the widespread circulation
claims a foreclosure thereof, and gives
Excepting and reserving from the this notice for the purpose of fore
prices go, sits on the top of the interfered with the experimental of an oath attributed to the fourth cap and gown he sold one paper
world,” declared Prof. A. E. Cance. work. Finally, to obtain pure speci- degree members of the Knights of where the ragged newsboys sold 50. premises above described all land closing said mortgage.
previously conveyed to the Bangor &
Caribou, Maine, July 29th, A. D. 1921
head of department of economics, M. mens, it had been necessary to sell Columbus, which was characterized He had better luck in his unusual Aroostook Railroad Company for a
Falk American Potato Flour Corp.,
costume,
he
said.
A. C., before about 200 poultry men : the old hens and raise from eggs or as a “ vile invention.”
right of way.
By its Attorney,
attending farmers week convention, j baby chicks.
And whereas, the conditions of said ^31
Gadreaus conclusion was that “ one
“ This oath,” he declared, “ is im
O. L. Keyes
““ While Massachusetts,” he continued, j ..In my opjnj0n,” said Prof. Graham, possible and ridiculous on its face, must have a rich uncle or other rela“ Is not and never will be able to j
oniy safe way jS
raise from eggs but ^ now js being circulated by mil- j tive to findemployment today.”
compete with the western poultry
or baby chicks. We send out men to lions of copies thru the country, i—— ——— .......— - .....
states in raising eggs com m ercials, make blood tests of stock we intend bearing the imprint of the CongressNOTICE OF FORECLOSURRE
because of feed and labor, she has
jjliy aad a^ ^be present time we have ional Record because, by accident, it
WHEREAS, The R. L. Pitcher Com
certain advantages that still make it
ajj bjmig of birds that we have raised appeared as an exhibit in the pro- pany, a corporation organized and ex
isting under the laws of the State of
a very profitable, worth-while busiourselves, and there is no sign of dis- ceedings of Congress.
Maine, and located at Caribou, in the
ness for the farmers of this state to eagg jn one of them.’
“ For the first time in the history County of Aroostook in said State, by
follow.”
Women attending the convention of the Knights of Columbus, at this its mortgage deed dated August 23rd,
Using charts based on figures issued evidenced great interest in three convention, we take occasion to ask A. D. 1920, and recorded in Aroostook
by the United States government, he numbers on the program arranged press and public to make known as Registry of Deeds at Houiton in Vol.
325, page 84, conveyed to Falk Amerishowed the facts and figures of the j especially for them. Mrs. c. D. Thore widely as possible the real obliga-, can Potato Flour Corporation, a cor•poultry business, as related to farmers j of the allied wall paper industry, in tion taken by all Knights of Colum-1 poration organized and existing unover a period extending from 1850, j gpea^ing of color in the home, em- Inis:
dur
laws of the State of Pennsyl
vania, and located at Pittsburgh in
indicating the statistical conditions of j phasized the need of harmony in
I swear to support the constitu- the County of Allegheny in said State,
the industry.
j colors used and( by exhibiting various tion of the United states. I pledge the following described real estate, to
The poultry industry of the state j tfall papers and drapery materials, myself, as a citizen and Knight of w it:
produced in 1880 about 6,500,000 eggs, j demonstrated how the work of decorat- Columbus, to enlighten myself ful
First, a part of lot numbered nine
and reached its high-water mark in j ing a room should be done. Papers ly on my duties as a citizen and to in that part of said Caribou formerly
1890, with 14,000,000 dozen, the record good for background and pictorial conscientiously perforin such duties “ H” Township bounded as follows:
beginning at an iron pin in brow of
for the last 10 years being about papers were displayed and the whole as a citizen and to conscientiously bank one rod and five links south 54
9,500,000 dozen. In 1890 four dozen j subject of home decorations and ar- perform such duties entirely in the degrees west from southwest corner
eggs per person in Massachusetts! rangements thrown open to discus interest of my country and regard of Aroostook River Bridge as standing
Sept. 26, 1883; thence north 71% de
were raised, as compared with less |sion.
less of personal consequences.
I grees west by brow of bank ten rods;
than 2% dozens per person produced ( Mrs Edith M. Hawley from Agawam pledge myself to do all in my power thence, by brow of bank north 66% de
a t ‘ the present time.
i gave her experiences on canning for to preserve the integrity and purity grees west eight rods; thence by brow ,
As to eggs sold: In 1910 three dozen ! market. To supplement her talk she 0f the ballot and to promote rever- of bank north 60 degrees west three
eggs per person were sold as against |exhibited numerous kinds of preserves ence and respect for law and order, h?ow *of^ank*nortiT52y f d’e grev* wesi
17-10th dozens in 1919. In other words j put up in her own kitchen. In her i promise to practice my religion two rods and seventeen links; thence
there had been a tremendous fall in opinion, large quantities of preserves openly and consistently but without by brow of bank north 55 degrees west
gelling, almost 37 per cent, in fact, put up at one time were apt to lose ostentation, and to so conduct my- three rods and six links; thence by
brow of bank north 63*4 degrees west
and a reduction in production. Farm- a little flavor.
self in public affairs as to reflect eight rods to an iron pin distant six
were now totaling more relatively
“ No one,” said she, “ ought to put up nothing but credit upon our holy rods and three links south 17Mi de
lor their eggs than in 1913 and it re- j more than 100 cans a day, for that is church to the end that she may grees west from southwest corner of ■
mained for them to maintain the i all that one w oman can do, if she is flourish and our country prosper to dwelling house occupied by G. C. Runnells June 26, 1893; thence south 30
margin between their eggs and the j to complete her task in one day. The the greater honor and glory of
degrees west to the Caribou Stream; .
fresh western eggs, so called, that |secret of good preserving is to pick God.’ ”
thence down said stream to the Aroos
were flooding the Boston market. |and pack in the same day, except in
took River and east line of said lot
nine; thence down said river by said
Last year 50,000,000 western eggs had ! the cases of beans, which should be
line to a point from which a line run
been sent to Boston, as against 6,500,- \picked in the evening and packed the NOVEL USE OF
F ord son
A limited number of Fordson
ning north 71 % degrees west will
000 from state poultry men, and yet, j next day.”
CAP AND GOWN strike the place of beginning; thence,
T ra ctor
Tractors for Fall delivery. We
-despite'that fact, Boston farmers had
Mrs. Hawley raises most of her own
Apropos
to
the
controversies north 71% degrees west to place of
have
our Fall allotment in now
been able to get more than the west-1 products and puts up lamb, cabbits, rampant everywhere in regard to beginning; Second, a part of said lo t:
number
nine
bounded
as
follows,
viz
C
and can make immediate deeha producer for eggs delivered to j veal, beef, vegetables, greens, fruit college men securing employment in
beginning at a
point
in
the
the customer. Massachusetts farmers j cocktails and fruit salad. In canning the present state of business depres middle of the road at the west
in Dr. Cancels opinion, had a great |rhubarb, she uses merely the red end, sion the following dissertation re end of said Aroostook River Bridge;
opportunity for a specialized market, making conserves out of the green printed from the Waterville Sentinel thence, westerly by said road seven
Your choice of Plows:
and one-half rods; thence, at right
for the benefit of customers who want part. She uses for the most part 20 i may be of interest to readers:
angles southerly to the brow of a high
Oliver at $125.00
ed and required fresh hennery eggs per cent syrup. The extent of her
Pedestrians along Newspaper Row bank; thence, easterly by the brow of
asparagus trade may be realized from 1
and were willing to pay for them.
said bank to a point opposite to the
John Deere at $135.00
in Boston one night last week saw a west end of said bridge;
thence
“ Improve your equipment,” said Dr. the fact that she uses the crop from
young man wearing a college cap and northerly to the first mentioned bound
Cance; “ put money into it and adver- j 20 acres.
These prices are for delivery at
gown selling papers. A patrolman saw or beginning. Third, a part of said
tise. Advertisement has made Danish ; The extension service of the college
him too. So did the reporters. When lot numbered nine bounded as follows:
Houiton.
eggs today more popular in London j will assist the fruit growers’ associbeginning at a point in the road lead
the patrolman asked to see his license ing west from the Aroostook River
than English eggs, for the main reason ation in warning the apple growers of
the man produced a hawker’s and Bridge and seven and one-half rods
Asy for a demonstration of this
that the Danes advertised their eggs, the state of the first appearance of
pedler’s permit which identified him from the west end of said bridge:
wonderful little Tractor.
labelled their eggs and sold satisfac the scab infection, according to an an
as Armand T. Gadreau of Lewiston, thence, running southerly at right
tion in every box. Pay for advertis nouncement made at the final meet
angles with said road to the brow of
Me.
The best of service on Tractors
a high bank; thence along the brow
Prof.
ing, put your eggs up in distinctive ing of the fruit growers.
When the reporters asked for his of said bank westerly to the line of
form, take advantage of your by Webster S. Krout, M. A. C., who has
and Implements.
first above described premises to a
products, day-old chicks and broilers. been very successful in investigating story, Gadreau said he had tried since point opposite the house occupied by
and you will make a first-class busi- the work, said that poor spraying was his graduation from the University of G. C. Runnells: thence southerly to
the middle of the road; thence by said
ness proposition of the poultry busi- the cause of the' scab, and that growroad to point begun at. Together with
ers would be told just what spray to
ness.”
all fixtures, machinery and equipment
Dr. J. C. Graham, professor of use and when to use it.
hereafter attached to said premises
poultry husbandry in the college, said
for the purpose of manufacturing
Money beck without question
starch and potato flour.
that in his opinion poultry dealers KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
if H U N T’S G U AR AN T EED
The premises above described are
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES)
should avoid buying adult birds. Ten
B a n g o r S tre e t, H o u it o n
MAKE THEIR OATH PUPLIC
(Hunt's Salve and Soap),fail in
the same premises conveyed to The
years ago, when the college was start
the treatment ofltch, Eexema,
R. L. Pitcher Company by Horace E.
Rinsrwonn.TetterorotherltchOpposition to religious prejudice is
ing its plant and haste was necessary,
Jones by his deed of warranty dated
Jnff akin dleeaeea. Try this
the
keynote
of
the
Knights
of
Colum
^treatment at our rUk.
several hundred adult hens, re present
December 1st, 1917, and recorded in
Vol. 304, page 161, Southern District
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfield, Maine
ing 10 or 15 varieties, had been bus annual convention, sounded in the
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PAQB POUR

to restore anything like normal condi
roads. The inhabitants depend almost RED RUSSIA IN
entirely on water transportation along
tions in Russia. The Baltic states are
HOPELESS MESS
APPEAL FOR ICE the coast and in the many fiords.
progressing, while inner Russia is
Even were the Russian Bolshevik
Carrying ice to Iceland will appear
“ Iceland can be considered the half
deteriorating. Do you thing for a
to most persons about as reasonable way station between Europe and regime to collapse immediately the minute that the states which have
dream of a new, united Russia is
as carrying wheat to the Dakotas, America. Nearly 700 years before
impossible of realization, says a broken away, would consent to enter
cotton to Texas or beans to Boston. Columbus sailed to the West Indies foreign correspondent, for decades to an alliance that would mean for them
t> .
..
.
,.
through the warm south Atlantic in
But, according to recent press dis- Uia
11 T.O
* o t .VU, V l n r p - o
,l f i r k. p r ,i
.f l.l D S . come, in the opinion of political stu
S
his relatively
large, fdecked
ships,
patches, the Icelanders have made an daring Scandinavian sea rovers in dents, government officials and busi
appeal to Norway, the
nearest j their open boats passed from Norway ness men in three Baltic states,
Esthonia, Letvia and Lithuania, hav
European country, to ship them ice Jto Iceland and from there to the
ing diplomatic missions at Moscow, j
in order that they may save th eir' coasts of Maine and Rhode Island,
These men disagree on the number 1

a descent into the same disorganiza displacement of some 250 pounds,,
tion through which they have already advertised the fact that he wanted to
successfully passed?”
sell a “ di’mond pin for fifty cents.”
There were plenty of bidders.
Cheap Dime-and
So Spud fished in his pocket and

ICELAND SENDS

Spud Murphy, baby water-tender produced a silver dime and a pin.
of the U. S. S. Connecticut, with a
He got the half.

herring harvest from spoiling because
“ Though Icelanders, faced by im- ol' years essential to build up a new [
of the mildness of the winter. Some placable natural forces and conditions Russia. Some say it will take 150 and '
of the paradoxes of this supposed land Jhave been unable to achieve an> gieat some make it only 50. All agree, i
I
of ice are dealt with in the following degree of physical development on however, that the fall of the regime j
bulletin issued by the National G e o - , t h e i r lava-covered, short-summered headed by Nikolai Lenine would be |
graphic Society:
j island, they have made notable ad- followed by a long period of anarchy, j
“ The land which has come down in : vances in less material fields. A truly during which time ethnographic unit j
history as Iceland might with more j remarkable
literary
development after ethnographic unit of the myriadaccuracy have been given a diametri- i sprang up in this far northern island tongued millions who made up the old j
cally opposite title, and called “ The ! in the 12th and 13th centuries, a full Russian empire would reak away and |
Land of Fire.’ The surface of no I hundred years before the Renaissance form separate states.
!
i
other country, perhaps, is so deeply began to make itself felt in sunny
This opinion was expressed to the j
marked by the withering blasts that Italy.
correspondent by Professor Piip. Ks“ In more recent times the Icelanders thonian minister of foreign affairs,
well up from time to time; and in no
country of equal area are to be found have shown themselves to be in and a lecturer at Dorpat University
so many volcanic peaks and vents. advance of many parts of the world on political and historical subjects.
Nearly 5000 square miles of the 40,000 in their social and political ideas. M. Schumann, tinder secretary for
of the country’s area are covered by Women had full political privileges in foreign affairs of the Letvian gov
Iceland earlier, probably, than in any ernment, I)r. Kasmir Grinins, minis
lava flows.
The Dort front com 
“ Iceland is, approximately, the size other civilized country. At the pre ter president of Lithuania and dozens
partm ent gives plenty
of Ohio and about 8000 square miles sent time part of the Althing, the of other students Mho art? in a posi
of stretching room for
larger than Ireland. It is only a short j Icelandic Parliament, is elected by tion to view the Russian situation at
both driver and pas
distance off the European coast of proportional representation. Votes for close range take a similar view.
senger—a fa c to r fr e 
quently neglected.
Greenland, and its northernmost cape women is not the only mark which
Lithuania, Letvia and Esthonia con
feminism
has
placed
on
the
life
of
just touches the Arctic circle. From
tend, as governments, that in the short
there the midnight sun can be seen. Iceland. The custom of women re period since they overthrew the UolIn spite of its position so near the taining their own names when they sheviki and launched new nations they
north pole, Iceland, thanks to the gulf marry is more general in Iceland, per have made progress and are gaining
stream, has a relatively mild winter haps, than in any other modern day by day the stability that will take
climate. Riykjavik, the capital, is in country.
the rest of Russia, still under the Bol
the same latitude as Nome, Alaska,
“ The political status of Iceland is in shevik regime, years to attain.
but has a January temperature milder some ways peculiar. In effect it might
C om p a re
A. M. Martus of New York, a Liththan that of Munich, Germany, or be said to be an autonomous state in uanian-American at the head of the |
Milan, Italy.
partnership with Denmark. It has no United Baltic organizations which are I
“ Icelandic summers, however, are army or navy and is under no obliga promoting a Baltic alliance recentlv I
cool, due to the large fields of ice that tion to contribute either men or returned from month’s investigation I
float down from the north. Grain can money to the Danish military forces. in Moscow. He summed up the situa
not be grown satisfactorily, and all Denmark recognizes the country’s per tion by saying:
breadstuffs must be imported. Hay manent neutrality. Furthermore, the
“ Russians in America, Paris and
potatoes and turnips are the only present arrangement is only tempor elsewhere, who are still contending a
agricultural products of any import ary, and after Dec. 31, 1940, either of united Russia would be possible imme
ance. Cattle, horses and sheep are the associated countries may demand diately after the fall of Bolshevism,
raised in. considerable numbers, and a revision of the ‘Act of Union’ which are cherishing a vain dream. I was
PRICES
large quantities of fish—chiefly cod now unites them.”
just in Moscow. It will take 150 years
and herring—are taken from the
Touring . . .
$ 985
neighboring waters.
Roadster . . .
985
Sedan . . . .
1685
“ Though Iceland has an extensive
Coupe . . . .
1535
area, for all practical purposes it
F.
O.
B.
Factory
might just as well be only a seventh
Wire Wheels and spare tires
its actual size. Although Europeans
emigrated to Iceland about 700 years
00010102010201020100080900230002025323230001000200535323485323484823532323234823232348485353484823482348482323485300022353482323485348232323
before Old World colonies were estab
in iimriu in ilim n im 1
111m iin timu iim itti:i! nMMmi ■■minii 1ii 1111;ti111min i:11<i
lished in the now tamed North Amer
FTER June 1st we w cl be ready to
ica, only the valleys and lowlands near
the coast of the island have ever been
offer Ve? el a lie Transplants and also
developed. This is not because of a
Asters,
Finrias. MarievM , Calendu
lack of energy on the part of the hardy
Scandinavians who settled the island,
TOURING CAR
las, Larkspur Seedling- .
but because the interior, comprising
N O W
We also offer the “ Simess” Window
about six-sevenths of the total area, is
H o u lto n , M a in e
a waste of lava, boulders and gravel,
Box. This is made of galvanized iron,
devoid of vegetation.
enameled green, and is ?o constructed
“ The island is approximately 200
that it does not drip when watered.
miles wide and 300 miles long, but
F
l
o
r
i
s
t
One
watering will last a Meek.
hardly a habitation can be found more

Compare them — all cars in the D ort
price class—excluding none.

D O R T
P r ic e s

Compare them —point by point— unit
for unit.
Compare them — in appearance—finish
—convenience — com fort—performance.

D o a little looking, analyzing and figur
ing for yourself on this car question and
your choice must be either the D O R T —
or a car much higher in price.

Hillside Conscrvalcries

Let us show you today or at your earliest
opportunity the superior points of the
DORT.

TJO R T

Fred E. Hall Company

985

Chadirick

Quality Goes G ear Through

than 40 miles from salt water. There
are no railroads and few carriage

(594)

H u rry
■DICKM

Everybody is coming to our Fifth Anniversary Sale. Only a few days left to take advantage of our wonde:
ful bargains. If ever you had a chance to save money, this surely is a grand opportunity

$25,000 Stock on Sale at Less Than Half Prices
Last Day of Sale, Saturday, August 20 -----------------

Here are Some of the Bargains—Look Them Over
Guimpe Dresses
Guimpe Dresses in Jersey
Sale Price $5.98
Linen Guimpe Dresses
Sale Price $3.50
Hosiery
Fancy Silk Hose value $1.25
Sale Price 89cts.
IJsle drop stitch Hose
v- w..
Sale Price 59cts.
Pure Silk Hose value $3.00
Sale Price $1.75
Apron9
Bungalow Stylo Aprons and
Others, all colors and materials
Sale Price 89cts.

Baby Rubber Pants
Value 65cts.
Sale Price 49cts.

Underwear
Summer Vests value 35cts.
Sale Price 25cts.
$1.50 and $1.75 values in Petti
coats, Nightgowns, Envelope
Chemises
Sale Price $1.00
Children Straw Hats
Choice of $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
Hats for Children
Sale Price 89cts.
Suits and Coats
All Spring Suits
All Summer Coats

$14.98
$12.50

Georgette Overblouse
Values orginally up to $G.9S
Sale Price $3.98

Neckwear
Choice of 150 Collars or Sets in
Georgette Crepe, C r e p <> <1 e
Chene and other materials
Sale Price 39cts.

$1.00

$2.49
$3.75

Silk Umbrellas
Silk Umbrellas, all colors and
kinds. 25% discount.

Eioys’ Wash Suits
Sizes 3 to 8 years
ale Price $1.69

Voile Waists
$2.50 value in Voile Waists
Sale Price $1.50
$3.50 value in French Voile
Waists
Sale Price $2.19

Ciarbardine Skirts
Save Money.
Buy a Skirt.
Values up to $8.00
Sale Price $2.45

Children’s Stockings
Value up to <>5cts. a pair

AH Variety

No mail orders filled at these prices

unless the money is sent with order.

Gingham Dresses
Gingham Dresses
Voile Dresses

$1.50

Maribou Furs
All furs to be closed out at one
half regular price.
$12.00 fur for
$6.00
*.00 fur for
$4.00

N o exchanges, refunds or credits at this sale.
Sales final.

House Dresses
$3.00 dresses for
$2.00 dresses for

Sale Price 25cts.

Value

Silk Dresses
Only a few dresses left at this
money saving price
Sale Price $10.98
Gloves
Kid and Cape Gloves
$3.50 value for
$3.00 value for
$2.50 value for

$2.50
$2.00
$1.50

Skirts
White Pleated Serge
Baronet Satins
Other Good Values.

$3.98
$6.75

We have a few good trades in
yard goods.

Come1 in and look

them over.

Service

Style

Joe B ern stein
Market Square

Houlton, Maine
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happened that where there has been
“ Already the biological survey, de why cities are bora, flourish and some
An old bachelor says that boosing is
a Republican Legislature and a partment of agriculture, has establish times perish
From ancient times not a woman’s province. No married
Am erican Red Cross
Democratic Governor the Councilors ed an experiment station in Alaska, ocean harbors and navigable rivers,
man would dare say such a thing.
have not belonged to the same party and further appropriation is being ask forts and crossroads of trade routes
A society woman says that men
as the Governor. The reverse has ed for three reasons. The reindeer have been magnets for human popula
probably quit courting their wives be
also happened.
men wish scientific study of reindeer tion. But Kattowitz and its closeExercise No 3
cause other men do it so much more
Oftentimes the election of a Council diseases and means of prevention, clustered sister cities of Silesia are nicely.
or depends upon a very few men or expert advice toward improving the modern phenomena, sprung up like
Some people have money and don’t
The dog should be confined carefully even upon one man. As an example, stock, and preservation of the moss mushrooms among coal and iron
With the beginning of hot weather
know how to enjoy it’ while others
the danger season for rabies sets in. for ten days and kept under observa there are 27 Senators and Representa growing grazing areas.
mines.
know how to enjoy it, but haven’t got
The virus of rabies, or hydrophobia, tion. If he has rabies at the end of tives from Cumberland County. If
“ More than 100 Eskimos still own
“Quantity production and standard the money.
is present in the saliva of rabid that time he will have died. The life twenty-six Democrats and only one 70 per cent of the reindeer, a firm of ization also seem to be modern
animals, almost invariably dogs or
Republican are elected from Cumber-1 white owners hold about 12 per cent; attributes of cities. Kattowitz is akin
cats. It Is transmitted by bites of the of the dog should thus be temporarily land County and if the Legislature the government, the missions, other to its neighbors, Konigshutte and THIN PEOPLE SHOULD
infected animals or, more rarely, by preserved to assist in determining j jjas a Republican majority, the single firms, and the Lapps control the re Beuthen, along a straight line to the
TAKE PHOSPHATE
whether the bitten person needs j Republican from Cumberland County mainder.
the saliva from the animals.
northwest, and to Gleiwitz, Zaborze
nominates the Councilor and the
Immediate treatment of a person Pasteur treatment.
"The reindeer ranchers hold forth and Zabrze to the west. Zabrze re S ays n othin g lik e p lain A rg o -P h o s p h a te
to p u t on firm , solid, s tay th e re
Ii, however, the dog has been killed, Republican Legislature elects him,
bitten by a suspicious animal should
the hope that they will be able to con tains that name on the map though
flesh and muscles and in c re a s e
s tre n g th , v im , v ig o r and
be deep cauterization of the wounds his head should be sent to the nearest because it always, of course, will tribute materially to the meat supply some of its Germanic inhabitants, at
nerve force
with strong nitric acid. The second Pasteur Laboratory for a diagnosis. se]ec( a member of its own party for of a mounting population in the states one stage of the World War, thought
step insuring the safety of the bitten Should the diagnosis be that of rabies ^ is important position. From this it where there is concern about the
it would sound sweeter if it were ; Physicians claim there is nothing that
individual is the conferring of immuni the bitten person may receive the Wjjj be seen that the Councilors are dwindling grazing areas of the West.
wjj] increase weight, strength and encalled Hindenburg, and they petition ;<durance
like organic phosphate commonly
ty by means of the Pasteur treatment. necessary treatment by sending a not elected by the people and not be They point that approximately 200,001) ed for that change.
; known hy druggists as argo-phosphate;
. it is inexpensive and is sold hv all leadThorough measures should not be telegram through the State Depart ing responsible to the people may animals witli a meat valuation of
; ing druggists everywhere under a guarneglected as the disease of rabies is ment of Health.
oftentimes not represent the majority three-quarters of a million dollars
i antee to give satisfaction or money re
funded. Weakness and thinness are usu
POINTED
PARAGRAPHS
Southern Aroostook Chapter, Houl- party in their respective districts.
one o f the most terrible a person could
ally due to starved nervous conditions.
were available for the market during
ton, Maine.
our bodies need more phosphates than
have the misfortune to contract.
Time is of no value to a man who
The Governor s Council is an institu 1920. Shipment of 1600 carcasses,
1are contained in the foods we eat.
1 If you wish a more rounded figure and
tion that has been abandoned in many approximately a quarter of a million fails to use it.
plump well-developed arms,
neck
and
Frequently a man is honest because bust in place of hollows you should
states, but it has served a useful |pounds, valued at some $60,000, was
METHOD OF SELECTION OF
COM. WASHBURN
simply
take
plain
argo-phosphate
as
it
purpose in Maine and can be of great 1made to the states in that period, he is afraid to he dishonest.

Health Information

ON AGRICULTURAL FAIRS

builds up and restores run-down nervoua

THE GOVERNOR’S COUNCIL

conditions by phosphatizing the system.
help to the Governor. The members ; c'old storage plants, with facilities for
The pain of a lost love is what many It
transforms the appearance and an in
In view of the deadlock now exist- of the Council are presumed to under-1 handling 12,000 carcasses yearly, al- a woman has paid for a home.
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
crease in weight is often times quickly
produced.
P. Washburn has issued the follow ing between Governor Baxter and the stand local conditions in their district j ready have boon built.
A widow never tells her age; she’s
The increase in weight also aids in
improving the general health.
Sleep
ing very important statement to the Executive Council many letters have they visit the state institutions and
“ The pioneer firm of white men en always old enough to know better.
lessness, nervousness, lack of energy and
farmers of Maine to the coming sea been received at the Governor’s office keep in touch with the administration gaged in the reindeer industry is lo
quickly disappear.
There doesn't live a man who ambition
Pale cheeks are changed to n
UP' S
son o f agricultural fairs and their im asking howr the Council is chosen and of public affairs.
cated at Nome, on whose beach the objects to having nice things said and dull eyes become bright.
Miss Pena Prown of Atlanta, Ga., who
portance to the people and the State: who the Councilors are. The Gov
placer gold miners pitched their tents about him.
only weighed PO pounds reports that she
gained in pounds in two
weeks
time
in 1S99. Their herds range over the
“ In view of the near approach of ernor’s Council consists of seven
When it comes to getting money the and says argo-phosphate has made a
members,
each
member
elected
from
Seward peninsula and upon Nunivak ,
the season of agricultural fairs, the
. ,
,.
,
different personn n
and she has never
lawyer takes fewer chances than the 1 felt better in heof her
life.
island. Their cold storage plants are burglar.
Department of Agriculture desires to a Councilor district. The State of
►SPECIAL
X(
iTIf
'K
:<»wing to the fact
Will reindeer raising become the j located at Nome. Keewalik, Golovin
call the attention of the farmers of Maine is divided into seven Councilor
that so many physicians and druggists
are
recommending
argo-phosphate
for
Lovemaking of the kind usually
the State to the importance of these districts. The first district is corn- major industry of Alaska, eclipsing the !|and Kgavik.
relieving all nervous, worn-out debilitated

REINDEER HERDS
GROWING FAST

found in romantic novels makes the conditions and the unusually large sale
institutions and the valuable service posed of Oxford and York Counties value of the fisheries product and sur j
“ Reindeer meat is shipped, frozen,
for argo-phosphate there will be found
real
thing look like 30 cents.
and
the
Councilor
from
this
district
passing
even
the
worth
of
the
gold
which they may, if properly adminis
in the market numerous substitutes for
! to Seattle, and refrigerator cars carry
is
Hon.
Henry
A.
H
output
at
the
height
of
the
pros
the
genuine article.
All imitations are
Any man who thinks that he can
tered and supported, render to the |*8 H ° n- Henry A. Hastings of Bethel:
, it. to the inland distributing centre,
inferior preparations and owing to its
second district
keep
house
better
than
his
wife
is
cause of Maine agriculture. Ever j tthe
h e second
S t r i c t is composed of pectors’ activities in the late '00’s?
unusual flesh producing qualities it should
j Minneapolis. It is. not a game meat.
not be used by any one unless they desire
since the time when society began to ! Cumberland County and the Councilor
That question is raised, according to ra(ker k tastes most nearly like mut- foolish if he even mentions it.
to pvft on flesh and increase in weight.
congregate for the purpose of buying ! *8 **on- Herbert A. Lombard, M. D. a bulletin from the Washington head- 1 (()n> according to some connoisseurs,
and selling goods, fairs and exposi-! of Bridgton; the third district is quarters of the National Geographic o tp ors compare it to beef. Already it
.'jKNfiliSLWSJ w
tions have existed. There are now in 1composed of Androscoggin, Franklin Society, by representations of govern has found place on menu cards of;
the United States 3000 of them a t - 1and Sagadahoc counties and the ment experts and Alaskan herders hotels and retail dealers have develop
tended every year by upwards of 40,- Councilor is Hon. Ernest F. Clason of themselves, who are petitioning Con ed a steady demand for it in some
000,000 people. In our own State we Liabon Falls; the fourth district is gress for federal aid in fighting western communities.”
have
have listed
listed for
foi the coming season 54 conlP°sed ° f Kennebec and Somerset u j sease among this new meat supply
to thatextended
1 Look over your car. Clean your number plates and see that rear light
fairs and agricultural exhibits which counties and the Councilor is Hon. source aidsimilar
WHY
IS
A
CITY
?
is working.
Willis
E.
Swift
of
Augusta:
the
fifth
(he
cattleman
who
would
combat
th<‘
will probably be visited by one-half
is
composed
of
Waldo,
Hancock.
Knox
tk.k
among
beef
animals.
2
All
motor vehicles must be registered carrying one number plate at the
"
K
a
t
t
o
w
i
t
z
besieged
for
week
be
of our people.
front
and one at the rear.
cause
o
f
the
tight
ing
bet
ween
“ The criticism of these events most ; and Lincoln counties and the Council
“ Her*' is a rem arka b le ex am p le of
frequently heard is that their agri or is Hon. George A. Gregory of bow g overn m en t bread east upon the and Germans of E p p er Silesia, ji one 3 All operators must carry operators license on person while operating a
motor vehicle.
cultural features are neglected and Boothbay Harbor: the sixth district w aters m ay ret irn.” con tin u es the of those cities which blo ss om on tin*
is
composed
of
Penobscot
and
Piscata
4
Lenses
must comply with the law— Bon-Ami or Paint is not legal and
long
s
t
e
m
s
of
m
inin
g
sh
af
ts,
deep
their real purpose lost sight of.
bulletin, " f o r it is less than
three
quis
counties
and
the
Councilor
is
must
be
changed.
rooted
hut
e
x
o
t
i
c
.”
says
a
bulletin
While it is true that the officials of
de cades since til > first reindeer was
Hon.
George
W.
Stearns
of
MillinNo
warnings
will be given.
from
the
W
a
s
h
i
n
g
t
o
n
,
I).
(
’
.
head
many fairs have listened most at
impo rted into A la s k a , from Siberia, to
tentively to the call for more horse ocket; the seventh district is composed help the E s k im o g T h e bureau of qu arte rs of the N ational G eographic
racing and greater midway attrac of Washington and Aroostook counties ed ucation, de partm en t of interior, per Soeiet v.
tions, it may also be said that our and the Councilor is Hon. Clarence A. formed
(CP
most
the
humanitarian
service
State Motor Vehicle Inspector
farmers are themselves somewhat Powers of Fort Fairfield.
neon r;i phy
wh ich unwittingly marked the b eg in 
Where a district consists of more ning of an industry which now
responsible for the inadequate and
urtrepresentative display of stock and than one county it is provided by law reg is ters more tl an 2 " n imin a r i m a i s ,
farm products found at many of th e . that the Councilor shall be chosen in in addition to the more than pm.ufui
fairs. From every point of view it rotation from the two or more counties which have been butchered for fom
is to the advantage of the farmer to in the district, so that each county and clo th in g sine - their i m p o r t a t i o n . 1
make an exhibit at his own local or will be represented during a period
" R e c e n t reports of the
plans
t<
one of the State fairs.
of years. The Councilors arc not introduce reindeer herds in Canada, to
“ The exhibitor of live stock, for elected by the people but arc elected augm en t the dom nion's meal suppl
example, makes the acquaintance of by the Legislature when it meets for ami to utjj!/(. ]aI1,i i!(>t known
other breeders, gains by their experi- the first time in January <f each available for any
other
form
of
ence and learn where he may to the alternate year. The whole Legislature husbandry, m ake ' b e status ol tin
best advantage find new and better elects the Council, but for many year- in du sf ry already established in .\lash;
stock.
Comprehensive exhibits of the practice has been to have the a subject of special interest.
grain, fruit and vegetables have a i members of the majority party of t In
"G i v e n a nother L> years, with s o u p Don't iet guess work and verbal promises decide your choice of
tendency to teach the exhibitor the House and Senate from the County tiling of the s a m e aid which the gnv
value of good seed, proper fertiliza- entitled to the Councilorship hold, a e m i n e n t ex ten ds to other anim al in
tion and above all, the best methods 1caucus the night before and tln r dustries, it is predicted that Al ask a
of grading
and
preparing such nominate a candidate for the Council, will range more than a million rein
products for market. Thus our fairs 1Seven Councilors are thus selected at deer. a num ber which is held i > h ■
may be made to have an all-the-year these caucuses by the Senators an i greuttu' than the a gg re ga te of ticinfluence upon our "agricultural com -: Representatives from the respective herds of N orw ay, Swed en and Fi.'il.m i
munities rather than a one-week round j Councilor districts .and the next day com bined .
up and display.
the Legislature as a matter of ( fairs
“ Alaska is estim ated to contain a i
Learn— Why the C. B. F. R. Copper Covered Rod, with its famous, patent
“ As an advertising medium, the elects without question the seven nu n area equivalent to that of ('a liim n ia
ed, Dove Tail Coupling, should be the Lightning Rod of your choice
agricultural fair should be fully thus nominated.
and A r k a n s a s com bined which is suitrecognized. Census returns now give
If the Legislature is Republican or able for crazing rein leer, and not suitus the interesting information that
if it is Democratic, all the ( ’oincilms aide for fanning or other aninia m s
the consuming public in our State is
are either Republican or Democratic ing.This vast area would nf afor the first time greater than the
as the case may be. and it has pasture for millions of reindeer,
producing. It follows that many o f , ------ — ------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------Interesting Facts on
those who attend our fairs will be
Lightning Rods— No. 1
from the ranks of those who are in
terested In the purchasing of farm
products rather than in their produc
The C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod— IS HOT DIPPED
tion. Under normal conditions Maine
farms offer for sale $120,000,000 worth
i:
it. but f«-\v r>of vegetables, hay, grain, fruit dairy
T <1 11:" •m t > make in ■:1 and
and poultry products. Is not such an
!!<■• J-it* Galvanizing.
industry worthy of a better effort
than is now being made by cur farm
i < t .iiir * ", i; I-'. K , (Vie Ercthors I-'ranklin Rod is dipped t \ t li ers tn the line of advertising?
qt<>‘ '<•>' and is ?.m nuho-tuix-d pi th e expectaticn that it .vill 1"
“ The purpose of this letter is to
>
il by , ,ir n*\ar, salt water.
There is no marc exacting Paid a.urge upon our farmers the necessity
How
Much
D
o
Y
ou
f
1
1
;(r
i
;tl
n
r<K.i
rd.and advantage of furnishing larger
1 ' h ' i " atTcc’ cd ),y the ocean.
and better exhibits of farm products
Pay for a Ledger?
S' unething tie >n t lain
at all fairs. The excessively dry
in " f zinc is required to protect iron . r t. t I
weather prevailing in many sec tion s
•m this sett "f <
•'
and it
tands to reason that T H E GAi'A<TTY ( >F
You'll be surprised to find what a strong,
of the State may render it unusually
A \ V PIECE <'F G A L V A N IZ E D R» >I> TO RESIST R ES T IS G O V E R N E D
MV
handsome,
well-made
Loose
Leaf
Ledger
we
can
difficult to obtain even the usual dis
T H E T H IC K N E S S A M ' EVE N I dSTIi IR FTIO X OF T H E ZINC COATING.
give
you
at
a
very
reasonable
price.
jLst
ask
us
play. The moving of valuable live-1
to show you our Riverside Ledger, made by the
stock requires some sacrifice on the
Th
Iv ut'
t" "htaiu a heavy coating that is more than a im-re him,
National Blank Book Company.
part of the owners, but Maine will
<
•
m
p
1"
y
1
1
IP
(
lalv.tnizing I<r»>* ess— note this very important
dLtinrstill have enough attractive produce !
If you want a ledger with all-steel back, Russia
Whii*a
!:<av\
and animals to make exhibits at all j
and Corduroy cover, cylinder lock* fitted with
-at mu- ' result \\ hen the Hot
Galvanizing process is
fairs worthy of the industry which j
11.- •■i the main object of ail otiv-r processes is to apply as light a
Special flat key, you’ll be interested in the Royal,
•ating
they are supposed to foster. W e hope i
which also has the National trade-mark.
possible
thus reducing the m.m ita' tut ing eo.-t.
Therefore, it follow
!' gicail
to find our farmers public spirited j
We carry National Ledger Sheets, Post Binders,
that th thinner coating of zinc, the sooner it will rust.
and energetic enough to bring them j
Columnar Sheets, Ring Binders, Note-Books, and
out. The various associations, and j
a
ful] line of office stationery and supplies.
Article No. 2 will be published shortly
particularly those of the State fairs, ’■
Watch for it
are making an especial effort this
year to provide attractive quarters
For Sale by Times Publishing Company, Houlton, Maine
and premiums for livestock.
“ Any organization will grant suf
ficient space for farm and Grange
exhibits outside the regular com
The C. B. F. R., Copper Covered Rod not only offers you the greatest pro
petitive departments.
The Depart
ment of Agriculture will make every
tection, but the endurance and resistance of the C. B. F. R. Rod to the
effort to increase the agricultural
ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and service
value of the various events and to
keep their grounds clear of objecnot yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Lightning Rod
Best Mixtures of New Iron
tional features. None of the exhibi
tions, however, can be made wholly
Correct Construction
Estimate of the cost of rodding your building with the original Cole
successful without the active co
Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation
3v Superior Workmanship
operation of the men who till the
soil and who represent the industry
A s k y ° ur Clarion dealer to show
which these fairs were from the first
y o u how Clarions are made
■intended to encourage and promote.’’

Notice to Owners and Operators o f

----------------- Motor Vehicles -----------------

Maurice Elliott

H ave It Done Right
the First Time
Lightning Rods

---------------------- Investigate-----------------------

CLAR IO N R A N G E S TH E BEST
M ON EY CAN BUY

S.

“ You don’t display your old-time
eloquence in public.’’
“ Not in public,” admitted Senator
Sorghum, “ but you ought to hear me
in my office when I’m explaining to a
group of influential constituents why
I haven’t been able to carry out
fco:::e of their ideas.”

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839
HAMILTON-GRANT COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE

•
St. Louis

C.

Shea

31 Spring Street
Houlton, Maine
Licensed Representative for the
Mi l l e r L i g h t n i n g R o d C o m p a n y
Established 1866

Missouri
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BANGOR FAIR

.118-04
138.14 Reed, Hiram
Jordan, Frank
CLASSIFIED ADS
CLASSIFIED ADS
109.20 Rhoda, Frank
338.40
Keating, Annlq M.
Bangor’s.Big
Fair,
August
22
tovit
,
182.40
For Sale— My Residence on North St. Buy Alarm Clocks at Osgood’* and
Kierstead, Norman
Khoda, W . Newbert
100.50
inclusive, will this year be larger,
225.23
for particulars inquire of Mary
Kidder, James H.
save money.
1,517.18 busier arid better than ever before.
139.11 Richards, Geo. W .
Conlogue, Tel. 486-1
30tf
Kinney, Geo. H.
1)
The
new
management
baa
made
prog
Richards,
G.
W
.
&
Co.
739.50
104.40
Klein. Albert E.
Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
123.90 Richards, Jennie
292.50 ress every year and Manager A. B. Mrs. M. Randall is showing a nice line
Knox, Alfred W .
be exchanged at the TIMES office
Peckham
states
that
in
all
depart
of Feather Hats, also Sport Hats in for any machine.
230.17
156.00 Lane, Samuel
Rideout, Beatrice
146.25
ments the Fair of next week will be colors, Bridgewater, Maine
33
480.36
119.92 Lawlis. Martin
156.00
superior to the efforts of the past.
597.68 Rideout, Delia
Why pay big prices for Diamonds
131.63 Leighton & Feeley
The Bangor Fair has always been For Sale— One Cherry Bed Room Set
144.37
246.55 Rideout, Merle
236.93 Leith, James H.
while Osgood is in business. See
Spring and Mattress in good condi him.
233.10 strong in its agricultural department
105.37 Riley, W illiam H.
312.00 Leveque, Dennis M.
33
370.50 and the entries made ensure a splendid tion. Inquire at TIMES office.
147.49 Roach, Patrick, Heirs
124.80 Lewin, W . S.
Position wanted by a Young Lady to
129.75 exhibition of cattle, sheep, swine and
1.340.62 Little. John Henry
366.87 Robinson, Joseph E.
take care of invalid or look after
There is a particular effort Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
283.53 Robinson, J. K. & Co.
201.82 poultry.
682.07 Logan. W m . & Henry Heirs
as well as Carbon Paper made by children. Apply to TIMES Office. 31
112-12 this season in the Holstein display
132.60 London. Benj. J. & Stanley
121.87 Hollins, Geo. W . & Mae
Webster—There’s none better. Call
139.50 Rose, Justin C.
201.90 and some 200 head of this variety will
226.59 Lovering, Chas. E.
The winners here will be or send to TIMES Office.
195.39 Lovering, Cora
159.00 be shown.
101.40 Sampson, Chas. W .
Pigs For Sale— Litter of choice
129.09 Lowery. Frank
133.45 sent to Springfield, Mass., to contest For Sale— Six room house on one of
204.44 Saunders, A. J.
Chester Whites $2.50 each. D. L.
120.00, Lowery, Frank G.
175.57 Saunders, Evelyn
292.59 for New England honors.
the best streets in town. Electric Woodworth, Tel. 429-14.
132p
112.20 Lowery, Fred L.
The
large
and
numerous
purses
320.27 Sawyer, Minnie
197.25
lights and other conveniences, large
103.82 Lowery, Willis
368.24 Seeley, Nehemiah
521.79 offered for the trotting events have lot.
For Sale— One light one horse jigger
For particulars Phone 371-W.
170.62 Ludwig, Lawrence
208.34 Seeley, Cora
146.25 attracted a wonderful lot of racers
wagon, one two seat riding wagon.
30tf
235.05 Ludwig. Leland O.
1,120.7:: Shaw, Frank K.
117.97 and the trotting is certain to be very
For sale cheap. L. O. Ludwig.
tf
161.14 Lumbert, Ansel i>.
record in Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
430.80 Shea. Catherine
194.92 spirited with the track
121.56 Lunt, Howard
120.00 Sheehan, Dennis
danger for the track has been vastly
at Davidson. Good wages and steady A Valued Subscriber says ’’Every time
323.19
137.55 Lyons. Almeda
work. Inquire at office of Summit
130.65 Shirley, Oscar
275.42 improved and is very fast.
that I have used these columns for
290.43 McCluskey. Chas. H.
On Saturday, Aug. 27, which is Lumber Company, Houlton or write selling articles, they have been suc
1,048.79 Sincock, Frank
148.28
129.56 McCluskey, John C.,
tf cessful.” Try them.
Sincock, Frank, Hannah & Jean
399.09 Commercial Travelers’ day, there will to above Company at Davidson.
243.80
246.87 Sincock, Hannah Heirs of
146.25 be one of the greatest amusement
Heirs or Dev. of
209.70 McCready, Halton V.
135.02 Sincock Hannah 2nd
107.25 programs ever seen in the state. For For Sale— Merry-go-round running and For Sale— Second hand 5 passenger
earning big money, in nice condi
199.95 McCready, W m . A.
116.02 Sincock, S. H erry, Heirs
121.87 the first time in Maine Auto Polo,
touring Overland in good condition
292.50 McDonald, W . W .
138.53 Skofield, Frank
102.45 one of the most exciting of games, tion, fully equipped, at a big bargain. and just newly painted.
For further
Write information Tel 5-13.
141.45 McGary, Bernice F.
209.62 Slipp, Albert & W alter
121.88 will be seen, the contestants moving Big opportunity for someone.
232
or
telephone
Gerrish
&
Smith,
15
Sil
201.31 McGary Bros.
679.58 Slipp, Hannah & Sarah
121.88 at full speed in motor cars, especially
133 Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings
600.99 McGary, Carrie B.
213.52 Small, Marvin H.
149.25 built for this sport. In addition there ver street, Waterville, Maine.
350.10 Smart, A. B.
617.44 McGee, W . L.
167.78 will be six automobile races for lib
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
153.93 McGinley, Cecil
113.37 Smart, Fred L.
115.12 eral purses and some of the most Second-hand Household Furniture For
Sale—One
Oak
Parlor
Table
32x36,
194.50 Smart, Mary L. S.
240.50 McGinley, George W .
125.77 famous racing drivers in the country
For Sale— Thorough bred Holstein
Two Black Walnut Tables 19x29, one
251.62 McGinley, James
114.35 Smith, Allen T.
574.35 are entered.
bull 3 years old. Wi” sell for $100.
123.90 Mcflroy, Delaney, Heirs or Dev. of 117.00 Smith Bros.
The management has provided a Morris Chair leather upholstering, one Perfectly kind. Call and see him.
108.23
107.25 McIntosh, Robert F.
142.62 Smith, Em m a S. .
107.25 very fine stage show, having engaged Mission rocking chair, one Wash Bowl Geo. Goodall, Oakfield, Me.
232p
106.35 Smith, Fred O.
131.62 McIntyre, B. B.
109.27 some of the most noted vaudeville and Pitcher, three Parlor Lamps, B. &
117.00 McIntyre, Mrs. John C.
219.38 Smith, John
250.07 acts in the country and continuous H. Burners, one Small Wall Book-case Amateur finiahing and developing 35c
160.17 Smith, Olin
1,401.74 M cKay, Murdoch B.
189.23 performances will be given before the Window Shades for 13x26 and 13x24 or
per roll, 6 or 8 exposure. Reprints
smaller windows.
For information 5c each. Cash with order. Try us
402.75 McNair, Mary J.
185.25 Somerville, W m . G.
139.50 grandstand.
33 on your next roll. Eagle Photo Co.,
121.87 McPartland, Jas. H.
123.90 Springer, W . W .
The Midway at the Bangor Fair is apply to TIMES office.
100.50
121.87 Madigan Memorial Hospital
121.87 Starkey, Chas. W .
373.59 celebrated and will keep up its rep
P. O. Box 934, Portland, Me.
929p
163.80 Madigan, Est. of A. W .
851.17 Starrett, Edgar O.
158.22 utation this year and then some, for
CARD OF THANKS
176.55 Madigan. J C., Alice Lawlis
Stephenson, Robert
125.46 more space has been taken in concess
Farmers should keep their accounts
We wish to thank the friends and
1,179.75 Stetson. Nette D.
542.49
One of the
102.38 ions than ever before.
from day to day and use the account
J. M. & L. A. Pierce
neighbors
for
their
kindness
and
sym
121.87 Madigan, James & L. A. &
Stewart, Albion
216.53 concessionaires will bring a sideshow
books sold at the TIMES office.
that occupies 20 cars. pathy during the illness and death of
187.20
Stewart, John I’ .
105.38 equipment
J. M. Pierce, Trustees of
our dear mother. We also wish to
105.38
290.91 Stimson, Harry B.
101.48 There will he a ferris wheel, whips,
J. C. Madigan Estate
thank those who sang at the funeral Bank Book No. 18356 issued by the
511.88 Taggett, Geo. F.
429.00 Madigan, James & Alice Lawlis
157.25 Venetian swing, something new to
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
and all those who so generously con
160.95 Madigan, James C.
200.73 Taggett & Gartley
lost, and this notice is given, as re
526.50 Maine, merry-go-rounds, minature cir
tributed
flowers.
172.26 Mann, Fred W .
274.64 Taylor, Elizabeth J.
179.63 cus, all manner of sideshows, aero
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Graham and family quired by law, that a duplicate book
196.25 Taylor, W illiam
108.50 Manson, Ezekiel S.
129.58 plane, firemorks and in fact there will
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bishop and family Juyl
1,037.48 Tenney, ('has. P., Heirs
106.35 Mansur, W . Philip
30, 1021.
331
592.12 be no attraction lacking.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Graham
301.00 Tenney. Theodate
108.10 Martin, W m . A. Heirs
Everybody is planning to attend j
131.63
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Graham
767.40 Melville, Chas. W .
120.00 Thibodeau, W . J.
251.63 the Bangor Fair. Take advantage of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Adams
33 For Sale— Village farm In Maine. 175
633.75 Thomas, Haddon E.
220.42 Mereier Bros.
128.78 the reduced rates on the railroads and
acres fertile land. Cuts 50 tons
191.17 Tompkins, Nathaniel
163.80 Merritt, Albert
123.32 come and see Maine’s biggest and
hay, large orchard, excellent crops
214.77 Tingley, Howard
156.00 Merritt, George F.
199.29 best show.
Mrs. Arman Merriam, who with her corn, potatoes, all grains. Straw
425.69 Michaud, J. T.
263.91 Titoomb, Alton
192.66
son Arman Jr. has been spending a berry bed. Trout brook. 75M feet
492.65 Tozier, Henry E.
438.24 Millar, John A.
151.98
pine; quantities growing.
two weeks’ vacation at the home of marketable
794.70 Milliken, Elmer E.
124.68 Trafford. Leo
House, barn, sheds, grainery, garage,
188.61
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. I all good repair Spring water running
276.0a Vail, Edwin L.
638.62 Mitchell, Dr. F. W .
243.82
Christian Science church corner Mil- Manuel, returned to her home in to house and barn. Price $5500.
383.17 Monahan, Frederick
134.62 Van Tassell, Geo. W .
219.67
829.41 Monument Lodge, No. 96
Address J. F. Quimby, Turner, Maine.
Varney, William
l l o .n itury and High streets.
Cleveland, Ohio last Fridav.
155.10
243.75 Victory. Willard
139.31
432
F. & A. M.
Sunday morning service at 11
122.54 Mooers, Albert E
688.42 Vo.so, Fred X.
125,85!
o
clock.
^m im in m iiiiiiif niiKf nifMit iit
iiirfiim
iimi i in im m i Mtiitff it i ii iff fminitf itiiiiitiiMiiiMitniiimiifff irtittif ii dmmtitii im
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim m iM iiiim m ifiiim iiiffM iiM ’ *
156.07 Mooers, Finley
240.50 Ward, Parker M
426.73
Subject for August 21st: ‘‘Mind.’'
165.82 Moore, George W .
205.61 Watson, Gussie 1’hilhriek
117 " "
195.66 Moore, Samuel J.
390.47 Watson, Estate of John
Sundav School at 11 o’clock.
1,478.::" j
431.41 Moore, Thos.
123.90 , Wat m i , John
<V.
2.! "5 ." .i
214.50 Moore, W m . J.
122.51 Watson, Kato
4"9 5" ,
117.00 Moores, Dudley H.
129.11 W afts. William H.
2"".53 •
141.06 Moores, i’erley K.
21 Wold), Caleb
161X5
Hon. Chas. i\ Barnes addressed
1 10. la Webb. I h ward
835.65 Morehouse, Horace
155.6"
190.98 | Mulherr in, Sarah E.
111.15 j White otnli. Ji-nt :ie
at tin- American
1"!. 1 those assembled
588.78 i Munro. A. G.
27 1.9: ! White , Simeon L.
■e i .:"; Legion Field Day held at Portage
125.85
j White . Stella K
:i2i.:;.
Murray. Michael
Tuesday.
148.78 j Heirs or Dev. of
3:t6.8:; j White . Dr. W. W.
117.27
Annum those attending from Houl
10.) 27 1 Nealey. F. C.
14:1.4"
195.""
I
WllitiM.
1
1
.
Emma
i
364.26 j Nevers, Bessie I’.
ton
were Col Hume. Paul H. Powers.
182.:: 2 j Wiggi:ns. W. Ei tie.- t
HR- -t;
145.08 1 Xewbegiin. Francis
191. 19 i W ilk it
G E 1T
I5 ! .2■' Robert I.iuquist and Mr. Dyer.
177.72 ! Newbegin . E. C.
176.55 i Willel te. Frank
97“ : i.
114.15 Newell. Annie
21 V 1" Wiiiiaims. ! w i ' has. E.
- jj
195.65 j N ickers< m. George Q.
. Wiis.ii :. Jrnni.:
163.29 ; N ickers< >n, Walter
! - ,; , i .
:;5
W iEi ai. Lillian E
117.9" i
1
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17
7.1
W
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W
Niles. J<ihn F.
198.97 |Noble, ( >rtnan G.
1" -.6" ; ........i. E " ! » n II
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Lev. A. H. Sykes, forme) j.astor of
2 :9.0 ,
Weeds
J;. me11.
orchard, Ha
1.•18.52 ( irmsby. Alii
the Watkins Park Presbyterian church
W y e r.
M a rt lie
<8: Earl &
;i"7.' "
Vcrxa. W. K
Edith Moedy
Nashville. Twin., says:
28.'. 85
Y"ung. Allo t t
( >sgood, ('. S.
" A ft e r
seeing
what
Tanlar
ha
145.55 Palm*-:-. J"hn K.
Yeiimr.
219 4' Palmer, K.J.ert A. Ji
;•<-mi:i;dished in my wife's case, i am
Non - Residents
195. " " Palmer, Rose
Ada ni". Ji dm 1
eor.vinced that it is a medicine
of
146.25 Parks. A. Z.
A r m < " ; r .V < 'o.
urea! power and extraordinary merit,
122.93 Patterson, Arthur F.
P e n t ; . ( I.- t g .
i (In not think I have e\ ,.r s‘ -en any
125.85 Peabody, Frank A.
179.61
Pil'd. .Jem W
259.26 Peabody. James S.
thing give such prompt remil'.-.
M rs
7 i".;r
Bradbury. Add
110.
I Irailbur;. . M*
Sykes had been in d e l i c a P heal-ii tor
Feabody, Maurice
r»7.
<•.... i:.,v .;
1-Vr
Peabody, Robert
ten months, suffering from stun at ii
156. 6'1 ' lVatve. FYank W.
■I i,
old i.e;■vo11s breakdown.
■on1
iVnree. Vart.e\
12 7. "1 troqiiontly - iimht nedieg!
Frank I!
185. 72 ; i Vtiningti >n. A unit
■rtli
hut Ta n !a e i - I'm only thing that
178. 5"
i "my, rat,
E. E. \v.-ut U' t ill
vnuingt' im. Annie Admx. <'laretii
tic
A fte r
taking
her
any
r*-i i< 1
111. 15
Ei i\ ProHelen. ( leo. A 1!
short
time,
site
wa:
med
icine
only
a
153. 15 1'enningto■ii. Marg. "I'ct
1" 2
Gray. E. Helen
838. 59 ! ’e itv ! ) t '
aide to sit up and help with tin
Gray, E. .Mali,
268.79 1Very. Josia h I >.
I n t ' - r i i a r 9 ma! A m
1M.::.'
i think it only ;
household d ut ii■.lnj.4 i Peters, Victi.r
( ’ o r ; , , if:
l 12. t:
w 11
per
health
short time until
1" 2.45 Pierce, Clareuee II.
M e' V r!h>
M.
fully
restored."
197."J Pierce, Jatm-s M.
51 a n o n .
127.89 Plant, Levi H.
Tanlae is sold in Houlton at Munro's
AI •-j■rit•.
262.35 Plummer Jas. K.
.Merrin. I
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater.
138.53 Porter, A. Harris
Bridgewater Drug Co.: Oakfield, L. A.
,735.85 Porter, Guy ('.
1'll 111 a m. 11 at r\
Barker Co.: Ludlow. O. A. Stevens:
148.79 Porter, Ira J.
Railroad. Pat.to
Ar
mur11;i;111111 n11 h’mi
hii<
mHIJ111n11M
JIII11M
1111111’

LIST OF TAX
PAYERS OVER $100
(Continued from page
Co., Houlton Machine & Repair
Co., Houlton Water
Co., Huggard Bros.
Co., McCluskey Bros. Hdwe.
Co., McGary Shoe
Co., Pioneer Publishing
Co., Putnam-Ervln
Co., Putnam Hdwe.
Co., Times Publishing
Cottle, Sophia
Craig, Margaret J.
CraVford, Spofford L., Heirs
Cressey, G. E.
Crockett, Stephen
Cumming, Alex
Cushing, Alston Heirs
Daggett, Clyde P.
Dalton, Louis
Davenport, C. W.
Davenport, O. L.
Deasy, James H.
Dickey, Prank L
DickIson, Almatla
Dlcklson, Thos. S.
Doescher, J. Fred
Doherty, Lucy
Doherty, Thos. V.
Donald. Herbert J.
Donnell, Myra L.
Dlnnell, Wm. C.
Donnelly, Geo. P.
Donovan, Dr. J. A.
Donovan, Timothy J.
Dougherty, James H.
Drake, James A. Heirs
Drake, Mary Riley
Dunn, Chas. E.
Dunn, Geo. B.
Dunn, Geo. E.
Dunn, Jennie S.
Dunn, June H.
Dunn, Lucinda
Dyer, Frank L.
Earle A White
Ebbett, Ruby L.
Edblad, Hannah
Ervin, G. Rupert
Ervin A Ervin
Fairbanks, S. A.
Faulkner, H. M.
Faulkner, Robert
Fisher. James B.
Fitzpatrick, Jeremiah
Fogg, Chas. H.
Foss, Wm. E.
Freeman, Mabel S.
French, O. F. A Son
French, Emily, Heirs
French, Fred B.
French, Leroy
French, Oscar, Heirs
French, Walter, Heirs
Friedman, Simon .
Fullerton, Wilford
Gartley, Ephraim
Gartley, James E.
Gellerson, Frank
Gellerson, Wm. A.
Gentle, Geo. S.
Gibson, Tessa
GUlln, Daniel & Mary
Gtllln, James
Gilpatrlck, Ora
Goodell, Fred S.
Gorham, Geo.,
Grant, H. Rankin
Gray, Eva E.
Green, B. S.
Green & Munro
Hackett, John D., Heirs
Hagan, James A.
Hagerman, Geo. A.
Haley, Bennett
Hall, Almon C.
Hall. Ella
Hall, Fred E.
Hall, Geo.
Hall, Geo.
Hamilton.
Hammond,

A.
A. Jr.
S. I>.
David

Hammond, Scott
Hanagan, F. O.
Hand & Harrington
Hannigan. Elizabeth
Harkins, John I*.
Harkins, Martin
Harrigan, W . F.
Hartford, W alter
Helms, Henry
Hem ote. Daniel I>.
Henderson, Gordan L. &
Clifford W .
'Im aT rsor., W illiam H.
Henzie, John H.
Herrin, Nelson
Hersey, Ira G.
Hibbard Bros.
Hiscock, George
Hodgins, «'). A
Hogan, Frank \V.
Hogan, Fred
Hassell, Jason
Holdaway, T. V.
Holmes, Horace
Houlton Grange No. 16
Houlton Granite W orks

Houlton Planing Mill
Houlton Trust Co.
Houlton Woolen Mill
Hovey, Sarah A. & John
Hovey, Roland
Hughes, Elias R.
Hughes, Llewellyn
Hughes. Sophia
Hume, Frank M.
Hurley, Joseph J. At Richard
H ussey, Benj. T.
H ussey, Joseph F.
Hutchinson, A. A.
Ingraham, L. R
Innis, H. W ilder
Jackins, Kendall
Jackson. Lillian
Jewett, W . B.. Heirs

CHURCH NOTICE

Announcement

AMERICAN LEGION FIELD DAY

wish to announce to my friends
and the public that I have taken
over the Houlton Battery Service
Station located on Bangor Street.
I intend to give my patrons the
very best in Battery Service.
W e wagt your work and guar
antee satisfaction.
W e carry a full line of Exide
Batteries.

MINISTER DISCUSSES
HIS WIFE’S TROUBLES

oulton Battery Service
P. E. McGary

Cameras, Kodaks, Supplies

3 , 4.4" ,
1.755.90
643.50
1. 6.28
123.99 ;
16o..>t> ,
24 6."
1!6.2e ,
276 39
264.42
129.78
IT: . 17
129.97
25x15
152.17
174.53
19 >. 1_
198.22

1,81 I.5S 1 aill'nail , ( 'a n.ul l:tn 1 :i i ilie
1, 2:1*1 ::s ' Su-it't A iA■ni; a. n>
111.15 1
ti"l.:;.' '
2:-:•9.'
1
25>:
l:;:; 65

powers, Frederick A.
f,(,wers. Elisha S.
powers. Gcnnette R.
powers, Lh-wellvn
powers. Paul
powers, Virginia
purington. E S.
p u, nanti ,\a!-(
Putnam. A. T.
Putnam. A. '1'. <v M
Putnam. B e e c h e r
Putnam, Black Hawk.
Putnam. Fred L
Putnam, Jennie S.
Putnam, .Maria IP
Putnam. Walter K.
Radigan, James
Reed, George W.

iieil

51! : ; i Ashland. \V. C. Bowley:
f‘, 1J. ■ - j crick. Hoar A Sutherland.
1

New

l.im

All carried in stock— W e also take
orders for Developing and Printing
of Films and Plates

Attention of Farm
ers with T ra ctors

Bridgewater Drug Company
nilHIlMlinimilHIIIIMinEimillMIIIMIHMiHItilli' -

B r id g e w a te r

Items

Pearl Carmichael is at home from ] Cumberland county, Tuesday in RockHouhon.
■land, Wednesday in East Auurn and
|Augusta. Friday he will lie the princ;for two weeks.
,
t
t .
Mrs. Asa Bradstreet is confined to |I,al speaker at the Aroostook fiol 1
meeting, and Saturday he will speak
the house by illness.
Andrew Estey is entertaining his in Penobscot in the forenoon and
brother from Rangel ey.
Piscataquis in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bradstreet have
returned from a weeks visit to Port
The Aroostook meeting will be a
land.
Whited Grove, Bridgewater, Frida ,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams at
tended the funeral of Mrs. Adams’ Aug. 19. It will be run on the sam
brother at Grand Falls , N. B., last plan as the big field meeting at Fort
Fairfield a year ago. There will be
Sunday.
Mrs. Annie Farnum of Worcester, a picnic dinner at noon and the speak
Mass., who has been in town a few
days accompanied her son Henry to ing will follow. D. W. Corey, a
southern grower and dealer, will talk
Fort Fairfield Sunday.
The funeral of Mrs. Harvey Lunt of crop conditions in the south and
was held Saturday afternoon from the give Aroostook growers information
Baptist church. She had been sick for
some time and her death was not as to what kind of seed the planters
unexpected. She leaves to mourn her in his country want and why.
loss many relatives and friends in this
The Bridgewater band will be there
town
all day. There will be enough variety

FARM BUREAU FIELD DAY
In making up an itinerary for J. W.
Coverdale, national secretary of the
American Farm Bureau Federation,
who is spending this week in Maine,
addressing a field meeting every day,
assurance was given him that he
should have the privilege of visiting
the greatest potato growing country
In the world.
Monday he spoke at Gorham in

to interest all. Coffee will he served
on the grounds and any who do not
come equipped with picnic baskets
will be able to purchase refreshments
at the booths. The Mars Hill Com
mittee in charge of arrangements
consists of John Edmunds Jr., A. C.
Sylvester, H. Adelman, Frank Shaw, 1
S. H. Hussey and County Agent J. H.
Philbrick. In case of rain provision
will be made to accommodate the
crowd in town.

Flour and F eed
O you realize that the cost of owning
a “ Keystone” grain thresher, when
you have the power, is much cheap
er than giving tne required ‘toll’ of
the regular threshers

Shipment of Oats, Corn and
Flour just arrived.

.

.

.

This Corn is as fine as any we have ever seen.
Our cash prices while this lot lasts are as follows

You can also thresh when you need
the grain and have the other condi
tions right, and not have to wait
reveral days for your turn with some
other machine.

Best No. 2 Yellow Corn, Cracked Corn or Corn
Meal, half ton lots or more, per cwt.
$ 2.10
Less quantities, per cwt.
2.25
Good Western Oats, old crop, per bu.
75c
Puritan Flour, in wood, per bbl.
11.00
Puritan Flour, in 1-8 paper, per bbl.
10.25
Puritan Flour, 2 4 ^ lb. bag
1.30

Call up and let us figure this with
you

Try a bag of this flour.
If it dose not please,
bring us the empty bag and get your money

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
B r id g e w a t e r , M a in e

A . H. Bradstreet & Son
^

V

Bridgewater, Maine

^

J
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Deasy c
Bagnall 3b
Wilson If

4 1 2 13
4 0 1 0
4 1 2 2

0 0
1 2
1 1

PAGS SEVEN

from all others, and is without doubt
the highest class, most progressive
and most pleasing tented exhibition
that will visit you this season. This
is the only big show coming this way
Totals
35 6 13 27 6 5
this season.
Island Falls
No one needs feel sorry for the
...........................................
poor little young ones who grew up
D. Cody ss
3 1 1 1 1 0
Oakds Bryson and wife have return
never knowing what a clown was like.
Subscribers should bear in
Monroe c
5 2 2 10 0 0
ed home from a vacation trip spent in
Nowadays the successful Cole Bros,
m ind th a t all subscriptions are Boston.
K. CoJy 3b
4 1 2 1 2 0
fun producer adapts his clowning
4 0 1 7 0 0
quite as much to the grownups as to
,payable in advance and the pa
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. P. Packard re Timely Hitting and a Ninth Mason lb
the youngsters. “ Happy” Billy Reid
Norton 2b
5 1 1 2 2 0
p e r w ill be discontinued a t ex- turned Friday from a short trip to St.
the
master clown of them all, has been
Inning Rally Wins
Pelky
If
5 0 1 3 0 0
secured by Cole Bros, at a fabulous
pi ration. Notice of such expira John, N. B.
White
cf
0
5
1
0
1
0
for
Locals
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Webber of Fort
salary, he is not only a producer but
tio n w ill be sent out the First of
Brooks rf
4 0 0 0 1 0
an originator, quick to take advantage
Fairfield were in town lase week visit
in burlesque of events occupying the
*a c h m onth.
3 0 0 0 0 0
Our ball team earned the appellation McNeil p
ing relatives.
public attention.
Mrs. L. S. Purington, daughter Doris of a fighting aggregation in their first
For several years trained seals have
Commencing Saturday, May and son Fred left Tuesday morning by tilt of the season with Island Falls
38 5 9 26 8 0 THIRD CLASS POST
been exhibited, but none of them can
Score by innings
with those of Capt. Herbert.
"7th, the T IM E S office w ill close auto for Searsport.
here Friday afternoon when they
MASTER EXAMINATION compare
His are really educated seals, all
Houlton,
0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 2x==6
came
from
behind,
by
a
thrilling
ninth
Miss Rita Myers of Boston is visit
at noon every Saturday unti
At the request of the Postmaster working speedily, performing tricks
Island Falls
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 =-5
-Sept. 3. Those having business ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon inning rally and tacked a 6-5 defeat
General,
the United States Civil that but few men could do. They do
x Two out when winning run was
on the invaders. In all thirteen hits
Friedman on Main street
Service Commission announces an high diving, juggle firebrands, ride
w ith the T IM E S Publishing Co.
bicycles and play on musical instru
Miss Marjorie Logan leaves this are credited to the local boys and made.
should bear this in mind.
Home runs, McCluskey, Albert, open competitive examination to be ments.
Wednesday afternoon for St. Andrews they always seemed to connect when
Prof. John Ducander, without doubt
Norton. Three base hits, Wilson, held on September 10, 1921, to fill the
the hits meant runs.
for a twe weeks vacation.
Europe’s most talented horse trainer,
position
of
postmaster
at
each
of
the
Miss Amethyst Barker is visiting in
The start of the game was not very Albert. Two base hits, Jamieson, D.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Wetmore
offices hereinafter named at which a with his great troupe of five white
"Watervlll© and Portland.
Arabian horses, showing the acme of
started Monday by automobile on a auspicious and the local rooters look Cody, K. Cody, Good, Pelky. Stolen
vacancy exists. It is expected that equine skill and intelligence, perform
Harry F. Mansfield and family speint
ed glum at the end of the opening bases, Bagnall, K. Cody 2, Mason,
trip to the White Mountains.
appointments will be made as result ing unparalleled feats under the trainSunday at a picnic at Pleasant Pond.
Dr. F. O. Orcutt and family spent session when the visitors had two Norton, Pelky. Sacrifice hits, Good 2,
of
this examination unless it is found rs direction.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lougee of
the week-end In St. Andrews the runs to their credit. This frame was K. Cody, Mason. Left on bases,
Gardner and his educat
in the interest of the service to fill any ed“ Cheerful”
Oardiner are visiting Osgood Smith
elephants, without a doubt the
the only one in which the boys played Island Falls, 11; Houlton 2. Struck
guests of Miss Ernestine Davis.
vacancy by reinstatement, transfer, or most intelligent and versatile elep
a n d family.
Miss Marguerite Murphy left Mon loose ball. Three errors in a row out by Jamieson, 13, by McNeil, 9.
Miss Sally Moses of the Red Cross day for Millinocket and Island Falls, filled the bases and put two runs Base on ball off Jamieson, 4. Umpires promotion. This is not an examina hants in the tented arena today. These
tion under the Civl Service Act and mastodons of the animal world inter
.staff v a s in town last week at head where she will spend two weeks.
across before they came out of the Cameron and Thorne. Time 2 hrs.
rules, but is held under an Executive pret the difficult drills, dancing
^quarters.
numbers, including the * “ Salome”
Mrs. J. D. Walker of Millinocket has trance and tightened up. Jamieson 40 min.
order of May 10, 1921, providing for dance, form pyramids and living
J. E. Brittain of Boston who has been
been the recent guest of her mother whiffed a couple and the third man
such procedure.
statuary pictures, play provoking and
vrisiting Jas. H. Kidder returned home Mrs. Kenneth McKay High street.
was nipped at the plate by Peabody.
FORM PARTNERSHIP
clownish pranks, in which “ Myrtle”
Following
is
a
list
of
post
offices
Monday via St. John.
Mrs. Stephen Thorn and daughter
In Houlton’S half of the initial frame
Messrs. Howard Webb and Ernest
the largest clown in the world takes
at which there are vacancies:
< Dr. and Mrs. Chauncey Benn are Reta of Millinocket are visiting their
a ealding part and in many other
Shauggy Niles started off with a B. Leighton have formed a partner
Bridgewater, Easton, Monticello, ways show the wonderful teaching of
receiving congratulations on the ar neice Mrs. Guy Vincent on Green single. In attempting to steal second
ship for the buying of potatoes and
Sherman Mills, Smyrna Mills, Eagle their trainer.
rival o f a young son.
this vest pocket edition of Rabbit will operate houses in Houlton and
street.
Herr Fritz George and his $50,000.00
Lake.
Miss Hortense White and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliott left Mon Maranville went head long into D. other nearby towns.
group
of performing black maned
Ethel Titcomb are spending two weeks
African bred lions. Herr George is
day, evening for Portland where they Cody and suffered a bad cut in the
Mr. Webb is one of Aroostook’s old
at Penobscot Bay resorts.
Europe’s most noted wild animal
MRS. H. DOW HAGERMAN
will visit their former home for two head leaving him dazed for a minute. est potato dealers and has won an en
trainer and his lion act is said to be
Fred L. Putnam and family have
Island Falls ambled through the viable record in this business. Mr.
weeks.
Bertha Burden Hagerman wife of H. the most sensational before the pub
returned from an auto trip to the
Miss Beatrice Russell left Saturday game in a sort of over-confident Leighton who during the past years has Dow Hagerman, Franklin .street died lic today.
.southern part of the state.
morning for Boston where she will be manner collecting two runs in the been associated with the E. L. Cleve- Sunday after an illness of long stand
Mile. Helen Bertina, the girl with
David Green of Providence, Massathe mixed group of leopards and
employed with a wholesale millinery first, one in the third, a home run on land Company is one of the town’s ing at the age of 58 years.
•chusetts arrived in town last Wednes
panthers, a dainty bit of French
a last ball in the fifth and their final ! best known young business men.
concern.
Mrs. Hagerman was born in Prince feminity, whose fearless performance
day for a visit with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett J. Spellman tally came in the seventh, two doubles j
-----------------Edward Island and came to Houlton with eight of these ferocious basts
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. R. Barton were
and their two sons have returned to and a single being responsible for the NATURALIZATION CASES
has duplicated her European success
when
a young woman.
in Ashland and Presque Isle on a va
here in one season.
their home in Portland after spending damage. They must have got the idea
Thirty-two years ago she was unit
cation trip, returning Saturday.
Madame Rogers and her blue rib
AT CARIBOU COURT
that belonging to the union they could
the summer in town.
ed in marriage to H. Dow Hagerman bon winning liberty and waltzing
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball of Philadel
On
account
of
the
special
election
in
Miss Doris Hassell who has been quit work at 5.30 which they did and
who survives her together with five horses. This daring horsewoman has
phia were guests of Miss Jessie Watvisiting her grandfather Geo. Lenfest j as a result carried home with them j September there will he no final pap- children, Waldo B., Geneva, Arthur, been a prime favorite at the Circus.
erall last week, making the trip by
in Oldtown, has gone to York Beach a contrary verdict which must rankle pers issued at the September term of Bernice and Mrs. Ernest Whited all Her horses are marvels oth as to per
auto.
formances and perfect specimens of
some to the team that trimmed the Supreme Judicial Court in Cari of this town.
for a visit with friends.
horse flesh.
Houlton was well represented at
Mrs. W. O. Frey and daughter Mary Millinocket in the extra session fray bou.
For a number of years Mrs. Hager
Madame Ducander, and her beauti
the State Chamber of Commerce meet
There will not he any issuing of first man has been an invalid and during ful white Arabian horses in a magnifi
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, are visit-1 last week.
ing heldin Presque Isle on Thursday
ing at the home of Mrs. Frey’s sister
The Nasonites got their first run in papers from August 12 to September that time she has shown rare patience cent equine statuary display. One of
last.
the most fascinating numbers ever
Mrs. John Brooks on Military street.
the second on a double by Jamieson 15.
she was a member of the Free Baptist conceived. A series of living pictures
George Burpee of New York City
Judge Hanson will preside.
The next chapter in the Maine and who was sacrificed to third by Good
church where se performed such presented with surprising correctness
is in town spending a weeks vacation
New Brunswick Circuit races takes and scored on Deasv’s single. A
church where she performed s u c h as to art and the minutest details,
■with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Moses
place at Fort Fairfield, August 17, IS triple by Wilson and a home run by NORTHERN MAINE
was a kind neighbor a good friend to truly a pictorial delight, depicting the
Burpee.
following pictures, “ Military Atten
where a fine program has been arrang , Mickey McCluskey in the sixth was
all and will he genuinely missed by tion,” “ Home Sweet Home,” “ Treaty
REGIMENT, G. A. R.,
Mrs. A. M. Stackpole of Bridgewater
j
responsible
for
two
more
runs.
Skish
ed.
her host of friends.
of Peace,” “Love,” “ Statue of Liberty."
has been the guest ofMr. and Mrs. Geo.
ELECT OFFICERS
Leonard McNair and his mother Albert opened the seventh with a
Funeral
service
were
held
Tuesday
A. Hall Jr. being joined Saturday by
Mrs. George McNair started Monday triple and scored on Goods sacrifice
At the Annual Encampment of the afternoon from her late home. Rev. F.
Mr. Stackpole.
by auto for Fredericton and St. John, fly.
Northern Maine Regiment, G. A. K.. Clark Hartley officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Burpee accom
N. B., and will remain away about ten
At the beginning of the ninth the held at Washburn. Maim* last Wee
panied by Miss Mary and Mr. George
! score was 5-4 in favor of Island Falls. the following officers were i l e c t e d :
days.
started Monday by auto for St. John
COLE BROS. W ORLDMr. and Mrs. Cecil McGinley and The crowd came to their feet when
Colonel John Q. Adams
and other places.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Lincoln left Mon Skish Albert tied the score with a
TOURED SHOWS
I.ieu tenants ’olone] Jame ; Collins.
Bernard E. Esters of the editorial
day by automobile on a two weeks home-run to deep left. The former YD
Major— W. A. True.
On
Saturday,
Aug.
2n, the citizens
staff of the TIMES left Saturday for a
trip to Bar Harbor and other coast Vet met the first hall, pitched on th“
Quarter-Master—
[■''rank
Bean.
of
Houlton
will
enjoy
the privilege of
weeks trip to Waterville and other
nose and lined it out, and then tore
towns.
Assistant
Quarter-Master—
II . F . seeing ( ’ole Bros. World-Toured Shows
places down state.
Now is the time to make plans for
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Gibson who around the sacks like a seared rahhif. Bean.
and Trained Wild Animal Exhibition
joining
our September classes. We
Rev. Thos. Whiteside of Bangor,
at two performances, afternoon and
have been spending three weeks at In fact he covered the ground so fast
Adjutant — H. E. Bean.
i
will
he
glad
to reserve a seat for you,
formerly of this town, was in attend
night, rain or shine. All tents are
Prouts Neck on the Maine coast will that he dropped when lie crossed the
Chaplain --Charles E. Dunn.
positively
waterproof.
Manv
new and assist you in getting started. A
ance at the Littleton Camp meeting
limited enrollment and careful in
return home Wednesday of this week plate.
Orin Good followed with a
features added this year.
The one
which closed Sunday.
struction insures your success.
and the Doctor will he at his office on double and went to third when Joe
Glow that
is absolutely
different
NEW CORPORATIONS
Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me;
Mr. and Mrs D. J. Pond and daugh
Thursday.
Deasy sent out a little Texas league”.
The following new corporations, or
ters have returned from an automo
At the Engine House Tuesday eve Bagnall was safe at first on a fieldeis ganized under the laws of M a i n e . ha\e
bile trip to Fredericton, N. B. where
ning at 7.30 o’clock there will he a choice hut Good got caught sliding had their articles of incorporation ap
they visited relatives.
meeting of base hall fans for the pur home. Wilson fanned and then Shaua- proved by the office of the attirney
H. E. Lewin who for a time was em
pose of organizing an association to gy broke up tin1 game with a pretty general:
ployed on the Daily News has accept
carry on the work for the balance of j single bringing in the winning run.
Balwin. Doherty ('<>mpan> organiz
ed a position with the Pioneer Publish
Hud'-; hoy made a record when he got ed August h at Houlton. capital st<nk.
the season.
ing Company as reporter.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L White returned the first hit of the game and also tin* s 111,ih111; all common; nothing paid in;
The many friends of Dr. and Mrs
home on Friday from a three w e e k s ' last one.
par value, $luu; share.- subseritn d.
Gerald P. Clifford of Portland former
auto trip trough the state accompanied
For the locals may it he said that President, and clerk. W. 1). Baldwin.
ly of Houlton will be glad to learn of
by Dr. and Mrs. V. O. White and they played the game like lug leaguers Houlton: treasurer. 1). K. Doherty.
the birth of a son last month
daughter of Milton who will visit them Sam Wilson made two sensational Houlton; dire* tors. W. I). Baldwin. 1).
Miss Rose Donovan accompanied by
catches in left field aid Skish Albert F. Doherty and T. V Doherty, all of
for a time.
Mrs. Watson, Miss Lawlis, T. J. Don
Mrs Geo. R Avery is enjoying t two in right made ’em gasp with a wild Houlton.
Purposes, to deal in real
ovan and Jas. Abernathy left Monday
weeks vacation, which she is spending stall. A one handed spear by Peabody estate: potatoes and all other vegeta
by auto for Bangor and Portland.
at the home of her mother Mrs. V. M. of Monroes liner in tin* sixth also bles and farm produce; commercial
Miss Edna Fiske who has been vis
Ellis at Oxbow, where her sister Miss contributed to send up the aggregate fertilizer, farm machinery, automo
The best quality and at prices lower
iting her aunt Mrs. C. H. Wilson in
Faye Stevens is also visiting, they will stork of the team way .above par. bile and supplies horse's, cattle, s h e e p ,
Portland for the past three weeks re
than you can secure elsewhere
You
With the sticks. Skish with a triple etc. Approved August Id.
return together.
<
turned home Thursdty evening.
Mrs. V. H. Leader of Philadelphia. and a home run stands above the rest
The1
Sawyer
Bros.
Co.,
has
been
or
Governor Baxter when in Presque
have everything to gain and nothing
Pennsylvania is visiting her dangle 1hut Sam Wilson comes next with a ganized and incorporated in Bangor,
Isle last week enjoyed the experience
ters Mrs. James F. Palmer of this triple and a single, while Micket Mc with headquarters in that city. The
of riding on the locomotive from
to lose by placing your order at once
town and Mrs. Leon Tarbell of Smyr Cluskey must share a little glory for purposes are* dealing at wholesale in
Prsque Isle to Westfield on his return
na Mills and will remain until Septem his circuit clout in the sixth.
groceries, meats, etc.
The capital
for your winter needs.
home.
ber enjoying the delights of Aroos
Altogether the home town should stock is $ P hi.nun par value of shares
Edmond McPartland, who has been
he satisfied with a term that will put $ 100. The officers art* as follows:
took.
working with his brother Walter in
Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn and her guest up such a fight to win and defeat a
Directors Harold L. I n g r a h a m .
St. John,, was in town last week to
Mrs. May returned Saturday from strong team like Island Falls.
Karl W. Sawyer. Peon M. Ingraham
attend the McPartland-Chamberlain
Ashland where they have been visiting
The score:
Mauriee B. Ingraham. Allan E. Sawwedding.
For further particulars call
Mrs. Dunn’s daughter Mrs. Louise
Houlton
ver. Henrv W. Sawyer.
In addition to the new concrete side
Sawyer, coming down from there with
ah r h po a o
President Harold !•\ Ingraham.
walk built on the south side of Main
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fernald of Presque Niles ss
>> n
ii
l)
5
2
Treasurer
Allan F. Sa wye r.
street a new walk is being laid in
Isle who returned home Sunday.
McCluskey ef
4 1 1 0 it ll
Clerk— Henry W. Siawyer.
front of the Snell House which is very
Mr. and Mrs. Parker P. Burleigh Ieabody 2b
4 0 ii >> 2 1
The Ingrahams are all formner resimuch needed.
and family left here Tuesday morning Jamieson p
4
1 1 1 1 Ii dents of this town and
Phone 259
Houltnn
Houlton, Maine
Wm. Donovan an old Houlton resi
for Fort Kent where Mr. Burleigh will Albert rf
*) *> 5 0 1) friends will congratulate them in their
4
dent now living in Yarmputhville,
attend Probate Court after which they Good lh
2 0 2 6 11 1 new venture.
Maine, is in town visiting his children
will motor to Edmundston and con
and is receiving a warm welcome from
tinue to Quebec and Montreal and re
his old friends.
turn home via New York state and the
iuiiuiiuuuuumiuumumnm<.'H im iuniim uum tm um iim m utm m ui U H u m iitm iim m im iM n iiim im iiiiiiiin n m iiitiiiim iiiiim iiiiiiiiiim in u n n u im n n im in iiiiiim in ii
'iiiiiiiminiuinMiiiitiiiMiiiiiiMiiinimiiuiNmimmiiuiimmiinijiiiiiiimiiiiHHHNmiiiHtiimr- =5
Mrs. R. H. Esters of Bangor, Mrs.
White Mountains.
Virginia Shattuck of Boston and Dr
As the result of an oversight on the
You will remember from past exper|8
M a n y H o u 1 1 o n
W. E. Fallon of Boston are spending
e o p
i s i t
part of the Agricultural Fair Commit
^
a week at one of the cottages at
ienees how difficult it is to think of a 1 §j
tee there is in the Premium Book no
Crescent Park.
suitable wedding gift.
1g
Classification for dresses made by
Walter Cone who has been employed
girls. In order to encourage sewing
in the Maine Central Terminal in
among girls of school age the CommitIff
A good idea would be to spend a short
Portland returned home to spend a
mittee has decided to make an added
a n d C a m p s a t G r a n d L a k e St r e a m
few days with his parents Mr. and
time in our store where suggestions
\ ru m iiiim im in n u m iu iim u u u u iiU M iiiiin im iiu m - §
entry and has instructed the adminis
Mrs. Milo Cone.
! J in iin u iiim iiiim im tu u u m iu in u u u n u iiu n u iu u ^
r
will occur to you on every hand, as
tration to make the addition as fol
Speaking of motives, would it be
low s:—Class 19, Page 25, 9a, Dress,
we have hundreds of distinctive gifts
possible for anyone to define what
H R E E hours run by auto from
for which premiums of $1.00, 75c and
mental vagary prompted a certain
I
suitable for every occassion, all
Houlton where fine fishing and an
50c is offered.
local gentleman to purchase a snow
priced in accordance with the market.
excellent table await those desiring
shovel last week.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The McCluskey Hardware Company
Our many years of experience is at
an ideal place for a week-end trip or
are making repairs on their store To the Republican Voters of Aroos
your service.
,
a vacation next to Nature. These
took County: —
front on Bangor street which when
I shall be a candidate at the Pri
completed will give them ample win
Camps are conducted by “ Billy” Rose,
maries next June for nomination as
dow space for display work.
who knows what the vacationist
Mrs. C. R. Edwards, who has been one of the Republican candidates for
wishes and deliveres the goods.
visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
B*. ^Senator from Aroostook county.
If you think favorably of my can
Esters for the past two weeks, re
Write for Booklet
turned with her daughter Gloria to didacy for that position I hope that
yoil
will
give
me
your
support
and
j
her home in Bangor Friday.
t
j
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes with his sons vote.
Washington County, Maine
John and George returned Wednesday 1Beforb that date I shall try to see
night from a weeks trip tc Katahdin or communicate individually with as
where they ascended the mountain many of you as possible. At present
□
□
□
□
I qan only say, that if nominated and
from the West Branch side.
1 J . E . P e r r y j j
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. elected 1 -Shall endeavor to represent
| J e w e l e r ana
| |
Ben Franklin of Presque Isle, were and serve the interests of our county
I
Optometrist
|
|
saddened to hear of her death at their to the best of my ability.
| Houlton
1I
PAUL
H.
POWERS
3
3 3
home lapt Tuesday after a short ill
iiiiiiifiiiiH im iM m itim m iiitiH m jiiifiifiiiiiiiiH m ttiitjiH ititiiiiiijiititiiiiiiiiJiiiiJtiilfH fm iiitiiU '
Advertisement
ness from Infantile Paralysis.
7!flllM18BIBBHIHflnillBinifiiniBMW
MHMnnuni1fllllliMBBM(

HOULTON TRIMS
CRACK ISLAND
FALLS TEAM

BABY CLINIC

The Clinic at the Red Cross Rooms
Tuesday from 11 to 12 a. m. and Thurs
day from 4 to 5 p. m. will be held
through the summer and fall months
at least. Every mother who is not
sure her baby is normal in every way
should bring her baby to be examined
All babies under six years of age of
all classes will be examined free of
charge.
Those desiring autos to call for them
will please notify Mrs. Cora Putnam
Telephone 275.
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PLANS TO FLY
TO NORTH POLE

explored region, develops north of 70th oil and tropical fruits to and importing Ing schedule in general magazines so
parallel, runs north of Wrangel Island, coal, wood, corn, rice and manu
CHURCH SERVICES
under the auspices of the Epworth.
the world will see it and make
League.
across the Arctic shallows to Delong factured articles from England, Brazil
Free
Baptist
arrangements with a well known in
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
Plans for an airplane flight to the island and continues in a sweep east and its own African colonies.
vestment broker to place their surplus,
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
with vested chorus choir
north pole and across the Arctic zone across the deeps recorded by the
“ Along the Tagus vegetables, fruits but—they get no fish.
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Morning service at 19.30 A. M
from Alaska to Norway, to be attempt soundings of the ‘Fram’ until north of and flowers are pil€*l in high heaps
Tuesday evening.
The business doesn’t come. Why?
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
ed In September, were announced by Franz Joseph Land, it swings over to tempt the eager marketers, boats
If they can answer the following
Young People's meeting 6.00 P. M.
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
Edwin Fairfax Naulty of New York, toward the Greenland eastcoast and of every description from the dingyquestions which I asked myself after
Evening
service at 7.00 P. M.
a physicist who has long been interest becomes the Greenland current flow little fishing smack to the ladylike
U n it a r ia n
the fishing trip maybe some light will
Special music by choir.
ed in polar exploration and aviation. ing south between Iceland and Green Atlantic liner are loading and unload
Military
Street
at Kelleran
be shed on the subject:
Choir practice Monday nights.
ing their cargoes, and the fish peddlers
Mr. Naulty stated that the plans call land.
Does the fisherman who succeeds in
Tuesday night church prayer and Preaching Service regularlv every
“ Consideration of the action of the who are to be seen everywhere in the
for the use o f only one airplane and
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
getting fish row out to the middle of praise Service.
an expeditionary party of four, which Arctic basin currents first gave me Lisbon streets, are raucously bargain the lake or stream and throw out his
Sunday
School every Sunday at 1 2 : 1-0
would include himself and three ex -1the view that this land exists. I defi ing for their stock in trade with the j line?
Church of the Good Shepherd
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
j Does he try one cast, and, because
perienced pilots, all ex-service fliers. nitely recorded it in an Arctic basin fishermen along the wharves.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
114
Court
Street
Tel. 1^-W
chart
in
1917
an
went
on
record
then,
Sunday
Services
They expect to fly across the Arctic
“ Then house above house in ever-1 an immediate strike does not result,
in 24 hours actual flying time. His but it is the course of the air currents ascending terraces the city proper change bait and location?
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
son, Leslie Fairfax Naulty, who will ‘ that will be of more interest to us in rises above the water front. Its white
Also on the first Sunday in
Does
he
try
different
kinds
of
bait
month at 10.30
be associated with him in the enter the proposed tranasarctic north pole buildings gleaming in the sunlight. without regard to the conditions of
prise, is going to Europe to take care flight.
In the hills nearer the city there is a water or variety of fish to be caught?
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
“ We plan to make our pioneer flight limestone as white and soft as chalk
of plans for continuation of the flight
Does he use a light line for muskies
First Baptist
from North Cape via the Scandinavian as speedily as possible, and strange j which becomes bard upon exposure and a heavy line for perch,
Court
St.
as
it
may
seem,
to
do
it
in
late
Sepj
capitals, to London.
and this has largely been used as
Does he shout, splash the wates and
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorThe start of the important part of tember. There are good reasons for j building material. Many of the build jump up and down in the boat?
the
choice
of
this
time
rather
than
10.30
morning worship with sermon.
the flight from a scientific standpoint
ings are faced with colored tiles, and
No; the fisherman who really takes
12.00 Bible School with classes for
—the transpolar and transarctic flight earlier. Our plan of the transarctic- others are washed pink or blue, but
home the fish or the advertisers who nen and women.
— is to be made from Point Barrow, north pole flight contemplates an air there is a softness in the general im
really get business, have the same set
crew
of
four
with
ground
crews
at
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
Alaska, Mr. Naulty announced and the
pression nevertheless which is very : of rules to go by.
start
and
finish.
7:00
Song Service followed by ser
route to the pole will be, as far as
pleasing. The old tiled roofs which
They go where they are.
mon.
“ Our flight speed is estimated at 100 ! are warped and curving, with their
flight conditions permit, along the
They use the proper bait.
Church prayer meeting, Tues<
meridian of 155 west to the north pole. miles an hour, and to this, if wind fa |grass-grown furrows are delightful.
They keep everlastingly at it.
vors,
will
be
added
the
speed
of
the
evening at 7:30.
The distance from Point Barrow to
Ii “ The houses and streets in the
They take care of them after they’re
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
the pole is 1200 nautical miles, and it following air current I spoke of.”
j greater part of the city present a spick landed.
7:30.
is the plan that the first stop will be
j and span appearance, but some of the
Then1 is food for thought here, Mr.
All Seats free.
made half way between these two POETS RAVE OF
j older portions of the city are not only Advertiser.
points.
*
i
rustic
in
appearance,
but
are
dirty.
LISBON’S BEAUTY
First Congregational Church
The second stop is planned .to be
Morning and evening the milkman
Lisbon has an appeal for the seeker
GEE
W
H
IZ!
ROCKEFELLERS
Rev.
A. M. Thompson, pastor.
made at the north pole or as near to
drives his cows through the streets
of quaint and individual places, ac
that point as there is a landing, for
and satisfies the housewife's mind that
ARE NO VANDERBILTS "
" Y
uZcoc,
cording to a bulletin from the Wash
full observations to determine position
his wares are fresh by milking her pail |
! How carefully the children of John
with
ington headquarters of the National
classes for men and women.
and, after overhaul and restorage, the
full while she waits. One ardent civic ■
:
D.
Rockefeller.
Jr,
are
kept
in
ignorGeographic Society. The bulletin says:
route will run to Spitzbergen, where
improvement enthusiast as late as 18:15 ji ance of the fact that they are pros- Young People's Meeting at 6 p. m.
“ This port of Portugal, which has
the third landing is planned to be
put up a plea that the inhabitants j|peetive heirs to the greatest fortune Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
very aptly been called the kernel of
7.30.
made west of Andree Point, from
l>e forbidden to break their horses, to jI in the world is illustrated by a story
the country, saw the commercial pride
which the ill-fated Andree some years
kill or singe their pigs in streets or to jI Mr. Roekfeller told on the Bar Harbor The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
o f the oldest flavors
of the Phoenicians and heard the fer
ings weekly.
ago started on his projected balloon
tie them to their doorknobs, as such !<Express recently.
in
th
e
w o rld m ade m o re
vent prayers of Vasco da Gama before
voyage to the north pole. From
things rather annoyed the inhabitants. . Mr. Rockef -Her has an estate at The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
d
elicio
u
s and d istin ctiv e .
he set out on his perilous voyage in j
afternoons weekly.
Spitzbergen the fourtn projected leg
“ The government houses are in the Seal Harbor, Me., where John D.
Companion
drink to W ard's
search of India, the land which had ;
of the flight calls for a flight across
Praea do Commercio around Black Rockefeller 3d,1, hi s eldest son. has The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets
O
range
C
ru
sh and L im e lured navigators for centuries.
J
the second Wednnesday of each
Spitzbergen, with a possible landing
JHorse square, nicknamed from an been amusing himself
h
Crush.
Drink
one today.
with
a
very
old
“ Lisbon’s ancient name was Ulisipo, j
month.
at Bear Island, if conditions warrant,
j equestrian statue of King Joseph, and very dilapidated rowboat, at which
In bottles o r a t fountains
which caused many Greek scholars to j
and thence to North Cape, Norway.
I which opens out toward the water. a neighbor’s boy, a Seal Harbor native
Methodist Episcopal
try to connect it with the wanderings 1
Bottled by
Mr. Naulty said that only one plane
Rolling Motion square, so called from turned up his nose.
of Ulysses, but the name probably ,
Corner
School
and
Military
Streets.
would be used for the flight. At first,
WILLIAM palmer
|the wavy mosaic of its pavement, is
“ Why don’t you have a motor
originated from two Phoenician words
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
it was his plan to head a squadron of
the business district. West from the boat.?'' asked the native lad.
Kelleran St.
meaning Pleasant bay, which is made
Phorte 31-W
three ships, but difficulties of carrying
! centre of the city stand the Palace
“ (lee whiz! Who do you think we 10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
doubly plausible because the mouth
on if one or more of the planes came
of the Necessidudes, where on u are—Vanderbilts?” asked the grand 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
of the Tagus just beyond the city
ized and Graded Classes for all.
to grief and the consequent necessity
! night in October, 191b, King Manoel son of the world’s richest man.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
widens into one of the best harbors in
of carrying crews and adding their
II entertained a gay party of Brazilians
Preparatory Members Class.
the whole of Europe,
weight to the carried weight of the
at his last meal in his realm. Wliilo
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meetine
JUST
HIS
LUCK
j “ The Romans knew Lisbon as Fecrew, stores, gas and oil of the
the dinner was at its height word was ■
! licitas Julia, and it grew to be the
Mr. Isaaestein approached a taxi
surviving plane determined the deci
brought to him that revolution had
The Kidneys and the Skin. If th
driver and asked what would he the
second city in Lusitania, that fam ous,
sion to make it a one plane flight.
kidneys are weak or torpid, the sk m
broken out. He went calmly on with
district of Hispania in the time of the
fare for himself, his wife and children will be {dmply or blotchy.
The complete route of the polar air
the dinner, scribbling on a menu card to a certain address.
Hoods
Caesars. Its temple and theatre ruins ,
Sarsaparilla strengthens .and stimuflight, according to Mr. Naulty’s an
that the courses of the meal were to
The cabby asked 82.50. Mr. Isaac- lates the kidneys, and nlears the
attest its occupation. Successively it
nouncement, will be from Seattle to
he served as expeditiously as possible,
has been seized by the Alans, the Vis
stein
offered to toss tin- cabby double complexion. By thoroughly purify in
Ketchikan, Alaska; Ketchikan to An
the blood it makes good health.
and not until the shells struck the or quits.
lgoths, the Moors and the Crusaders.
chorage, Anchorage to Nome, Nome to
palace walls did he rise from the
Tin* cabby consented and won tinThe fact that the inhabitants of
Point Barrow and thence across the
BiHMiiiiMiiiiniiHiiimt.
table.
nuHHnumtn nn nnitiM i r
i ii ri r<i iriiiiiintMi linn mrifii iiti mm ti
.............
Lisbon were tolerant of the dark ,
toss, whereupon the would-be passen
polar regions to I^orth Cape, Norway,
ger
turned
to
his
wife
and
said
in
Moorish invaders is evidenced in tile
----- Be up to date.
Subscribe for the
and thence by taxe flights, via Christi
despairing tone-:
THE
AD
MAN
SAYS:
coloring of the crowds in the Lisbon
ania and Stockholm to London. The
"Just ■ my luck, Rachel!
Now w
streets today. The kindly infiuencf'
I went fishing several .wars age,
Arctic flight proper, he explained,
of the English Crusaders who mingled and like many other amateurs I mad-1 shall have to valk hom e!”
would start from Point Barrow. From
!
“ Maine’s Favorite Daily”
with the Portuguese masses left its elaborate preparations. I had a)) fluthat point across the pole to Spitz
mark, too, and has shown itself in the tackle and equipment that a well
j Just fill in the attached coupon, ami
bergen, a distance of 1800 nautical
frendly relations that have practical known sporting good?, dealer consider
miles, will be regarded as the trans
___i
send it along to us with $1."0
ly ever since existed between the two ed necessary. "Now u-t tin- fish watch
polar flight. From Point Barrow to
, nations.
o ut. I f I can't catch them with this
North Cape, a distance of 2400
“ Men of letters have sought out the outfit they are sure dead ones."
1° BANGOR DAILY NEWS
nautical miles, will be regarded as
city for its individuality and beauty,
It was the same old story.
1 re
Bangor, Maine
the transarctic flight. As the distance
which caused the ecstatic Byron upon turned without fish. Why? 1 had
from Ketchikan, Alaska, to Point
Please ---nd the Bangor I k.
News t.
first beholding from the bay its everything that any tish ev er bit on. Death ©nly-a matter of short tinier
Barrow Is about 2000 nautical miles,
terraced seven hills to exclaim:
I had a nice box to put them in and Don’t wait until pains and aches
and from North Cape to London
Naim
‘What
beauties
doth
Lisbon
first
un
I
bad a stove to fry ilu-m on but no become incurable diseases. Avoid
approximately 1500 miles, and probab
fold !
fish.
painful consequences by taking
ly 100 miles will be spent in observa
Post Office Addr- ss.............
Her image floating on that noble tid ■ Many times .since that fishing trip
tion flying around the Pole, provided
Which poets vainly pave with sands of I have been reminded of it by compar
Continue
the paper to me at the en<
the plans succeed, the total distance
gold.’
of
three
months
at the r< gular rare.
ing
my
experience
with
some
adver
covered by the flight from Ketchikan
“ Commercially the city has natural tisers.
unless
I
order
tiepap.-r di.-c
to London would be 6000 miles.
advantages in its harbor, which can
They
have
tingoods,
they
equip
Paper
will
be
stopped
pnum
Mr. Naulty said he had been con
CAPSULES
accommodate the largest vessels, ami themselves with tin- boxes to ship
ord°r--'l
vinced by years of study of data of
an advantageous position on the Atlan tlu-m out, they have printed an elabor The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
ocean, ice and wind currents that land
tic. At present its trade is confinet ate label, get up a fine -levari and liver, bladder and uric add troubles— the
exists in the form of an archipelago in
The only safe way to remit is
chiefly to exporting cork, wine, olive trade1 mark, lay out a fancy advertis- National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
the region lying between 120 west and
Check, Post Office Money Order
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
137 east and 75 north and the Pole, and
Express Order
Leokafor (be nan.* Cold Medal on every box
end accept no imitation
that the plans for the projected polar
uminiiMiitiirttiiii!
flight are practicable.
Mr. Naulty stated that he has been
interested in polar exploration for a
period of 20 years and has discussed
results with Amundsen, Shackleton,
Bartlett, Fiali and other polar surface >
explorers. His scientific work in co n -;
nection with aviation had been the in
vestigation of kinetics and statics on !
the air sphere. Most of his aviation
work had been based on study of air
conditions, floatability and motion.
Mr. Naulty, in announcing his plans I
said:
j
“Land is indicated by the course of
the North American polar current from
the whaling grounds above Beaufort
Sea until it reaches Grant Land and
flows south through Robeson and Ken
nedy channels into Kane basin. This
current is separate from the Behring
current, flowing further south across
Beaufort Sea, through the magnetic
archipelago, into Baffin bay. On the
Asia side there are two ocean currents.
One, the tidal coastal current, flows
‘west’ starting from North Cape, Nor
way, thence across the mouth of the
white sea, across Cape Chelyuskin and
the Nordenskield sea, thence west
Greatest sport you know
easily because it’ s crimp cut
along the Siberian coast to Behring
to pull out y ou r m akin’ s
and it stays put.
Strait. The other, and this is a very
papers and some P rin ce
important indication of land in the unI t’ s the best bet you ever

■
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k
e
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-crush
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Bangor Daily News

TOO
LATE

COLD MEDAL

Come on along ?

r lo iiL T O N S a v i n g s B a n k

Fill up your makin’s
papers with P. A .

MOULTON, MAINE'*

A ’ bcrt and roll up a cigarc tte! That’ s because P. A.
is so delightfully good and
refreshing in a cigarette—
just like it is in a jimmy
pit; I You never seem to
get your fill — P. A .’ s so
j o y ’ u sly f r ie n d ly a n d
appetizing.

Prince Albert will be a
revelation to your taste! No
other tobacco at any price is
in its class! And, it rolls up

In Packages o f 10 Clgara each

laid that you’ ll like Prince
Albert better than any ciga
rette you ever rolled!
And listen! I f you have
a jim m y pipe hankering—
by all means know what
Prince Albert can do for
you! I t ’ s a revelation in a
pipe as well as in a ciga
rette! P. A. can’ t bite or
parch. Both are cut out
by our exclusive patented
process.

Fringe Albert
the national jo y sm oke

Prince A lbert /«

to ld in t o p p y r e d
bags, tid y red tin s ,
han d som e p ou n d
and half p ou n d tin
hu m idors and in th e
p ou n d c r y s ta l g la ss
hum idor
w ith
s p o n g e m o is te n e r
to p .

C o p y rig h t 1921

“ Y R- J. Reynold®
Tob accc co.

Winston-Salem.

N.C.
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cultural production,” he said, “ ever trifles in our lap by applauding. Now
since the revolution, owing to the lack comes a man named Paul Bern, Goldof incentive to farmers to provide wyn director, who says.
From the remotest, most inaccess more than their own needs, to the
“ Some people consider it ‘small
ible spot on earth— the north pole— shortage of seed and the shortage of
town’
to applaud motion pictures.
a wireless message will be flashed to implements. The urban population has
But
that
notion is passing away.”
the civilized world, if the plans of produced little goods to offer in ex
The
director
points out that applause
Capt. Ronald Amundsen, discoverer change, and the currency depreciation
is
now
the
accepted
thing at the Capi
through
the
increase
of
currency
of the south pole and famous Arctic
tol,
Rivoli,
Strard
and
other leading
issues
to
over
1,000,000,000,000
of
explorer, are carried out.
Capt. Amundsen’s schooner Maud. rubles has rendered their accumula- houses of New York city. A picture
on which he hoped to drift past the |tion no attraction. From these causes j of unusual merit; will nearly always
pole with the ice floes, was disabled Russia, before even last year’s har- j get a hand.
by a broken propellor off Cape Serdze, vest, had declined from a state pro- j “ Applause at motion pictures should
Siberia, after he had spent two years dueing from 6,000,000 to 10,000,000 ' be encouraged,” says Mr. Bern.
in pushing around the eastward , tons of food for export, to a condition
“ Although the actor's cannot hear it,
Arctic passage from Norway. The j where there was such an insufficient the theatre manager does, and he gets
explorer left his vessel and her crew supply of food for the cities that the a bettor idea of what the public likes.
to await a break in the ice and pro-! urban population has been reduced by
“ All this reacts to the benefit, of tin*
ceeded to Nome, later epming to about one-half.
actor whose work has aroused your
Seattle on a recent ship.
Requisitioned for Taxes
enthusiasm. If you like the picture,
The Maud has no wireless apparatus
As indicating the diminished grain don't he afraid to clap. It’s being doin'
but Capt. Amundsen expects to install crop of 1921, he cited the quantities
in the best circles."
one when the craft is brought here estimated to be requisitioned for taxes
some time this summer to be repaired j by th e 's o v ie t' government” showing
and refitted. He explained that h is ; fop all goviet RnssiU) eX(,opt
(ht, MANY VARIETIES OF
party had been cut off from communi- j Ukraine and urkestan, 4,320,000 tons
HONEY; SOUR AND SWEET
cation with other human beings for j 0£ g rajn as agajnst 7,614,000 requisi
te’0 years* with but one break his ^joned jn 1920, while the potatoes
It is the popular belief that there is
trip out to Nome last year -two years es^jma^ed for requisition totalled 1,- only one kind of honey, but this is a
of icebound horizons, of bitter cold- 080,000 tons as compared with 2.010,great mistake. Not even is all hoimy
of almost endless night.
000 jast year, and 216,000 tons of oil
sweet.
Apiarists will tell you that
“ The war was raging in its most j seeds against 432,000 in 1920.
critical period when we left the world
“ The decadence in fat production,” ; there are more kinds ol honey than yon
most of you know, he recalled, and <ke contjnued) “ jS even more general j think. There is honey that is black
for many months we speculated in and more acute than breadstuffs Owing j and sour; honey that is red; honey
vain on the course of events. It was to the requisition of animals and the
in December, 1919, more than a year diversion of animal feeds to bread- that is poisonous; honey that is green
after the signing of the armistice, th a t; s^uffs
Consequently, children are j and honev that is rose color. Nearly
we finally met a Russian trador w o j ga/fgj'jag more acutely in many sec- j every one has eaten honey that is
told us what had happened. Then I j tj0ng than adults.”
j white, and most persons know honey
determined we would carry wireless.” j Discilssing the raiiroad situation, he j *1. ^ rinees ;n color from pale vellow
C»pt. Amundsen told the Associated 9howed a decrea8e ot motjve power o f ' that rJnges
1,‘l" 5<Mo"
Press he would spend the next year from 60 to 75 per cent., resulting from 1 0 rovvnin the United States, probably most a reduction from 19,106 locomotives ; Honey, a beekeeper explains, is of
of it around Seattle, and would sail before the war to from 5500 to 7650 many flavors, depending on the kind
from this port next summer. He will now in working order, while the of blossoms the bees work on. Light
strike back for Cape Serdze, trusting serviceable cars decreased by from
to meet with better luck than the 48 to 70 per cent of the pre-war honey is gathered from clover, apple,
furious Arctic storm which last year number. Roadbeds, he declared, were locust and other early blossoms, while
hurled the Maud into an ice-bank on reported in very bad condition and dark honey is mace from nectar the
the Siberian coast. ,
unless large repairs were made, con- 1 bees gather from the flowers of buckHe affirmed that his voyage had siderable sections would have to be wheat, goldenrod end other autumn
tended only to confirm his previous closed to traffic.
___________________ ____
theories about magnetic properties of
The fuel situation he described as
N o t i c e of F i r s t M e e t i n g of C r e d i t o r s
the Polar basin. He expressed faith very serious, with cessation of produc
in his belief that an ocean current tion of coal by 80 per cent and the In the District Court of the United States
for the Northern Division of the Dis
running northeasterly from Cape teterioration of the mines forcing the
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
Serdze would carry him past the pole railroads to depend much more on In the matter of
.James H. I’hair
In Bankruptcy
and eventually into the Atlantic ocean. wood.
Bankrupt
“ When we reached Nome a year
Tabulating the percentages of indusTo the creditors of <uid ,Iam>-s 11
ago, and started back,” he said, “ the trial production during 1920 as com- 1'hair Of Limestone in the louiity of
trouble was that an unprecedented pared with the pre-war output, he Aroostook and District aforesaid, hankjam of Ice prevented us from pushing j 9how ed th e la rg e st o u tp u ts of 20 per ru!,tn that nii tin- 13th
far enough north. W e drifted too j cen t w e r e a coa] prodllction and the
Notice is hereby gi
much to the east and the currents paper jndustry. They ranged down day of August, A. D., l'.'-’ l, the said .Janii-s
IT. I’hair was duly adjudicated bank
eastward from Siberia are extraor 1- tQ 0 g per cent in coppor 0re out of a rupt and that the first meeting of
n a r y -it is a sort of whirlpool where tQtal of 13 industries
creditors will be held at the office
of
one wander* around in circles instead
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the Mrd dav
of Sept., A. IV, 11*21, at 10 o'clock in tinof following any course.”
forenoon at which time the said creditors
APPLAUSE AT MOVIES
“ It will take three years— perhaps
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
longer,” he predicted.
Some one is always taking the joy a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
He said that an important part of out of our movie life.
transact such other business as may prohis equipment consisted of books, hun
We dont mind admitting that we yerlv come before said meeting.
Tinted at Houlton, August 13th, lii-’ l.
dreds of them. «
always liked the movies because we
E D W IN L. V A IL ,
“ I read fhostly Action,” he said. didn’t feel that we had to upset all the
Referee in Bankruptcy.
“ Under such circumstances a man’s
mind needs diversion. I want some
.. Hl'I'H
T
thing light— but not too light, it must m
TTTTT
be plausible.”
The party experienced no serious
ll 111111M fI ri i r111111 fm tn 11 m 11 m u 111111 n 111 r11111 it 11 m1111 mm11 m i m11 m m11 im i f i i ; i u 1111 n ii i n i m•
illness the entire trip. Nor did the
cold cause suffering, for all were well
equipped. On the tortuous voyage
from Norway to Eastern Siberia they
encountered few natives.
“ It is a desolate shore on the north
of Siberia,” he pointed out. .“ We
saw few signs of life, except occasion
al polar bears. At one point we shot
40, skinned them and used the meat,
will give tw o grand full and com plete perform 
for steaks. If we had been trapping
ances m
for skins we could have made a small
fortune.”
The Maud’s crew includes Dr. H. V.
Sverdrup, a scientist; Oscar Wisting.
G. Olonikin and seven natives. They
left Norway in 1918 and remained
buried in the ice 19 months.

RADIO PLANT
FOR NORTH POLE

flowers.

Honey

obtained

from

the

blossoms of white clover is generally
greenish yellow and excellent in
flavor, and so, too, is that honey which
bees in the British isle obtain from
the bloom of heather. The color of
that honey is a dark and rich yellow.
Honey also varies in color and flavor
with the breed of bees which makes
it.

PAUL

THE HUMAN SCRAP-HEAP

zens, who can do good work at some
helpful task, and constitute a benefit
to society. Many thousands of these
lives are thus saved from the human
scrap-heap.

Much has been said during recent
years about utilizing waste products.
The railroads, for instance, have es
tablished great reclamation plants
where they collect scrap iron and
other waste materials from all over
their system. It is astonishing how
much of this stuff can be worked over
into needed items of equipment,
though formerly it was merely junk
ed. Similarly a big system has de
veloped for handling refuse articles
in factories and homes.

Honey made out of the flowers of
the rhododendron and the wild azalea
is irritating and narcotic. From the
mountain laurel or “ calico bush,”
which grows plentifully in the moun
The process of reclaiming human
tain and foothill regions of the waste does not advance so fast, though
United States, wild bees make a honey infinitely more important. It was only
said to be harmful to man.
recently that attention was paid to
One of the famous varieties of developing deficient children. Former
honey is that called Maltese, because ly such a child was called merely a
produced in Malta, and there it is said fool, and suffered to be an incum
the bees feast mainly on orange brance on his family and he often de
blossoms. Another famous honey held veloped into criminal life.
in high repute in Europe is “ NorNow progressive communities are
bonne” and the bees make that from finding that the majority of these
the flowers of rosemary and related defectives can by careful training be
plants.
developed into thoroughly useful citi

Formerly the .slums of cities and
remote and neglected rural neighbor
hoods, were a kind of human scrapheap, where multitudes of people went
to waste as the result of disease and
unwholesome social conditions. To
day people are waking up to see that
such a scrap-heap is a terrible waste
of resources.
So they are insisting on health
measures for slums, and community
uplift work for neglected districts in
both city and country, and these
neighborhoods are gradually being
Cleaned up. Not so fast as they
should* be, though, for it takes time
and effort and money and love to do
these things. But good beginnings
have been made in all these fields.
The people of Houlton must do their
share to make sure that no human
scrap-heap exists in their community.

B a n g o r ’ s B ig F air
S i x

D a y s

August 22-27

Maine’s Best

The Liveliest Midway, The Classiest Trots
Continuous Stage Show, Big Cattle Exhibit
Holstein W inners in Line for New England Cham
pionships at Springfield Exposition

Aeroplane Flights, Fireworks, Agricultu
ral Display, Sensational Diving-Ferari Cir
cus, Ferris W heel, [Venetian S w in gs,
W hip and Many Novelties
Saturday
A ug. 2 7

A uto Polo, the latest Sensation
---------------------------------------------------

Races

---------------------- Special Railroad Rates

Som ething D oing all the Tim e

C ole Bros.

B ig S a le o f S h o e s

W orld Toured Shows and Big
W ild Anim al Exhibition &

-at

P alm er’s S h oe Store

H o u l t o n

Saturday, August

RUSSIAN FARMS
LEFT TO WASTE

1 — at 2 and S o ’clock sharp, rain or shine, on
^iiH iiiiiim M iM M im im iiM im m iim m iim tiiiitiim iiim m im m im im iuniim iiiiiiim i'iiiiiH m iiniim m iiiim iiiiiiiiM ' imn«n

Decadence of agriculture, falling off
>f transportation facilities and a de
crease of industry in general ef over
>0 per cent, of the pre-war output
were held responsible by Secretary
Hoover for the food shortage in
lussia.
In a statement he painted a picture
>f virtual collapse of the productive
ictlvitles of the farmers and urban
>opulatlon under the soviet govern*
nent.
Where Famine It Most Acute
The most acute famine area, he said,
:overed the Volga valley from the Cas>ian sea northward. The drought
here would not be so fatal were it
tot for the reduction in the surplus
Tops in other regions and the
lifflculties of moving such surpluses
did exist. He cited reports showng the reduction of acreage under
ultlvation, varying from 100 per cent
eduction in the province of Kazan to
« ly 68 per cent in Samara of the
acreage cultivated last spring.
"Oyer-riding such local situations
here has been a steady decline in agri-

T w o weeks of Bargains.

All summer

goods will be sold regardless of cost.

A

big discount on ail Fall Goods already in.
Nothing reserved—Discount on everything
it the store

| M
iiiiHiniiiM
mHmtiiiiHimimiiM
miiimirmiHimiiimiiiumimnmiliM
iimiiimitHM
iliiiiiiuiiHHiHiimimiiimiimiiiiiiiM
iiimHiiiimnu IN
n 1 A great all-featured Show with everything to 1 iH
1 please and nothing to offend— Clean, lie fined. | II
1
| Moral High-Class and Instructive Exhibitions for I 1
H
n | entertaining Ladies, Gentlemen and Children
f
H f Take the children to see our little Baby Lions, its f ==
1 the real sight of a life-time—-They are the f
1
£
1 sweetest and cutest little pets you have ever I i
| seen.
Wonderful performing Lions. Tigers, 1
1
|
Leopards,
Pumas, Panthers and Bears.
1
Nottoa *f First Msstlnfl of Creditors
i ths District Court of the United States E
= | Highly educated Horses, Ponies, Mules, Dogs, 1
for the Northern Division of the Dis
EE
| Goats, Monkeys, Seals and Elephants.
1 I
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
j matter or
|
M | Great Acrobats, Gymnasts, Contortionists, Aeri- * 1 EE
tenjamln H. Brown
| In Bankruptcy
EE
1 alists, Vaulters, Leapers, Tumblers, Jugglers, f EE
Bankrupt |
To the creditors of said Benjamin H. J n
|
Wire-Walkers and 0 Q ^unny Clowns
1
irown of Caribou in the county of ;
roostook i nd District aforesaid, bank- ‘ n
iipt.
| We do not give any street parade, but a series of | is
Notice is hereby given that on the 13ih
| | Free out-side Exhibitions will be given on the 1 i
ay of August, A. D. 1921, the said
enjamln H. Brown was duly adjudicated ! 1
1 Show Grounds at 1 and 7 p. m.— Don’t miss see- 1 n
ankrupt; and that the first meeting
n
1
ing this big, free out-side show as it is worth 1 is
creditors will be held at the office of
Idwln L. Vail In Houlton on the 3rd n
| going many miles to see and it is absolutely free 1 H
ay of Sept., A. !>., 1021, at i<» o'clock
n
|
to all.
| 1
i
the
forenoon
at
which time
te said creditors may attend, prove
telr claims, appoint a trustee, examine
ie bankrupt, and transact such other
isiness as may properly come before
id meeting.
Dated at Houlton, August 13th, 1921.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

ra n

Continues for Tw o
W eeks ending Aug. 27

1

|

Show Grounds, W atson A ve. |
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Many More
Real Bargains

Ladies’ White Canvas Boots
$4.00 grade

98 °

Ladies’ Canvas Oxfords and
Pumps
QQC
$2.50 and $4 grade
wO
Ladies’ Strap Pumps, _ow Heel
$4.00 grade
$ 2 ‘98
Ladies’ Louis Heel Black Kid
Theo Tie
$ 2 .9 8
Misses’ Black and Brown Strap
Pumps
$ 2 -4 5
Men’s Brown Oxfords
Regular $9 value

$ 0 .5 0

Men’s Brown Oxfords
Regular $7 value

$4 . 9 5

Men’s Scout Shoes
Elk Sole

$2*98

Men’s Black Dress Shoes $2*98

Call and be convinced

Palmer’s Shoe
O

t O

r e

Market Square
Houlton, Maine

■a

Boys’ Scout Shoes

$ 2 '9 8

Ladies’ Brown Oxfords
$8.00 grade

$ 0 .9 8

Ladies’ Brown Oxfords
$6.00 grade

$ 0 .9 8

Ladies’ Pliable Sole Black Kid
Boots rubber heels
$ 0 .9 8
Ladies’ Brown Oxfords
Regular $7.50 value

$4 . 9 3

Ladies’ Unlined Boots

$ 0 .4 5
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All the great walls and temples of make the round trip this year to new
added about four and a half of these
Originally most of the men came the United States are planning to go
‘dollars’ to th*e stack each year, but Zion are unbelievably painted in every oil fields at Fort Norman, in the MacSUPPLY IN U. S. in 1918 and 1919, the latest two years shade of red, from carmine to rose Kenzie valley of northern Canada, from Vancouver, B. C., which they left to the new fields this year over the
for which statistics are complete, the pink; and are capped with almost nine nxen passed through Juneau on March 5, of this year, coixxing north Canadian route, through Edmonton,
“ Gold, the aristocrat of metals, is
output
would have made less than pure white sandstone covered with recently enroute to Edmonton, Al to Skagway, Alaska, and crossing the Fort McMurray and Peace River.
truly cosmopolitan,'’ says a bulletin of
four of the $100 ,01)0,000 pieces each green trees and the blue sky. There berta, where they will record their White Pass trail to White Horse by
the National Geographic Society “ and
xMost of tfcis route is by steamboat
are layers of chocolate, of maroon and locations on oil lands.
railroad. Leaving White Horse March down the Peace and Mackenzie rivers.
is found to a greater or less extent in year. ^
If the world
of gold of cherry, streaked with black, where
every part
of the
from near the
VfUijr
J/OI i ui
tuc world
n u itu iiwm
11
--- ----- *production
“ I believe the district will be a 13, they took the trail to Carmacks, on Although fast time can be made in
equator in Africa, Peru and Borneo to j since 1492 were made into a curb six streams have fallen. A hanging gar world beater,” John McDonnell, one of the Yukon River, and then struck out summer over this interior route, the
the frozen ground of Alaska, Finland Jinches high and six inches ^lick it den of ferns and vines decorates a ! the “ soui’dough” leaders of the party across the mountains for the big men who passed through here de
and Siberia. Since the beginning of j would extend for more than J< miles, cliff by the trail, while cottonwood said. “ One gusher at Norman pro Canadian basin. At Fort Norman clared the trail from White Horse
history and doubtless long before a n y . practically the distance
between and willows by the streams afford duced 1,500 barrels a day, according they found themselves among the was the best way in winter to Nor
records were made gold has largely Washington and Baltimore. If spread enchanting vistas on every hand.
to reports which I believe are below first stampeders of the year to get man. There is plenty of game along
Architecture of a colossal order
typified ‘the world’s desire,’ and it is into a paving surface half an inch
“ inside.”
the correct figures.”
!. the
vwv. route for food and the going is
the only substance which has been thick the same gold would pave an everywhere astonishes the eye, lead
Hundreds of men from Canada and easy, they said.
Every
member
ot
the
party
said
received by all races and peoples in j automobile roadway 20 feet wide and ing it upward to Gothic heights not J
sculptured by man. At sunset hour I the oil was of high grade and asserted
exchange for other property and ser- slightly over 11 miles long.
the
canyon is transfigured with purple it was used in the Fort Norhan coun
“ Not all the gold produced since the
vices. It was in truth, therefore, long
haze,
and its peaks are lit with rosy try for lighting and heating and even
before legislation by practically every discovery of America is available.
was used without being changed from
civilized country made it formally so, Much has been used, destroyed or lost alpine glow. The silence and the its crude state, in gas engines.
the world’s standard of value.
$ and much in the form ef jewelry ex peace of the Eternal often linger
The nine men “ mushed” into the oil
"In the early months of 19J1 gold piate is out of circulation and not in within this vast temple and pervade
fields
over a 750-mile trail, part of
reached the United States from about treasuries. The best available esti the heart of the true worshipper.
which was snow-covered, across the
At
its
entrance,
Zion
is
guarded
by
Bring refreshing sleep, relieve aches and pains, dizziness and
30 different countries. Much of this mate-of the gold in circulation and in
continental divide from White Horse,
gold doubtless originated in the United treasuries places the amount at $9,- the great East and West temples.
nervousness. Taken like a confection. No Opiates, Chloral or
Yukon Territory. They made the trip
States, and there was among it no 000,000,000 or enough to make 90 of Beyond it is a stretch of colorful
Cocaine.
No bad after-effects. All druggists. Free sample sent
to
Norman
in
twenty-one
days,
which
doubt metal from practically every the. foot-thick ‘dollars.’ Just about a territory where the Three Patriarchs
is considered very fast time, and used
by
Ballard
Golden Oil Co., Old Town, Me.
(
in
crimson
robes
hold
stately
court.
source of gold known to the world, third of this world treasure is now
thirty-five dogs to pull their sleds.
In
the
heart
of
the
canyon
the
mighty
........................... .
m im im H itiim m iH inim M iiiiiiH m iiiiiiH iiniiiiiim iH iii
For the gold of the world constitutes |in the United States, and this is not
practically a single stock held tern-1 far below the amount that has been rock of Angel’s Landing towers faxwhile
El
porarily in many reservoirs; and as j yieide(i by the mines of the United above the Rio Virgin;
Gobernador,
the
Great
White
Throne,
exchange rates and other economic |states,
is a majestic flat-topped pryamid of
and financial conditions • change, it
“ The United States leads all coun
red
and white sandstone. Monolithic
flows freely back and forth and across tries and even some continents in the
and
dark red, the Great Organ greets
along trade routes, weaving a veritable aggregate amount of gold produced—
one
at the bend of the river; and
goldenweb tying the nations together. $3,913,000,000. Africa and Australia
reaching
far into the blue sky at
“ It is not all improbable that some have each produced more than three
the
Narrows,
is the Mountain of Mys
o f the gold that is pouring in on the and a quarter billion dollars worth,
tery. Just beyond, the stream fre
shores of the United States first le ft , ouutu
nuit.ll(/(l
............
..
South America more than two billion
HKaBTSKK!
this hemisphere in Spanish galleons ; and Ru89ia an(j Siberia more than one quently fills the floor of the canyon,
and its dangerous quicksands and cur
after it was torn from the temples of and
billion. For a number of
N Saturday, August Gth, we announced the first great August Business Boomer
rent force back the most adventure
the Incas by the Spanish Conquista- j years tbe Rand section of the TransSale. It was a new i^lea— a stupendous idea— and flt “ went over’’ big. On Sat
dores. Another part may have rested j yaal South Africa( has led all gold some of horses. Eventually the over
hanging
walls
of
2000
feet
nearly
shut
urday, August 13, the second week-end sale was operated—and that was an
once in the treasuries of the Great j producing regions in annual output,
Moguls; while beside it is gold fresh 1producing around 40 per cent of the off the sky, and the darkened stream
other ig “ boom for buyers’’. We thank you all for your wonderful interest in
is only a few feet in width.
from the mines of Australia, the j world output.”
this big sales idea. We have tried so hard to reduce prices or to at least play our own
Only one trail leaves the canyon,
Klondike or the Rand. For a
s i d
e
____________
little
part in the general effort to tumble prices everywhere, and on everything, that it is
starting beneath Cable Mountain, from
from that which is absorbed in
i mixr-vm/ M ATI AM AT PA D If
nice
when
we can realize how well you have appreciated our efforts. There will be two
whose
summit
logs
are
swung,
2700
arts l r i> lost or used In industry. NEW N A TIO N A L r A K A
feet
in
air
into
Zion,
and
then
taken
more big Business Boomer Sales— one on Saturday, August 20 and one on Saturday,
GREAT BEAUTY SPOT
practically all gold these days finds
out to the little villages. After leav
its way to the pots of the assayer and
August
27. There are still plenty of fine bargains left, so it is advisable that you take
Most brilliantly colored and in some
goes to make up pawns in the world’s ways the most striking of our national ing the inner walls, the trail climbs
advantage of them. If you were satisfied with your first purchases, buy more of the
through a region of curiously crosstrade.
parks, Zion is as yet but little known, bedded sandtone leading to Hicks
same goods, because all of the products sold will be capable of use for a long time.
“ Of what may be called the relative although it is destined to become
Point,
where
there
is
a
glorious
view
ly common metals, fairly close esti world-famous. While it is not on the
----------------------------------------W a t c h f o r th e n e x t t w o b ig s a l e s --------- — ------------------------ —
mates of the quantity in existence scale of the Grand Canyon of the into the canyon, and of the wild sur
rounding
country.
The
whole
region
can be made probably only for gold Colorado in Arizona, and is more
A n o th e r
and silver. Even for these two metals easily comprehended, this rainbow of adjacent to the canyon is as yet un
W e s t
D r u g
satisfactory estimates of production the desert has a peculiar fascination mapped.
S a tu r d a y , A u g u s t 2 0
E n d
S t o r e
V an be made only for a period since for all who have once seen it.
S a tu r d a y , A u g u s t 2 7
OIL BONANZA IN
the dicsovery of America. There is
Formerly inaccessible to the ordi
nothing on which to base an idea of
MACKENZIE VALLEY
nary traveler, it is now convenient
the gold produced before 1492, but it
First of the fortune seekers to
and interesting of approach in sumis safe to assume that because of the
1mer. At Lund, a wool-shipping point
few sources and the primitive mining
on the Los Angeles and Salt Lake
methods the quantity in treasuries and
railway, an auto stage leaves daily
circulation at that time was but a
for Zion by way of Cedar City. It is
small fraction of the quantity since
also near the auto route of the Arrow
produced.
head trail from Salt Lake City or Los
“ Since Columbus landed in America,
according to statistics assembled by Angeles.
Zion is our most recently created
the director of the mint, the world
production of gold through 1919 national park, comprising 120 square
amounted to more than three-quarters miles of marvelous canyons and
of a billion Troy ounces. The esti mountain scenery. The canyon itself
mated amount is the equivalent of is 15 miles in length, narrowing from
29,448.92 tons of the precious metal, half a mile to 25 or 30 feet, with wall3
occupying 49,100.85 cubic feet and of 2000 to 3000 feet in height. But
worth more than seventeen and three- the park comprises several other
- canyons as well, which no one has
quarter billions of dollars.
“ This tremendous volume of gold explored; much wonderful scenery, of
must be measured by a bigger unit which only distant glimpses have
than the gold dollar if its magnitude been secured; and a portion of the
is to be appreciated. If gold were fantastic Colob plateau, which only a
cast in gigantic ‘dollars’ one foot handful of venturesome travelers have
thick and having a diameter of visited.
From the high plateaus of Utah,
approximately 18 feet 9 inches, each
would weigh 165.85 tons and would with their striking white and deep
be worth $100,000,000. The world gold pink cliffs, to the depths of Zion
production since 1492 would make canyon, upward of 10,000 feet of sand
177 such ‘dollars’ and leavfc more stone strata is exposed to view. It
than half enough for another.
If is often wonderfully eroded into
stacked, therefore, these gargantuan natural bridges, arches and alcoves,
coins would form a tower 18 feet 9 Yosemite-like domes and a multitude
Inches in diameter, more than 177 of architectural forms; while its color
feet high. Since 1905 the average* ing is unsurpassed anywhere in na
annual world production would have ture.

THIRD OF GOLD

A Popular Demand Everywhere

Ballard’s

Tablets

Thank you all for the big success of the

Business Boomer Sal

o

Munro’s

Fromthemakersof
U.S.Royal Cords

to the

usersofFabricTires

G iving to (ho fabric tiro uoor
fro oh, lira tiro a. Being m sdo
now. B an g chipped now. "

THE U . S. U SC O TR E A D
Here is the U. S. U sco Tread,
with a lung-established standard
of service among motorists who
have an eye to value, as well as
toprice. W h ile sellingforless than
the other tires in the U. S. Fabric
line, the Usco has earned a repu
tation for quality and dependable
economy which is not exceeded
by uny tire in its ciass.

V u lca n izin g
T ube:

V ul-

c a n iz e d in a s a tis fa c to r y m anner;

The

F a b r ic a n d C o r d T ir e s an d

o n ly

p la c e

east

of

P ortland

Cates G arage
H o u lt o n

1

United States Tires
are Good Tires

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R. CO.

Special Excursion Fares to

U .S . U S C O T R E A D

Bangor, Caribou, Houlton and Presque Isle
account Agricultural Fairs

U. S. CHAIN T R E A D

At Fare and One Half for the Round Trip
as follows;

U. S. R O Y A L C O R D

BANGOR FAIR— From all stations to Bangor and return. Tickets to
be sold and good going August 20, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26 good for re
turn until August 27, inc., 1921.
CARIBOU FAIR— From Houlton, Fort Kent, Limestone, Fort Fairfield
and Intermediate stations to Caribou and return. Tickets to be sold
and good going August 23, 24, 25 and 26, good for return until August
27, inc., 1921.
HOULTON FAIR—From Millinocket, Patten, Fort Kent (Ashland
Branch), Van Buren, Limestone, Fort Fairfield and intermediate
stations to Houlton and return. Tickets to be sold and good going
August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1 2 and 3, good for return until September 5
inc., 1921.
PRESQUE ISLE FAIR— From all stations Including Bangor to Presque
Isle and return. Tickets to be sold and good going September 6, 7, 8,
9 and 10, good for return until September 12, inc., 1921.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
General Passenger Agent Bangor, Maine.

Around 70% o f all car owners
use fabric tires.

It’s a policy settled to on e stand
ard for
U. S. Tires. Whether
fabrics or cords. Small sizes or
large.
Giving to the
tire user
,
Being made
Being shipped

Their instinct for
is as
strong and insistent as any one
else’s.

L. W . J e n n e y
M e c h a n ic S tr e e t

I

People have gotten very close to
the U.S. policy. Felt it. Benefited
by it. And passed the word along.

quality

w h ere a

C o r d T ir e v u lc a n iz e d j o b is g u a ra n teed

P h o n e 6 4 -W

N all o f modem merchandising
the biggest conundrum is the
fabric tire situation.

U. S. NOBBY TREAD
U.S. RED & GREY TUBES

W hy, then, are they offered
such hodge-podge stocks o f “dis
count tires,’’ “odd lots,’’ “seconds,”
“ retreads” and other so-called
bargains o f uncertain origin?
*

*

all

fabric
fresh live tires.
now.
now.
All the original U. S. vitality

and se rv ic e comes through when
you buy a U. S. Fabric Tire.
*

*

Sooner or later the public al
ways seeks out
As a
matter o f
— if for
no other reason. The out-and-out
opinion in favor o f U. S. Fabric
Tires has spread more this year
than it ever did.

quality.
self-protec tion

*

*

“ U sco,” “ Chain,” “ N obby.”
Three different treads.
Built by the same brains, the
same policy, the same quality
ideals that have made U. S.
Royal Cords the
meas
ure o f tire worth.

standard

United States Tires
united States

@ Rubber Company

Bangor Street— Hibbard Bros. Company— Cates Garage
Berry & Benn— Bangor Street
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“They take out their package of every one. I believe that if motorists
sandwiches, fruits and cakes, also were aware of the dangers to which
bottles of “ pop” and sometimes a
they subject themselves and their
thermos bottle full of coffee. They
children
on these outings, that more
are careful enough to keep the sand
thought
would
be given to the subject
wiches and cakes clean with a wrap
ping of waxed paper. But when it and private paper cups more exten
comes to drinking they run into a sively used. I am writing this letter
danger which few of them realize. A simply as a physician and as a citizen
china cup is too cumbersome or too interested in the health of the com
breakable to take along on the trip, munity.”
so the beverage is poured into the cap
of the thermos bottle and passed
around. Sometimes the bottle itself
1 After taking one bottle of
1
is passed from mouth to mouth.
In either case they are innocently
subjecting themselves to the danger of
contracting disease which may linger
| I gained two pounds. It in- |
| creased my appetite a n d i
unsuspected on another’s lips. A com
| made me feel better; writes 1
mon cold is only a minor illness spread
| Eugene L. Radcliff of Haver- i
in this way. We doctors know that a
I hill, Mass.
I
large percentage of more dangerous
RE-NU-YU is Sold by the
diseases are transmitted from mouth
W E S T
E N D
to mouth In offices, at soda fountains
and on picnics, etc., etc. The health
D R U G
S T O R E
authorities are doing what they can :
to minimize the contagion at fountains ;
and in offices, but it is up to the
individual to protect his family and ;
himself on automobile trips.
;
“ I have found a very satisfactory an
swer to the problem in my own case |
by taking along a small supply of
paper cups, which are obtainable in ’
P IL E S !
small sanitary packages. They take j
up no room to speak of, and provide ;
of the bright spots in contemporary
a safe, sanitary drinking cup for \
political history.
As president of the Philippine com
NOTICE BY COMMISSIONERS
mission and governor-general of the
State of Maine
islands, Gen. Wood will receive $18,- Aroostook, ss.
July 30, 1921.
000.
We, the undersigned, having been
duly appointed by the Honorable Nich
olas Ffessenden, Judgfe o f Probate
WARNING TO MOTORISTS
within and for the said county, Com
Send For It! —
NOW!
A correspondent of a New York missioners to receive and decide up
Satisfy yourself without coat, that
on the claims of the creditors of Isaac
newspaper, who signs himself “ M. D.,” W. Chase late of Houlton in said coun
you caO ge t prompt, positive relief
with
writes a letter warning automobillsts ty, deceased, whose estate has been
represented
insolvent,
hereby
give
that they are endangering their health
when they drink from a common cup public notice agreeably to the order of
fo r P I L E S
the said Judge of Probate, that six
1 A sim ple, cream-white salve that
or glass on automobile trips.
months from and after July 19, 1921,
soothes and relieves Piles, Hem or
rhoids and other Ano-R ecta! T rou
“ The Sunday automobile outing,” he have been allowed to said creditors to
bles.
Stops pain, allays inflamma
writes, “ has taken its place as a present and prove their claims, and
tion,
w on’t soil clothing.
Generous
that we will attend to the duty assign-1
F
R
e
E
teat sample and instructive
regular part of American life. Every ed us ot the office of Beecher Putnam, I
booklet on P IL E S and their causes
Sunday thousands of families in auto in said Houlton, on August 22, 1921 1
mailed on request, in plain, sealed
package.
W n t c today.
mobiles may be seen on the public and January 18, 1922, at 10 o’clock in
the
forenoon
of
each
of
said
days.
Henry Thayer A Co,, Inc.
highways. In the early afternoon the
BEECHER PUTNAM,
Established 1847
majority of them stop to eat and
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, M ASS
EDWIN L. VAIL
,
drink.
331
Commissioners.

Expect Appointment Soon
of a couple of muskrats. But, as I day for the ascent was set. The crowd
that
gathered
was
great
and
curious
Secretary
Weeks already has com
said. “ I don’t let little things like flies
and
so
interfered
with
the
operations
municated
a
virtual demand for Gen.
On "Ths Black Fly"
interfere with my love of Nature.”—
that
the
balloon
had
to
be
moved
to
W
ood’s
services
as governor-general,
__A.
G.
S.
in
Lewiston
Journal.
Since coming home from canoeing
another place, but the eager throng, his friends assert, and they predict
o n the Allegaah, many ask me, “ How
not to be outdone, learned its where that an announcement of the appoint
are the black flies?”
MAN TRIED FOR
abouts and were there to see the per ment will be made by the President
1 am able io say that they seem to
AGES TO FLY formance. The sphere rose 3000 feet within a few days.
be robust. They are as black as paint
“ The adventures last winter of in the air amid the rain, which some
The selection of Gen. Wood is happy
ed. They are living' their short lives
three naval aeronauts, and the inter had thought would be an obstacle to in many ways. Primarily, it fulfills
merrily. They seem to have raised
national interests in their safe return the wild enthusiasm of the spectators. the President’s desire to give recogni
their usual progeny. Their teeth are
from the frozen Canadian north, re
“ In 1783, Joseph Montgolfier repeat tion to the men who gave him, per
Bled. Their sight is keen. Their
call numerous historic attempts of ed his experiment before the King, haps, the most formidable contest for
sm ell is acute. Their appetite is large
man to fulfil for himself on earth the Queen and court at qfersailles. The the Republican nomination at the Chi
and capricious.
ages old feeling that he would have first living creatures to take a balloon cago convention. Then Gen. Wood is
Thoreau, who went up the Allegash
wings some day,” says a bulletin from trip went up on that day. A sheep, a not only acquainted with conditions in
alm ost seventy years ago as far as
the headquartera of the National duck and a cock soared majestically the Philippines, but he is well equipped
Telos, and then turned down into the
Geographic Society.
into the air with the ornate balloon to render exceptional services to the
East Branch of the Penobscot, no
and
descended after eight minutes government In any military problems
“
These
American
birdmen
who
got
where mentions the peculiar discovery
about
two miles off. The only injury that occur in the Pacific. Finally, he
their
noses
and
ears
nipped
by
the
cold
o f natural history that I aim to make
suffered
by any of them was a kick on is a close personal friend of Secretary
performed
no
such
feat
as
did
the subject of a portion of this paper.
the
wing
which the sheep gave the Weeks, who will be his official superior
Daedalus,
who,
some
thousands
of
I first noticed this singular thing
la st season when we went up Katahdin years ago in th«> age of myths, flew cock. Later on in that same year the as governor-general.
Gen. Wood invited Mr. Weeks to
in August. The black fly has dis near enough to the sun to melt the gallant Pilatre de Rozier and the
appeared in the low-lands, but lingered wax on his wings. Daedalus’s ex Marquis d’Arlandes made the first manage his campaign for the Republi
an the mountain where spring yet lin periment and the attempted flight of trip taken by persons in a free fire can nomination, just as did also Presi
Prom that time ‘sounding’ dent Harding and former Gov. Lowgered likewise in the lap of a late a certain monk called Elmerus, who, balloon.
winter. 1 was then of the notion that* John Wilkins, one of the founders of the skies became a science. Lunardi den. Incidentally, how Mr. Weeks,
possibly the genesis of the black fly the Royal Society in England tells us, startled Great Britain with his daring after declining to act as manager of
w as in the ancient demos
of the flew for a distance of more than an trips. It is said that when he soared any one of these candidates, advised
jungle. 1 am not sure of the truth of eighth of a mile from a town in Spain, into visions the King ended a con all three from time to time during the
my notion, as yet. The college boys are sufficient evidence, however, to ference with his ministers and a court convention campaign, then took an
Bave muddled me up this week on accord to aviation the palm for being of justice acquitted a criminal in active, though unobtrusive, part in the
order that all persons present might convention, and retained the unimpair
democracy. 1 had a notion that the older of the flying arts.
“ Ballooning, though less romantic in watch him.
ed friendship of all three men, is one
democracy was a sort of essence of

JUST TALKS

its appeal and decidedly more com
monplace and placid looking in its LEONARD WOOD MAY
appearance, may perhaps be consider
GOVERN PHILIPPINES
ed the John the Baptist of both arts
Major-General Leonard Wood will be
as they are practised today, as its
progress has been steadily on the up the next governor-general of the Phil
grade since Roger Bacon, back in the ippines. This is the cabinet expecta
13th century, propounded the theory tion of administration leaders in
that a hollow globe of very thin metal Washington since the receipt of Gen.
filled with 'ethereal air or liquid fire’ W ood’s preliminary report on condi
would float upward on the atmosphere. tions in the Pacific possessions.
"From that day priests, philosophers j The Wood report which, it is under
and scientists put forward the idea Ii stood, recommended against Philip
that a light sphere could be made to pine independence at this time, was
rise and float in the upper atmosphere. |immediately dispatched to the White
Almost every conceivable thing was House by the War department. Sub
suggested ofr filling these balloons, j sequently the President and Secretary
One of the most amusing was the |Weeks discussed its contents,
morning dew, since that substance, ac-1
immediately thereafter Secretary
cording to their suppositions, was shed ; Weeks is reported to have communiby the stars during the night, and |cated with George Wharton Pepper of
The black fly absolutely declined to would be drawn back to heaven in the : Philadelphia, trustee of the Univeroa t Baxter. They would not take even day by the heat of the sun.
sity of Pennsylvania, to learn whether
"As the result of watching the it were possible to postpone Gen.
a sm all hunk out of the Father of the
Waters. They would look at him clouds the brothers Joseph and W ood’s engagement as provost of that
Montgolfier of Annonay, institution for a year. It was inti
reveren tly. Indeed he drew larger Jacques
audiences than any other member of France, in 1782 inventer the first real mated that such a postponement
c s r party; but approach the august balloon. They concluded that if the would be pleasing to the President.
form ! Never! They would go away vapor of the clouds hang suspended in
A prompt acquiescence was sent
jm A bring a million or two of their the upper air, a large bag filled with from authorities to the university, it
friend* and wave around him in a such a vapor might rise and drift is understood, with the comment that,
eo rt of swinging-of-the-censer move about as the clouds do.
while such arrangement was regret
“ Another interesting story is told ted, it was not unexpected, because in
m ent and then go away and sit on a
lo g sa d hold a caucus. And then they about the Montgolfier brothers’ origi accepting the provostship Gen. Wood
would come back and feed on me. He nating the idea. They were watching has stipulated that he wished to re
«ould take his hat off and sit on a log the smoke-wreaths curl upward from serve the right to give priority to any
and dream. I could only keep on the their fire, when one of them began call of the government for his ser
wondering if the smoke could not car vices.
ju m p and damn.
Thoreau never mentioned this pecul ry other things up with it too. In the
According to plans said to have been
iarity of the black-fly and I can’t see enthusiasm of the moment they made tentatively agreed on by the Presi
why he gave so much attention to a small fire on a little tin trap and dent and Secretary Weeks, Gen. Wood
.birds—he and John Burroughs and a held a large paper bag over it. With will remain in the Philippines indefi
lot more of those wise chaps—and let delight they watched the bag fill out nitely instead of returning to the
th is bird alone. T o be sure the black and try to rise. A neighbor, a widow states to attend the forthcoming
fly comes easy and goes easy. He has lady, seeing the smoke issuing from conference on disarmament. This, of
-only a few weeks of his hey-day; but their window, find fearing that the j course, is on the theory he will accept
1 always seem to be there at the same house was on fire, went running into the past, but there is little doubt that
tim e that he is at his best and I want the room. She suggested that they at he will do so.
t o know what I have to do, what sort tach the tray to the bag, and the im
o f a political office 1 have to get, how mediate result was that the bag rose
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
1 ought to smell or behave, in order to the ceiling.
Public notice is hereby given that
“ After several private try-outs, they Frank Edgecomb of Limestone, in the
to get him not simply to feed off of
m e; but also not to bite hunks out of announced a public ascent of a bal-: County of Aroostook and State of
m e ’ and either throw them away or loon on June 5, 1783, and many specta Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
July 20th, 1920 and recorded in Vol.
l«vi> them with him to feed his tors gathered to see this sphere, 105 i 322, Page 512. of the Southern District
feet in circumference, which the in- i Aroostook Registry of Deeds, convey
neighbors.
of said
Up the Allegash, this trip, the black ventors inflated with the hot air from j ed to Bernice Edgecomb
fly was not so numerous as the burning straw, rise high in the air and ' Limestone, a certain piece or pare**!
of real estate together with the build
mosquito and it was said to be because float off for about one and a h a lf, ings thereon, situated in the said
the nights had been so cold. But miles. The brothers believed for quite Town of Limestone and bounded and
there came a warm night; and there a while that they had hit upon some |described as follows to wit; The
was another chap with me whom the peculiar quality in the straw which j South half of Lot numbered Five (5)
Section Eleven ( l l i according to plan
black fly did not seem to enjoy as had lifting properties and did not ; and survey of said Limestone and
soup dbd Ash and the rest of the table realize until later that their wonder j Aroostook County made and published
d ’hote, the way that he enjoyed me. ball had risen only because of the j by F. B. Roe and X. Geo. Colby in
This chap was all of the time coming lightness of the heated air. But they 1877, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Frank Edgecomb by
up to me with an insect in his hand made the balloon a reality.
said Bernice Edgecomb on said 2utii
From this time forward the physi- j day of July, 1920 and containing
.and asking, “ Is this a black fly,”
1 finally got mad and reached down cists in France and elsewhere took Eighty (SO) acres more or iess.
That the condition in said m or tga ge
inside my shirt and pulled out a quart j seriously this infant invention which
is
broken by reason whereof the said
or so of them mixed with m> life- had suddenly made its appearance in Bernice E d ge co m b claim.f ore
and
their midst. Subscriptions were taken closure of said m ortgage ,
blood and passed them to him
Dated at Caribou, .Maine, Jnlv L'\th.
said, “ There, hang you. You take up to further the project, the Roberts
1921.
brothers
constructed
the
balloon,
the
them home with you and put them on |
Bernice Edgecomb,
'your what-not as a curiosity.” He ; noted scientist. Charles, conceived the
B y bis A tto rn e y ,
ghbwed up one morning with a map i idea of filling it with hvdrogjn. and a 31
John B. Robert
o f Asia on the calf of his teg done in .
Yed. He wanted me to know what it j
was. Said I “ does it sting,” “ No," I
said he. “ Then,” said I, “ it is either |
a bear bite or the bite of one of those j
ferocious wild beasts of the lumber-j
camp know as a bed-bug. It is not
the bite of black fly ; for he simply j
bores a caisson of about four feet and j But that’s not the worst part of such a condition. I t ’s the
takes your Innards out. This animal i way one feels — so miserably weak and depressed. Never a
had a more artistic, a more cubist and ( moment of real red-Blooded enjoyment in work or rest; noth
less impressionistic method.”
j ing but a continual state of the “ blues.” Surely it IS piti
This chap worried more over that ! ful, but there is relief for those who never have tried that
bite than I did; because I know m y ’ good old body-building remedy — the true “ L. F. Atwood”
enemies. There is no black fly that Medicine.
It makes new, rich blood by cleansing the system and im
Is going to let any other insect invade
proving
the digestion. Increased strength and cheerfulness
m e I slept every night with my hat
follow
its
use. Satisfaction assured or money back. Aak
on- my clothes on; a Swiss fly net
around my head and throat tied up your dealer for a Gd cent bottle.
“ L. F. ” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
so as just to escape choking; heavy
the fat of the folks that had been fry
in g in the griddle of the world since
Jungle days. I had a notion that
democracy was not an ideal but a
scheme of government of the few by
th e many Instead of the many by the
few . The black fly is a democrat in
that respect; but when it comes to
eating he is a durned aristocrat.
Fbr instance, we went up Katahdin
with the present Governor Maine.
H e was not then governor and did not
expect to be; but Nature seemed to
h e aware of His Excellency in advance
o f the time. Of course the black-fly
eould very well have known that he
was to be President of the Maine
Senate, but how in thunder they could
h ave known that he was subsequently
t o be Governor, is more than we can

Pale - thin

leather mittens on my hands; by boots
o n ; heavy leather boots, too; my head
and bands under the bed clothes and
get black flies crawled in thru the
clothes and the fly-grease and when
morning came had a pile of A. G. S.
o n the floor which they were carting
off in wheelbarrow with the assistance

SICK KIDNEYS
MAKE LAM E BACKS
Cause broken, unrefreshing sleep,
Igjid |j| many cases that tired feeling
that makes it so hard to get up in
the morning. They also cause loss
appetite, lack o f ambition, and
other troubles.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla contains the
medicinal herbs, barks, roots, etc.,
that strengthen and tone these or
g a n a , and relieve their ordinary ail
ments. Take it.
And i f you need a laxative take
f o o d ’s Pills,— they work right.

D r i n k M a p

p r i n g

W ater
T h e p u r e st w a t e r in th e S ta te o f M a in e .
w e e k ly .

O rd ers

m ay

be

------------------------------- P h o n e

le ft

1RE-NU-YU|

piFREE TRIAL
SIZE -

REM- OLA

Some people are indifferent and
say Corn Flakes, and get what
they ask for. Others want the
better kind, and demand—

Post Toasties

*

best corn fla kes

Post Toasties are in a class alone—but you can’t get
them unless you say “ Post Toasties” to your grocer.

O f words
io -that e ffe ct
IT BEATS the band.

WE ARE accustomed.

THE WAY this thing.

BUT IT’ S a mouthful.
♦ * *
AS YOU'LL agree if you.
* * *
JUST PUT it into good.
+ * *
UNITED STATES, like this.

«

KEEPS POPPING up.
*

♦

*

THE OTHER night.
I

♦

♦

I BROKE all rules.
* * *
AND READ a high-brow book.
* ♦ 4
AND HERE’ S a hot one.

♦ * ♦

THAT IT handed me.
♦

*

*

“ MANY OF us find.
♦ * *
THAT TASTE affords.
* ♦ ♦
ONE OF the fairly.
* * *
DEPENDABLE SATISFACTIONS.
♦ * ♦
OF EVERYDAY living.
*

*

*

«

*

*

*

“ SON, YOU’LL be running.
* # *
ON FOUR flat tires.
* * *
IF YOU don’t hurry.
* # *
AND WRAP yourself around.
* * *
THE ONLY cigarette.
*

*

*

THAT SATISFIES."

♦

AND IT seems.
» » 4
UPON LONG reflection.
* * #
THAT SATISFACTION.
# # *
COMES CLOSE to being.
# * •
THE LONG sought.
# • t
‘ HIGHEST GOOD.” '
« # »
OF COURSE that isn’t.

• « #

WRITTEN WITH the easa.
• » •
AND POLISH to which.

HEY Satisfy” — nothing
else so well describes Ches
T
terfields’ mildness, their mellow

1

ness, their delicacy o f aroma and
smooth, even “ body.”
It took
the finest varieties o f Turkish
and Domestic tobaccos to do it
—and the highest order o f skill
in blending them. Yes, the Ches
terfield blend is a secret. It
can’t be copied.
Have you seen the n ew
AIR - TIGHT tins o f SO?

D e liv e r e d

at T I M E S

o ffic e

2 1 0 *— --------------------------

John K . P aimer, D istrib u to r
H o u lt o n , M a in e

CIGARETTES
L iggett & M yers T obacco C o .
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Subscribers should bear in were week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mind th a t all subscriptions are T -M rC!n T .M r a . cieorse hiw i , ami
payable in advance and the pa- (laughter of Danforth were railing at
_

..

■

.

per w ill be discontinued a t expiration. Notice of such expira
tion w ill be sent out the First of
each month.

the home of their daughter Mrs. Oscar
Stevens on Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Spellman and
children of Portland who have been
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. T
J. Carpenter returned home Saturday.
A chicken stew was served at the.
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Carpenter
on Friday evening in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Grimmer of St. Stephen,
N. B., who have been the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Percy McGary of Houlton.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. W.
N. Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Mc
Connell and son Elmer of this town;
Charles Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
McGary and daughter of Houlton and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Grimmer of St.
Stephen.

Monday, August 8th of valvular heart
disease. He was 56 years, 4 months,
17 days old, born in New Brunswick
When a young man he was united in
marriage to Miss Rose A. Gillen of this
town, to this union four children were
born, one son and three, daughters,
all surviving him. Mrs. Hillman hav
ing passed away many years ago. He
was a member of St. Mary's church in
Houlton where the funeral was held
Wednesday morning.. August 10. He
was a member of Littleton Grange.
Sympathy is extended to the bereaved
family.

MONTICELLO

The Studebaker Corporation was two scalps dangling at their belts, can
started in 1852 for the manufacture of only be staged by such enthusiasts as
wagons and carriages and employed Aroostook
boasts of.
I
three men and at the present time
John R. Braden has made thr^e
about 16,000 people are employed turn starts and each time he has hung up
ing out a completed car every two min a new track record. He opened at
utes.
Woodstock by winning his initial
Messrs. Hand and Harrington the matched race from Calgary Earl,
progressive local agents are alive to 2.02U the Houlton owned pac<*r, in
the fact that the public is interested in 2.08%; at St. Stephen he paced an ex
the manner in which cars are manu hibition mile in 2.07% in his second
factured and Friday's entertainment week without competition and recent
is the second of a series of Studebaker ly he returned to Houlton and beat
publicity event here.
[ Calgary Earl on his home track in

Norman McLeod and wife returned
Friday from St. Andrews.
Several from here attended the
Camp meeting last week.
Lee Good and wife left last week
by auto for Providence, R. I.
S. P. Archibald of Houlton was call
ing on friends in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McLeod re
turned Friday from a month's s t a y
at St. Andrews.
Mrs. Percy Nason was railed to
Houlton last week by the death of her
father Stewart Hillman.
Miss Opal Fletcher returned to
Presque Isle Monday morning after
spending a week at her home here.
Mrs. Ivy Jewell and her father A.
Y. Foster left Tuesday morning for
the southern part of the state to visit
relatives.
Ralph Good and son Philip of Bos
ton and Roy Good of Sanford, Maine
were in town last week visiting their
mother Mrs. Albert Smith and other
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. (’has. Clement and
children who have spent several weeks
at the home of Mrs. Clement's father
A. C. Stanley returned to their home
in Fryburg Monday morning.

trotter Miss Talbot, daughter of J.
Malcolm Forbes, which he bought at
the New York sale last March. She
won the 2.27 trot and took a win race
record of 2.19%, and it was a truly
wonderful performance for the filly
inasmuch as it seemed earlier in the
season that it would be 1922 before
she would yet legged up and have
enough strength to win races from
aged horses of the calibre she is meet
ing.
Some of the New England horses
were missing from the caravan at the
Houlton meeting. A number of them
appeared at an independent meeting
held at St. John which, according to
all reports—including the summaries
— was about what was expected. The
Maine and New Brunswick Circuit
continues the centre of attraction for
racing enthusiasts in the East.—J. D.
B.

2.08% again.
Evidently the let-up
.Miss Thelma Niles of Portland is
which the Earl horse was forced to
visiting her aunt Mrs*. Margaret
Commencing Saturday, May
undergo didn’t do him any good, as he
French at the Elmcroft.
7th, the T IM E S office w ill close
has failed to race within a couple of
Dr. Sarah Randall returned Monday
a t noon every Saturday until
seconds of his workouts and it seems
from a two weeks vacation spent in
to be quite generally agreed that John
Sept. 3. Those having business
Ashland and Potage Lake.
R. Braden won with comparative ease
w ith the T IM E S Publishing Co.
Winsfield S. Wood, local supervisor
at Houlton.
for Vocational Education of Portland
should bear this in mind.
will he in Houlton on Wednesday and 1 Two successive defeats have not
all ex-service men who have matters i caused everybody to lose faith in Cal
NEW LIMERICK
to bring before Mr. Wood are request gary Earl, however, and there are u m n in iu M M ^.1 mi; i n ,n i ri [ i in 11;. i ii i ri mii i ii j ii ,, h
Mrs. Harriet Andrews of Boston is
visiting H. L. Andrews.
LINNEUS
ed to call at the Red Cross rooms on many horsemen who believe the Cana
that day so that their claims can he , dian bred son of Earl, Jr., will race
Mrs. Geo. Adams Sr. is spending
two weeks in Bangor with relatives.
looked into.
Remember the date. himself into shape and prove the same
SHERMAN MILLS
Mrs. Roy London of Smyrna is with
Wednesday, August 17th, for the day. kind of a stout-hearted racehorse be
Do not forget that the First Annual
her sister Mrs. Henry Stewart who is
fore the curtain drops this fall that he
Reunion of the American Legion will
still
on the sick list.
be held here August 17, 18, 19, and
has
been in previous seasons and that
Miss Leona Wiley of Monticello was
AUTO REGISTRATION
everyone is cordially invited.
his noted sire was in his racing days.
the guest of Miss Janice Bither sev
N e w L im e r ic k ( T a n n e r y )
Since tlie first of the present year, Anybody who doubted the value of the
eral days last week.
to date the State of Maine has receiv pair of fast record pacers as drawing
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Henderson of
EAST HODGDON
ed the sum of $942,902.00 in automo cards must have been agreeably sur
William Smith of Houlton was the Boston spent last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Russell.
bile registration fees as against the prised by the results at Houlton, j
guest o f his son Miles recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Petego and
Miss Alta W ilcox of Cary was the baby
sum
of $776,990,25 for the correspond where the box office receipts, with 10,- j
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Petego
guest o f Mrs. Miles Smith last week.
ing period last year, an increase of 000 paid admissions, show the match- j
of Larabee were guests of Mr. Geo.
Rev. A. E. Luce will preach in the
and family last week.
$165,911.75.
ed race was the event the people want-; C o m e a n d h a v e a g o o d tim e
Union Church next Sunday, August 21. McKay
Mr.
and
Mrs. Melvin McLean and
The following figures give the latest : ed to see.
Some from this place attended the daughter Eva
i
and Mr. Joe McLean are
Rev. A B. Carter
ball game in Cary. Between Hodgdon \ visiting relatives
regards the registration of motor
in Miramichi.
G o o d M u s ic
While Harry Nevers, the Houlton j
The whole community was sadden
and Cary.
I
William Brown and Mias Lillian j Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stewart were ed Thursday afternoon to learn of the vehicles:
driver, was deprived of the pleasure |
to Canterbury, N. B., Sunday by death of Rev. A. B. Carter from typh Registrations and Licenses to August
Brown attended Littleton Camp meet-j called
of winning with Calgary Earl at home, j
the severe illness of her father Mr. oid pneumonia. His age was 59 year*.
14, 1920
ing Sunday.
j
he had the next best thing happen .
[He left the ministry five years ago, Operators
Mrs. William Atchison of Houlton Grant.
73,832
and won a race with Vic Holdaway’s UlillilllllillllltllillUIllllililltlJtflltlllUilitilitlUUHllJlffiiitllUllSUiillUlHttKUtUtllillliki'lfiiUIilUC
was the guest of her daughter M rs.! Lewis Bubar and Laures Young left , an(j wag engage(i jn farming until two Registrations
52.ITS
Sunday by auto for a weeks trip^ t0 , years ago when he received the ap
Elmer Weston last week.
6,873
Benj. Duff and J. W. C. Grant went Augusta, Portsmouth, N. H. and Bos- pointment of Postmaster which posi Trucks
1,406 '^iimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiimiimmmiMiiiiitiiiimmniiiiimiiii i<11rrri i ii 11u in iiiiiin m11 in ii 1111 mi in itiitii in 1111 inn im ii n 1111 mi nun mi n i inn ii i i i i i i i i i '
tion he has so conscientiously filled Motorcycles
to Fredericton last Saturday in com- ton, Mass.
pany with the blacksmiths of Houlton
Mrs. Wilbur Bither and daughters since. He is survived by his widow, Dealers
621
Mr. and Mrs Millen Stewart of Dor-{Misses Margaret and Mary spent last one son Guy of this town, a brother
10
Motorcycles dealers
Chester,
CUVBwr, Mass.,
m ooB.i were
wKjiv the
vuv guests of
v- Mr.
-------i Thursday in Houlton with Miss Mari - and sister in Dover. The funeral was
— —*
---—^ _ m
to
August
Registrations
and
Licenses
held Saturday at 2:30, at the Method
and Mrs. Charles T. Egears part of on French.
I Mr. and Mrs. Elwell Outhouse and ist Church, Rev. C. W. Lowell, assist
14, 1921
last week.
|Mr. ayd Mrs. Ben Kyle of Sherman ed by the Rev. Thos. Whiteside, A. E.
89,134
Operators
j were guests of Mr. and Mrs. James G. Luce, Snow and Cheney, all speaking
62,928
Registration
j Bither recently.
ISLAND FALLS
words of praise for the departed
8,888
One o f the best ole times that ever I Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Adams are re brother. The remains were taken to Trucks
ceiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
1,375
the town of Sedgwick, his boyhood Motorcycles
wns, happened on August ninth at Mr.
Fowler’s camps, Shin Pond, M aine..Iof a son on Tuesday, August 9th at the home for burial.
734
Dealers
The fellers that had the fun were j Madigan hospital Houlton.
24
Motorcycles
dealers
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton and
London-McConamy
girls, fourteen of ’em, and they had Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bither and son
Total
receipts
to
August
all there was to be had.
776,990.25
The day began early and ended late, left Tuesday morning for Bangor to ; McConamy, Fairville, N B., was the
14, 1921
and held a variety of sports, both oh attend the funeral of Mrs. Boyd Bur j scene of a pretty wedding on Wednes- Total receipts to August
land and water. Not the least of ton.
! day afternoon, August 10, at 2 o'clock, j 14. 1921
942,902.00
these was the indoor sport known as
j when their daughter Amy, was united !
OAKFIELD
“ Eating.” Dinner and supper in the
] in marriage to Isaiah London of Mon- j
Fowlers’ dining-room that day were
Jameson Bros. Circus is billed here j ticello. The ceremony was performed j MAINE & NEW
F F E C T I V E im m e d ia te ly , w e
tw o o f the merriest meals recorded for Tuesday the 16th.
j by Rev. C. T. Clark, pastor of the FairBRUNSWICK
CIRCUIT
in history.
Miss Bernice Tarbell of Smyrna j viile Baptist church, in the presence j
m a k e a n o t h e r b ig r e d u c 
When night came— and the moon— Mills is visiting Miss Louise Adams
*J
of the immediate families of the con
The Maine and New Brunswick Cir-1
the “ fourteen” scrambled into the big for a few days.
tio n in th e p r ic e o f In te r 
tracting parties. The bride was he- cuit campaign in the potato belt of
motor boat and waved a reluctant
Mrs. Nettie Tidd clerk in the Drug cominglv dressed in blue satin and
n a tio n a l T r a c t o r s .
T h ese
farewell to the camp friends.
Store of the L. A. Barker Company is carried a bouquet of roses and sweet j Aroostook county, which opened in
Here are the girls—count ’em!
Houlton
August
3
and
4
produced
the
peas.
Her
traveling
suit
was
of
blue
j
having a weeks vacation.
r e d u c tio n s w ip e o u t a ll f o r m e r
East Orange, New
J Mrs.l Montgomery,
T
r '.inT"Hou!tonMfu
I A11 roads leads to Smyrna Mills this serge, with white ermine tie, and hat ! greatest summer racing Northern
a d v a n c e s a n d p la c e In te r n a tio n a l
black and cream velvet. The co u -L , . „ . „
conn
Popular interOtaSTr BiSdfSd?-Mli Lora 8l’ee“ U 1week the Swathmore Chautauqua Is of
pie were unattended. After luncheon i Mame hai> c' er secn'
m ___j , OB1»
nirVinHATi m tao 1booked there for seven days.
T r a c t o r s a t th e lo w e s t p r ic e a t
I n harness racing is at a high
Mm Thaver Hersev ' Michael Splan and a party of friends was served, the bride and groom left j
by
automobile
for
Monticello,
where
!
pitch,
E fflf Tilly,
T illy !.i f;tte" de<i ,mov‘ n? Pictures at the Marw h ic h t h e y h a v e e v e r b e e n s o ld .
S i r Lulu GUlespt*, Miss Effle
the groom is engaged in farming.
tin Theatre Saturday night.
Such a demonstration as the MooseMis* Minerva Bragdon of Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Olson of Boston Many pretty and useful gifts testified leuk Club, the owners of “ the little
C o n s id e r in g q u a lity , p o w e r ,
Mills; MUs Alice Robinson, Washing who have been visiting Mr. Olson's to the esteem in which the young cou
iron
horse
from
Tennessess,”
gave
the
ton, D. C.; Miss Dorothy Caldwell parents have returned home
ple are held.
e q u ip m e n t a n d t h e s e r v ic e w h ic h
and Mias Nina Robinson of Island
little red pacer, his driver. John Wil
Mrs. Ernest McFarlan who has bsen
f o llo w s e v e r y m a c h in e , In te r n a 
Falls.
lard, and his caretaker, F. Fogg, when
attending the Littleton Camp meeting LOCAL STUDEBAKER
for a week returned home Sunday.
!
they got hack to Presque Isle after
tio n a l T r a c t o r s a t o u r n e w lo w
Robert McElmon of Boston who was j
AGENTS ENTERTAIN
the first half of the campaign with
SJ***"''
HODGDON
for many years a resident here is vis
p r ic e a r e u n q u e s t io n a b ly th e b e s t
Hallie
___ McQuarrie
_
lost a valuable __
____
____________
URGE GATHERING!
iting
friends
in town for a few days. [
b u y in th e t r a c t o r m a r k e t.
COW Saturday.
d f
ily I The Station
station School is receiving a j At the Dream Theatre Friday, Hand I
R ot. D. A. McKinnon ana » m u y i much needed coat of paint, the joo is ,
,
. . I
are visiting in Nova Scotia.
|belng done by Mr. L. r . Alien and E l-! & Harrington lo::al distributors ot the j
A s t h e s e p r ic e s h a v e b e e n
Mr. and Mrs. Millen Stewart return- mer Byron.
. Studebaker Automobile Corporation.)
m
a
d
e r e g a r d le s s o f m a n u fa c t u r 
ed to their home In Boston last FriByron Estabrooks has accepted a ! entertained a large number of Houlton I
anti fimtilv of Houl-1 ®08^ion as truck driver for the Roach cjtjzens verv pleasantly, the occasion i
in g co s ts , w e d o n o t g u a r a n t e e
Wallace Hovey and family or « o u i Bros who have a large state contract ;
*
ton Spent last week with relatives ■build,ng a bridge over Limestone being the showing of motion pictures .
to m a in ta in .
weId n e s d a y
of the Studebaker factories at South
8roolc
BIG
PARAMOUNT
SUPER
Mr. McClellan is supplying at the
Harry Mansfield and family of Houl- Bend, Indiana and Detroit, Michigan
R e m e m b e r this is th e o n ly
U. B. church during the absence of the ^
8pent tbe Week end at Pleasant together with a detailed picture of the
" D E C E P T I O N ”
r e a l k e r o s e n e b u r n in g t r a c to r o n
pastor
. m n
Pond. Mr. Mansfield expects to buy
Elwood Howard and family were Qr buiI(J a cottage at this beautiful manufacture of the car from the raw Larry Semon in Two Reel Comedy and
th e m a r k e t.
material to the finished car ready for Hearst Weekly News.
week end guests of relatives at Lime- Lake }n ^be near future,
stone, Maine.
! Quite an interesting game of ball delivery.
Rev. E. C. Drew and wife of Har- was piayed Saturday afternoon beTHURSDAY
It goes without saying that few in
rington, Maine are guests of relatives tween Haynesville and the Oakfield
b i G
ROBERTSON-COLE
PRESENTS
the
audience
had
any
conception
of
and
1a
The
4 to o in
l i u friends
t a I V U M W in town.
"v m m .
A ,. A.
A . Team.
ic a iu .
1 u v score
o v w i V stood
o cw
S
P
E
C
I
A
L
The Oak- the magnitude of the Studebaker plant
The many
friends of
Miss Inez Por- I favor
of. _ the _ Oakfield1 team.
A.
1_ J 4
_
. .
1 .. i.’
“THE STEALERS”
ter o. f Boston
are glad
to hear that field
Ridge Team also defeated New and the1 enormous army of workers
her condition is improving.
Limerick Saturday 18 to 3.
employed composed of expert chemists Two Reel Comedy "Switches and
Mr and Mrs. George Daggett of Hav
engineers and skilled machinist where Sweeties” and Burton Holmes Tra
erhill, Mass., have been visiting rela
Buck Jones is Coming
tives and friends here the past week.
One of the most absorbingly inter especially resigned machines are in velogue.
Rev. G. L. Pressey and wife and esting photoplays of the season "Just operation turning out the various
their guest Mrs. Simmons, Mr. and Pals” starring Buck Jones will b<> at jtarts in the seemingly twinkling of
FRIDAY
Mrs. Miles Rhoda and Mrs. Richard the Martin Theatre Saturday night.
Houlton, Maine
Rhoda were on an auto trip to Rock- This Fox production has proved to the an eye, and where hospitals, restaur
A N O T H E R BIG S P E C IA L
ants,
rest
looms
and
other
conveni
large audiences that have attended
port last week.
"W H A T’S A W IFE W O RTH”
the showings that Buck Jones, w ho is ences make for tin1 comfort of the em
not only a horseman of rare skill, hut ployees.
Two Reel Comedy Buster Keaton in
LUDLOW
a skilled actor of cowboy characters,
"The Goat” and American Scenic.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thomas visited can also portray with marked ability
a small town idler who was ‘‘horn
Mrs. Annie McGown Sunday.
Ira Warman spent Sunday with his tired, hut gets bravely over it when a
SATURDAY
parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Warman.
great emergency calls to action.
L OOK
W H A T ’S H E R E
Miss Marion McCorquind&le of Mil*
Money back without queation
if H U N T ’S G UAR ANTEED
linocket visited Miss Vera Thompson
HI H E N R Y’S MINSTRELS
LITTLETON
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES
last week.
25------ Artists of Rare Ability------ 25
(Hunt’* Salve and Soap), fail in
Herschel
Oldenburg
of
Presque
Isl
■
Master Lester Thompson spent Fri
the treatment of Itch. Ectema,
Big Orchestra and Band. Real Come
Ringworm,Tetter or other Itch
day at the home of his uncle O. L. is visiting friends and attending Camp
meeting.
ing akin dieeasee. Try thie
Thompson.
dians and Real Singers
treatm ent a t our risk.
Alfred Campbell was called home
Misses Faye and Vera Thompson
from
Presque
Isle
Saturday
by
the
L.
A . Barker & Co., Oakfield. Main*
Matinee
and Evening— Popular Prices
attended the Powers—O’Donnell wed
serious
illness
of
his
wife.
ding Wednsday.
Lemuel Russel an aged resident of
Two of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Grant’s
children have scarlet fever and the Littleton who is in the Aroostook hos
pital is reported to be gaining.
family are quarantined.
Mrs. Fred Gray and little son arriv
Master Clayton Currie of Houlton
ed
Saturday from Gardiner. Mdine to
visited his cousin Master Leland Longspend several weeks with relatives.
staff the first of the week.
Dr. and Mrs. B. R. Somerville and
Mr. and Mrs. James Longstaff and
daughter
of Kingman, Maine were re
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McCain motored
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
to East Hastings Wednesday.
Mrs. Frank Jordan and son Law Sherwood.
Mrs. Alfred Campbell was taken to
rence o f Houlton visited her parents
the
Aroostook Hospital Friday and
Mr. and Mrs. James Webb Sunday.
Master John Crawford of Houlton was operated upon Saturday. She is
and Master Colon Noyes of Oakfield reported to he comfortable.
Sunday was a wet day on the Camp
are spending several weeks with their
ground
hut some excellent sermons
grandmother Mrs. Angie Noyes.
Mrs. Edith Hand, Miss Mary and were given; Rev. Mr. Garland of Ban
Messrs. Byron and Earl Hand spent gor speaking in the morning ami
the week end at North Lake. They Evangelist Wilson in the afternoon
and evening.
were attending the Hovey reunion.
THE
The concert and lecture given at
U se
Mrs. Sanborn Stewart and little
the
Camp
ground
on
Saturday
was
e n 
daughter, Annie, who have been spend
l\y all. The select readings hv
ing several months with Mrs. Stew joyed
Miss
Gladys
and Miss Edna Briggs
art’s mother Mrs. Lily Stewart of
South China, returned home this week. were given in a pleasing manner and
both responded to an encore. Rev.
Mr. Garland of Bangor gave his lec
LETTER B
ture "The Challenge of Flanders
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Carpenter were Field.” The lecture was interesting
neats o f Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and instructive.
A very enthusiastic meeting of the
AT
n Sunday.
Mrs. George Mitchell returned last Federation of Farmers was held at
-------- F or particulars a n d prices call on -----------reek from a visit with relatives in the Grange Hall Friday evening. Fif
ty members and about a dozen visitors
^aterville.
present. D.’ F. .................
Adams was
Mr. and Mrs. Halion McCready owf* were
----- 4
. r<
orter Settlement were calling in town elected manager of Littleton Local No.
a ___ *_____________
r > ________
JL 1 '
Tenth Anniversary Program
ip dav last week
14. u was vote(1 to °I)en three houses,
\ irq f G McConnell was calling at one at Wiley’s Siding, one at Little1912-1921
* home
‘ ‘ o‘ f Mrs. Percy "McGary
~
of" ton Station and one at Hill’s Siding.
Agents
A
delicious
oyster
stew
was
served
at
loulton on Wednesday.
Mrs. Harry Lee and son John spent the close of the business meeting.
few days last week with Mr. and
Stewart Hillman
[rs. Wilbur Harding of Hodgdon.
Stewart Hillman a respected resi
Mr. and Mrs. George Haynes and
Slighter Grace of Haverhill, Mass., dent of Littleton died at his home on
mi

S ocial D a n ce
North Star Hall
Friday evening
A ug. 19

Admission 5 0 cents

J---- „

_ _

Lowest Price Ever Quoted on

International
Tractors

E

Jit

Week of Aug. 15, 1921

Temple Theatre

a

a

Putnam

Hardware Co.

4 ITCH!

Kill

Potato

SEE AND HEAR

Prevent Late Blight

Ned Woodman

Rex Calcium Arsenate
or Pyrox

CARTOONIST

A. Barker & Co.
Oakfield, Maine

Last Night

C H A U T A U Q U A
Season Tickets

$ 2 .5 C

A t Bridgewater, Maine, Aug. 1 7 -2 3

